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1.1 An autocatalytic network, consisting of 5 species. The monomers which
are circled, {a,b} comprise the food set, and are the only materials which
are added during a dynamical simulation. The fat dots represent reaction
nodes, and the arrows connecting the reactants to the nodes point in the
direction of condensation. The broken lines connecting a species to a
reaction indicates that the species is a catalyst for that reaction. . . .. 3

2.1 The approach towards a graphical steady state. The numbers of polymers
(Species), reaction nodes (Nodes) and catalytic edges (Links) present in
the network are plotted versus metadynamical step of graph variation.
Due to the constraints imposed by a constant overall mass for the system,
the time evolution ofthe graph must also eventually lead to a fixed point.
Parameters: k} E [10, 1021, k~ E [1,10], vi E [103 ,107

], kc,: = 1.00 x
10\ {j = 102, Mass = 1.6 X 10-\ Food Set = {a,b,aa,bb,ab,ba,aaa,baa},
threshold = 10-5 • Pc = 6 X 10-3 . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . • • • •• 50

2.2 A list of graphical structures which are legal candidates for autocatalytic
mutation. The structures are selected from the shadow, which may be
represented as a directed graph, with each vertex of the graph represent
ing a reaction node and the reaction products which are in the shadow.
An edge represents a catalytic connection, meaning that a polymer from
the reaction node at the base of the edge may catalyze the reaction at
the tip of the edge. A circle around a node indicates that the reaction is
an autocatalytic one-cycle. The numerals in the upper right corner is a
count of the permutations of the structure which are possible given the
addition of autocatalytic one-cycles. . . . . .. 61
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2.3 The sequence of operations in simulations of autocatalytic networks. F
represents the food set assumed to be provided by abiogenetic synthesis
and a concentration mechanism. C represents the metadynamics, the ap
plication of our rules of chemistry for creating reactions and thus changing
the graph. Ai is an autocatalytic network of given topology with a set of
associated equations. These equations are solved to find the steady state
of the network, which is then operated on again by the metadynamics.
This process will continue until a graphical fixed point is reached. At
such a fixed point, our rules for adding an autocatalytic mutation to the
network represented by M will be applied. If successful, the ensuing
network will again be subject to the application of the rules of chemistry. 65

2.4 With a full description of the autocatalytic network, the background of
uncatalyzed processes, and the shadow, the source of variability, we can
offer a more detailed schema of our world, using the example of the
network of Figure 1.1. The polymers of the network are in white type
upon a black background, the species of the shadow are in white type
upon a gray background, and the species of the rest of the background
are in black type. The reactions are indicated with solid lines. The
catalytic relationships are not indicated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

3.1 Several computed equilibrium solutions for the network of Figure 3.2. At
equilibrium, the mass flux 0 = 0, and the efficiency of the catalysis (vG )

is irrelevant. In the top figure, the loglQCi is plotted for each polymer i,
arranged in order of increasing length. Ci is the concentration of polymer
i. In the bottom figure, the loglO(Ci} is plotted against polymer length
i. Each solution differs in the rate constants for each reaction. For
solution (a), the rate constants were chosen to favor the production of
large polymers in a nonequilibrium regime. For solution (b), the rate
constants were a linear function of length, with ky E [10,102

, and k;! E

[1,10J. For solution (c), ky = 10 and k;! = 10. For solution (d), ky = 104

and k;! = 10. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75
3.2 The reaction subgraph of an autocatalytic reaction network of 22 poly

mers. The catalytic links for the catalysts of each reaction are not drawn.
The food set, {a,b,ab,bb} is circled. The fat dots represent reaction nodes,
and the lines connecting the reactants to the nodes point in the direction
of condensation. 76
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3.3 The time evolution of the concentrations of each species exhibiting an
approach to a dynamical steady state for the network of Figure 3.2, plot
ted against integration steps. Both axes are plotted logarithmically. The
equations of motion are integrated using a Runga-Kutta-Fehlberg [1] path
following method with variable time step. The simulation is initialized
with all of the mass in the food set. Thus a wave of mass passes through
the network. The equations can be seen to be stiff, as there is a very
large rate of change for the polymers which are far from steady state,
while those closer to steady state vary much more slowly. If we did not
begin with a fixed network, but added polymers through application of
the rules of chemistry, the time series would show the same qualitative
features. Parameters: kCj = 102 , k'! = 10, yG = 104, k;; = 104, H = 1,
0= 102 , Mass = 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 77

3.4 The time evolution of the solutions to the equations which describe the
background of uncatalyzed reactions. Each solution curve represents the
sum of the concentrations of all species of the background of a given
length. Parameters: kCj = 102

, k'! = 10, yG = 104, k;; = 104, H = 1,
0= 102 , Mass = 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 78

3.5 The spectrum of real part of the eigenvalues for the jacobian matrix
of the network of Figure 5.1 at steady state plotted against variation
in IOg100 E [-2,6]. The values are logarithmically scaled, so that a
value of -4 indicates an eigenvalue of _104 • All values are negative,
indicating that the solution is asymptotically stable. Stability increases
with increasing O. Parameters: kCj = 3.02 X 104, kl( = 2.70, yG =

5.26 X 105, k;; = 7.11 X 104, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. 80
3.6 The spectrum of the imaginary part of the eigenvalues for the jacobian

matrix of the network of Figure 5.1 at steady state plotted against vari
ation in IOg100 E [-2,6]. As 0 increases, there is an average increase in
the magnitude of the imaginary component, indicating that transients
increase. To achieve the logarithmic scaling, all values between -1 and 1
are set to 1. Parameters: kCj =3.02 X 104, kl( = 2.70, yG =5.26 X 105,

k;; = 7.11 X 104, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 81
The leading (largest) real component of the eigenvalues for the jacobian
matrix of the network of Figure 3.2, plotted against variation of yG E
[0,6] and 0 E [0,6]. The values are logarithmically scaled, so that a
value of -4 indicates an eigenvalue of _104 . The leading eigenvalue is
always negative, indicating that the solution is asymptotically stable.
Parameters: kCj = 102, kl( = 10, k;; = 104 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. 82
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4.1 A simulation which reaches steady state with a random chemistry. a plots
the number of polymers above threshold in the network (Species) and the
number of polymers which were candidates for inclusion into the network
but which could not achieve threshold (Failures). b plots the number of
new polymers added (New Species) to the number of polymers once above
threshold which have fallen below threshold (Extinctions). Parameters:
k} E [10, 102

], k~ E [1,10], vi E [103,107
], ke,j = 10\ 0 = 102, Mass

= 10-\ Food Set = {a,b,aa,bb,ab,ba}, threshold = 10-5 , Pc = 6 X 10-3 • 94
4.2 A simulation which reaches steady state with a match chemistry. a plots

the number of polymers above threshold in the network (Species) and the
number of polymers which were candidates for inclusion into the network
but which could not achieve threshold (Failures). b plots the number
of new polymers added (New Species) to the number of polymers once
above threshold which have fallen below threshold (Extinctions). c plots
the length of largest polymers, the average length of the polymers in the
network, and the variance about this average. d plots the number of cat
alytic links, the number of reaction nodes, and the number of polymers.
A limit of 75 polymers was imposed upon the network. Parameters:
k} E [10, 102

], k~ E [1,10], vi E [103
, 107J, ke,j = 106 , 0 = 102

, Mass = 2.4,
Food Set = {baaaaa,aabbba,ababbb,baabba}, threshold = 10-4 • • • . •. 95

5.1 An autocatalytic network of 15 polymers. This network was drawn to
have a small number of reactions and catalytic connections so as to min
imize the number of terms in the associated differential equations. The
network was also drawn to be focused, so that there is rarely more than
one polymer of any length. The food set {a, b} is circled. This network
and several variations of it will serve as our E. Coli for many of our stud-
ies, including comparisons to networks generated by our rules of chemistry. 100

5.2 The domain of dominance of the autocatalytic set. The fraction of the
total mass for the network (N), the background (B), and the food set (F)
is plotted as a function of the mean reaction number (R) (Eq. (2.28)),
which is analogous to a residence time and inversely related to the mass
flux (0). The simulation is performed for the networks of Figure 5.1 (a)
and Table 7.1 (b). An infinite reaction number corresponds to equilib
rium. Parameters for (a): kJ = 6.49 X 102, kCj = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105,
ke,j = 5.00 x 10\ 0 E [10-2 ,106

], Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. Parame
ters for (b): kJ = 3.02x10\ kCj = 2.70, vG = 5.26x10s, ke,j E [100 ,10'0],

oE [10-2 ,106], Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 101
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5.3 Dominance of an autocatalytic set. Mean concentration is plotted as a
function of length. The solid line (N) corresponds to the network; the
dotted line (B) corresponds to the background; the dotted-dashed line (E)
corresponds to the Flory-Stockmayer equilibrium prediction. The dashed
line (N + B) is the average over all polymers, both those of the network
and of the background. The simulation is performed for the networks of
Figure 5.1 (a) and Table 7.1 (b). Parameters for (a): kt = 6.49 X 102,

k;! = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105, k;; = 5.00 X 104, 0= 1.79 X 101], Mass = 2.0,
Food Set = {a,b}. Parameters for (b): kt = 3.02 X 104, k;! = 2.70,
v G = 5.26 X 105 , k;; E [100 ,1010],0 = 1.41 X 102 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set
= {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 102

5.4 Good regions in parameter space. The fractions of the total mass in the
network plotted against loglOo E [0,6] and IOglOV E [0,8]. The combina
tion of catalysis in an nonequilibrium environment and the saturation of
the catalysts of the network defines a closed bubble in parameter space
where the network is dominant. The solutions are for the network of
Table 7.1. Parameters: kt = 3.02 x 104, k;! = 2.70, vG E [1,108J,
k;; = 7.11 x 104, 0 E [1,106

], Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . .. 103
5.5 The fractions of the total mass the background plotted against loglOo E

[0,6] and IOglOV E [0,8]. The solutions are for the network of Table 7.1.
Parameters: kt = 3.02 x 104, k;! = 2.70, vG E [1,108

], k;; = 7.11 x 104 ,

oE [1,10"], Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 104
5.6 The fractions of the total mass in the food set plotted against loglOo E

[0,6] and IOglOV E [0,8]. The solutions are for the network of Table 7.1.
Parameters: kt = 3.02 x 10\ k;! = 2.70, vG E [1,108], k;; = 7.11 x 104 ,

oE [1,106
], Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 105

5.7 The approach to equilibrium. (A) is plotted against variation in 0,
the mass flux. The solutions for both the background (B) of uncat
alyzed processes and the autocatalytic network (N) of Figure 5.1 are
shown. Each point on the curves represents a steady state solution of
the network and the background. The slopes become equal as lims~o,

since catalysis no longer affords the autocatalytic network an advantage
in a static environment. At equilibrium, the network blends into the
background. (E) represents the predicted value of the slope at equilib
rium from Flory-Stockmayer theory. Parameters: kt = 6.49 x 102 ,

k;! = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105, k;; = 5.00 x 10\ 0 = 1.79 x 10\ Mass = 2.0,
Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 106
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5.8 The emergence of the autocatalytic set. This and the following set of
pictures displayed with increasing 6, the mass flux, shows the increas
ing dominance of the autocatalytic set over the spontaneous background.
The height of each polyhedron represents the logarithm of the concentra
tion of a polymer in the network. The food set is placed in the center, and
each concentric ring represents an increase in the length of the polymer.
The logarithm of the mean concentration of the species in the background
for each length is plotted in steps. These solutions are generated for the
network of Table 7.1. For this value of 6, the network is indistinguishable
from the background. The system is effectively at equilibrium. Param
eters: kj = 6.49 X 102, k':; = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105, k~ = 5.00 x 10\
6 =E [10-2 ,107 j,Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b} 107

5.9 The autocatalytic set is visible, though the longer polymers are in low
concentrations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 108

5.10 The network continues to emerge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 108
5.11 The network may be clearly distinguished. Though the network is win-

ning the competition for the resources of the food set, the background is
at a higher than expected concentration due to spontaneous degradation
from the species of the network. 108

5.12 The concentrations of the polymers of the network are continuing to
increase, while those of the background recede.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 109

5.13 The concentrations of the largest polymers are roughly equivalent to those
of the food set. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 109

5.14 Note the deformation of the background. At this value of 6, the mean
concentration of species in the background is irregular. The more efficient
reactions of the network are using so much of the food set that there is
little left over for the reactions of the background. .... . . . . . . .. 110

5.15 The highest degree of dominance of the network over the background. . 110
5.16 Both the network and the background are beginning to recede, as even

the catalyzed processes of the network cannot keep pace with the rate
of mass flux. For this and higher values of 6, the food set increasingly
dominates. Note that the ratio between the network and the background
remains high. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 111

5.17 Though it appears that the network is still strong, note the scale of
concentration and compare it to the previous pictures. The network is
still dominant over the background, but both have negligible concentrations. 111

6.1 The 10glOCi versus polymer i for several solutions to the reaction net
work of Figure 3.2. Ci is the concentration of polymer i. The polymers
are arranged on the x-axis in order of increasing length. The catalytic
connectivity is different for each solution, with the caveat that each reac
tion node has only one catalyst. All other parameters are held constant.
Parameters: kj = 102

, k':; = 10, v G = 10\ k~ = 104
, 6 = 1,8 X 103

,

Mass = 30, Food Set = {a,b,bb,ab}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 113
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6.2 A versus polymer length i for 5000 solutions to the reaction network of
Figure 5.1 is plotted against the number of catalytic links in the network,
which may range from 13 to 195. The samples were generated by first
choosing at random some number of links, and then randomly picking
a catalytic connectivity which satisfies this number. All parameters are
global and held constant. Parameters: k7 = 102 , k:; = 10, vG = 102

k;: = 104 , 0 = 102 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 115
6.3 Similar to Figure 6.2, A versus polymer length i is calculated for 5000

solutions to the reaction network of Figure 5.1, and plotted against the
number of catalytic links in the network, which may range from 13 to
195. The samples were generated by first randomly choosing a degree of
connectivity, and then randomly picking a catalytic connectivity which
satisfies the degree. The principal difference between this result and that
of Figure 6.2 is that the catalytic efficiencies for each solution are not
equivalent for all catalytic links and all connectivities, but are randomly
chosen in the range [102 ,107]. All other parameters are global and are
held constant. Parameters: k7 = 102 , k:; = 10, k;: = 10\ 0 = 102 ,

Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. 116

7.1 A histogram of randomly sampling the global parameter space of the net
works of Figure 5.1 and Table 7.1. The parameters, {o,k7,k:;,vG ,k;:},
were sampled in the range [1,106]. For each bin, the number of samples
is plotted against fitness. In this case, the fitness is A. . . . . . . . . .. 121

7.2 A plotted against loglOO and IOglOV for the network of Figure 5.1. Pa
rameters: k7 = 6.49 X 102, k:; = 2.50, vG E [1,106], k;: = 5.00 X 10\
oE [1,106

], Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 122
7.3 A plotted against loglOo and loglOv for the network of Table 7.1. Note

the nonmonotonicity in the slope indicating the appearance of multiple
minima in the parameter space. Parameters: k7 = 3.02 X 10\ k:; =

2.70, v G E [1, lOsJ, k;: = 7.11 X 10\ 0 E [1,106
], Mass = 2.0, Food Set =

{a,b}. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 123
7.4 %J+~F plotted against loglOo and loglOv for the network of Figure 5.1.

Note the two local maxima in this parameter subspace. Parameters:
k7 = 6.49 X 102

, k:; = 2.50, vG E [1,106], k;: = 5.00 X 10\ 0 E [1,106],

Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. 124
7.5 %J+~F plotted against loglOO and IOglOv for the network Table 7.1. Pa

rameters: k7 = 3.02 X 10\ k:; = 2.70, vG E [1, lOS], k;: = 7.11 X 10\
oE [1,106

], Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 125
7.6 A is plotted against loglOV E [0,8] and loglOk" E [0,8]. Parameters:

k7 = 3.02 X 10\ k:; = 2.70, 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.127
7.7 A is plotted against loglOkf E [0,6] and loglOkr E [0,6] for the network of

Table 7.1. Parameters: vG = 5.26x105 , k;: = 7.11 X 10\°= 1.41x102 ,

Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. 128
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7.8 A is plotted against log100 E [0, 6],loglOkf E [0,6] for the network of Table
7.1. Parameters: kr;' = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k;: = 7.11 X 10\ Mass
= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 129

7.9 Dependence upon the mass flux. Variation of network dynamics (a,b,c,
and d) for the network of Table 7.1 with respect to log100 E [-2,7].
Parameters: ky = 3.02 X 10\ kr;' = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k;: =
7.11 X 10\ 0 E [10-2 ,107], Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. 131

7.10 Dependence upon the catalytic efficiency. Variation of network dynamics
(a,b,c, and d) for the network of Table 7.1 with respect to lOglOVG E
[1,10]. Parameters: ky = 3.02 X 10\ kr;' = 2.70, vG E [10,1010],
k;: = 7.11 X 10\ 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . .. 133

7.11 The variation of the free, bound and total concentrations of polymers
plotted agains lOglOVG E [0,10]. The variation of the food set with re
spect to the catalytic efficiency is not shown, since the food set is being
constantly replenished and will not show a high degree of saturation. Row
1 presents the behavior of C from Eq. (7.1), row 2 presents the behavior
of C and D from Eq. (7.2), and row 3 presents the behavior of C, D
and E from Eq. (7.3). Parameters: ky = 102 , kr;' = 10, vG E [1,101°],
k;: =10\ 0 = 1.0 X 102 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {A,B}. . . . . . . . .. 135

7.12 The distribution of bound and free concentrations per polymer for the
network of Table 7.1 for a range of values for vG through the point of
saturation. The polymers are arranged in increasing order oflength. Pa
rameters: ky = 3.02x 10\ kr;' = 2.70, vG E [105,106,107,108,109,101°],
k;: = 7.11 X 10\ 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . .. 136

7.13 Dependence upon the rate of di8sociation. Variation of network dynamics
(a,b,c, and d) for the network of Table 7.1 with respect to logloku E
[0,10]. Parameters: ky = 3.02 X 10\ kr;' = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105,

k;: E [10°,1010],0 = 1.41 X 102
, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. ..... 137

7.14 Dependence upon the forward rate constant. Variation of network dy
namics (a,b,c, and d) for the network of Table 7.1 with respect to
loglOkf E [0,8J. Parameters: ky E [1,108], kr;' = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105,
k;: = 7.11 X 104, 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . .. 138

7.15 Dependence upon the reverse rate constant. Variation of network dy
namics (a,b,c, and d) for the network of Table 7.1 with respect to
lOglOkr;' E [0,10]. As with extreme values of 0, increase of kr;' leads
to a regime which is not physically meaningful and which is beyond the
precision of our computational methods. Parameters: ky = 3.02 X 10\
kr;' E [1,101OJ, vG = 5.26 X 105, k;: = 7.11 X 10\ 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass
= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 139

7.16 Dependence upon the mass in the system. Variation of network dynamics
(a,b,c, and d) for the network of Table 7.1 with respect to loglOMass E
[-2,4]. Parameters: ky = 3.02 X 104, kr;' = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105,
k;: = 7.11 X 10\ 0 = 1.41 X 102 , Mass E [1O- 2 ,104J, Food Set = {a,b} .. 140
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8.1 The results of randomly sampling several subsets of the parameter space
of the network of Figure 5.1, showing a smoothed histogram of incidence
against fitness. The headings for each plot indicate which parameters
were varied. For the top left figure, {vi} for each reaction node i. For the
top right figure, {vi,k~,,,}. For the bottom left figure, {vi,k~,k},k~,,,}.

For the bottom right figure, the catalytic connectivity. The fitness has
been defined as a linear transformation of A: f(A) = 1.0 - A. The
parameters were varied in the range E [1,106]. Parameters which are not
varied assume the following values: Parameters: k7 = 102 , k': = 101 ,

V = 102 , kf! =10\ ,,= 102 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . .. 150
8.2 Statistics from the genetic algorithm optimization of the parameter set

{ vi, k~, k}, k~,,, } for the network of Figure 5.1. Plotted are the mean
fitness (dashed) and the best fitness (solid) against generation from the
search which produced a best fitness (A) of +1.04 x 10-2 • The algorithm
which· is used [2] is encoded to require that an improving fitness means
reducing it from the positive domain towards o. Since A is to be increased,
f(A) = 1.0 - A. Parameters: Total Trials = 27500, Population Size =
250, Structure Length = 530, Crossover Rate = 0.600000, Mutation Rate
= 0.000140. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 151

8.3 Use of a direct hillclimbing algorithm to optimize the set of parameters
{vi} E [1,106] for the network of Figure 5.1. The fitness = 1.0-A, plotted
against the number of steps taken. Each step corresponds to considering
all one bit variations from the representation at the previous step. The
several curves begin with randomly chosen initial representations corre
sponding to a random point in the parameter space. The observation
that all paths lead to the same optimum strongly suggests, but does not
prove, that there is a global optimum in this parameter subspace with
this choice of fitness. Parameters: k7 = 102 , k? = 10, kf! = 10\
" = 102

, Mass =2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 152
8.4 For a computation which optimized the slope for the network of Figure

3.2, the ratio of mass in the network to that in the background and the
food set, as well as the mean flux ratio are also plotted. . . . . . . . .. 153

8.5 Sensitivity to parameter variation. The loglQ(Gi) versus polymer length
i curves for the result of optimizing over several subsets of the complete
parameter set for the network of Figure 5.1 are compared. Gi is the sum
concentration of all polymers of the network of length i. The labels of the
plots correspond to those of Table 8.4. For parameters which were not
optimized, the parameter values were constant and global. Parameters:
k7 = 102

, k? = 10, vG =102
, kf! = 104

, ,,= 102
, Mass = 2.0, Food Set

= {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 156
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8.6 The parameter values which are the result of optimizing the network of
Figure 5.1 for different subsets of all parameters. The logarithms of the
parameters are arranged in the following sequence:
{ mass, 8, vI, k~, V 2 , k~, ... , k}, k~, k;, k;, .. .}.
Parameters not optimized assumed the following values: Parameters:
kt = 102 , klj! = 10, vG = 102 , kfj = 10\ 8 = 102 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set
= {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 157

8.7 Optimization of the catalytic connectivity. The mean logarithm of the
concentration ofthe polymers of the network (JogI0(Ci)) is plotted against
polymer length i. The Minimal curve corresponds to the network of
Figure 5.1. The Quasi-Optimal curve corresponds to the network of
Table 7.1, and is the result of the application of the genetic algorithm
to the optimization of the catalytic topology. The Equilibrium curve
actually represents two results which are identical: all other parameters
being equal, both the Minimal net and the Quasi-Optimal net behave
identically under equilibrium conditions (8 = 0). Parameters: kt =
102, klj! = 10, vG = 102 , kfj =10\ Mass =2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . .. 159

8.8 Optimization of a network with minimal connectivity. The mean loga
rithm of the concentration of the polymers of (JogI0(Ci)) is plotted against
polymer length i. for several solutions to the network of Figure 5.1. No
Catalysis is the solution under the condition that all reactions are un
catalyzed: vG = O. Equilibrium represents the equilibrium solution:
8G = O. The dashed line is the solution to the global quasi-optimum,
while the solid line is the result of optimizing the full parameter set with
diversity: {vi, k~, k}, k~, 8}. But for these stated variations, the param
eter values were constant and global. Parameters: kt = 6.49 X 102,

klj! =2.50, vG =8.97 X 105, kfj =5.00 X 104, 8 = 1.79 X 101, Mass =2.0,
Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 161

8.9 Optimization of a network with an optimized connectivity. The mean log
arithm of the concentration of the polymers (loglQ(Ci)) is plotted against
polymer length i for several solutions to the network of Table 7.1. No
Catalysis is the solution under the condition that all reactions are un
catalyzed: vG = O. Equilibrium represents the equilibrium solution:
8G = O. The dashed line is the solution to the global quasi-optimum,
while the solid line is the result of optimizing the parameter subset {vi}
for i E [1,118] with diversity. Except for these stated variations, the pa
rameter values were constant and global. Parameters: kt = 3.02 X 10\
klj! =2.70, vG =5.26 X 105, kfj = 7.11 X 104, 8 = 1.41 X 102, Mass =2.0,
Food Set = {a,b}. . 162
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9.1 Variation in the amount of monomer provided to the networks of Figure
5.1 and Table 7.1. A is plotted against the fraction of the total mass which
is supplied in the form of a. Each point on the curve represents a unique
steady state solution of the network. Since these two networks have
the same populations, the composition is the same: {%a = 0.543,%b =
0.457}. Parameters for Figure 5.1: kf = 6.49 X 102, k? = 2.50, vG =
8.97 X 105, k;; =5.00 X 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. Parameters
for Table 7.1: kf = 3.02 X 10\ k? = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k;; =

7.11 X 10\ 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . .. 166
9.2 Dependence upon the input and the mass flux for a network of minimal

connectivity (Figure 5.1). A is plotted against loglOo and the fraction of
the total mass which is provided as monomeric a. For this simulation,
the food set is composed of {a,b}, while the network is composed of
%a =0.543. Parameters: kf =6.49 X 102, k? = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105,

k;; =5.00 x 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}, %a E [.2, .8J. 168
9.3 Dependence upon the input and the mass flux for a network of high

connectivity (Table 7.1). A is plotted against IOglOO and the fraction of
the total mass which is provided as monomeric a. For this simulation,
the food set is composed of {a,b}, while the network is composed of
%a =0.543. Parameters: kf =3.02 x 104, k? = 2.70, vG =5.26 X 105,

k;; = 7.11 X 10\ 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}, %a E [.2, .8J.169
9.4 Dependence upon the input and the mass flux for a network of minimal

connectivity (Figure 5.1). A is plotted against loglOv and the fraction of
the total mass which is provided as monomeric a. For this simulation,
the food set is composed of {a,b}, while the network is composed of
%a =0.543. Parameters: kf =6.49 X 102, k? =2.50, vG =8.97 X 105,

k;; =5.00 x 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}, %a E [.35,.75] 170
9.5 Dependence upon the input and the mass flux for a network of high

connectivity (Table 7.1). A is plotted against IOglOV and the fraction of
the total mass which is provided as monomeric a. For this simulation,
the food set is composed of {a,b}, while the network is composed of
%a =0.543. Parameters: kf =3.02 x 10\ k? = 2.70, vG =5.26 X 105,

k;; =7.11x10\°= 1.41 x 102
, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}, %a E [.2,.8].171

9.6 A is plotted against loglOo and the fraction of the total mass which is
provided as monomeric a. The network studied is a variation of the
network of Figure 5.1, designed to have catalysts which have a different
monomeric composition than that of the entire population. For this sim
ulation, the food set is composed of {a,b}, while the network is composed
of %a = 0.543. The competition between the differing compositions of
the population and the subpopulation of the catalysts (%a = 0.302) is
evident. Parameters: kf = 6.49 X 102, k? = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105,

k;; =5.00 x 10\ Mass =2.0, Food Set = {a,b}, %a E [.35,.75J 172
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9.7 A is plotted against 0 and the fraction of the total mass which is pro
vided as monomeric a. The network studied is a variation of the net
work of Figure 5.1, designed to have catalysts which have a different
monomeric composition than that of the entire population. For this sim
ulation, the food set is composed of {a, b}, while the network is composed
of %a = 0.543. The competition between the differing compositions of
the population and the subpopulation of the catalysts (%a = 0.302) is
evident. Parameters: k7 = 3.02 X 104, k;! = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105,

k!jj = 7.11 X 104, 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}, %a E [.2,.8].173
9.8 The reaction flux profile for the network of Figure 5.1. The forward

(loglO<I>{) reaction fluxes per reaction node i are plotted against 10glOo E
[-2,6] for the network of Figure 5.1. The nodes are arranged in order
of increasingly larger condensate. To achieve the logarithmic scaling, all
values for the flux between 0 and 1 are set to 1. Parameters: ky =

6.49 X 102, k;! = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105, k!jj = 5.00 X 104, Mass = 2.0,
Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 175

9.9 The reverse (-IOglO<I>D reaction fluxes per reaction node i are plotted
against logloo E [-2,6] for the network of Figure 5.1. The nodes are
arranged in order of increasingly larger condensate. To achieve the loga
rithmic scaling, all values for the flux between 0 and -1 are set to 1. Pa
rameters: ky =6.49 X 102, k;! = 2.50, vG =8.97 X 105, k!jj =5.00 X 10\
Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. 176

9.10 The flux field for the network of Figure 5.1 demonstrates the shift from
equilibrium due to the increase in mass flux. The flux ratio (loglOiPi)
per reaction node i is plotted against logloo E [-2,6]. A negative ratio
indicates that the reverse flux is the greater, but in this example, the
forward flux appears to be dominant for most nodes. As 0 -> 0, the
ratio iPi approaches 1, demonstrating detailed balance. Parameters:
ky = 6.49 X 102, k;! = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105, k!jj = 5.00 X 104, Mass
= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b} 177

9.11 The forward (loglO<I>{) reaction fluxes per reaction node i are plotted
against variation in the food set. The network of Table 7.1 is studied. The
fraction of mass added into the system which is in the form of monomeric
a is in the range [.2, .8]. To achieve the logarithmic scaling, all values for
the flux between 0 and 1 are set to 1. Note that the largest fluxes occur in
the vicinity of the optimal forcing value for %a = 0.543. Parameters:
ky = 3.02 X 104, k;! = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k!jj = 7.11 X 104, 0 =
1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 179
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9.12 The reverse (-IOglO¢>i) reaction fluxes per reaction node i are plotted
against variation in the food set. The network of Table 7.1 is studied. The
fraction of mass added into the system which is in the form of monomeric
a is in the range [.2, .8]. To achieve the logarithmic scaling, all values for
the flux between 0 and -1 are set to 1. Parameters: ky = 3.02 X 10\
k;: = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k'!!. = 7.11 x 104, 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0,
Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 180

9.13 The mean flux ratio (loglOT) plotted against 0 E [-2,6] and the fraction
ofthe total mass which is provided as monomeric a E [.2, .8]. The network
of Table 7.1 is studied. Note that that the minima of the surface with
increasing 0 is at the optimal forcing value for a = 0.543, implying that
the shift from equilibrium is minimized although the forward and reverse
fluxes are strongest at this value. Parameters: ky = 3.02 x 10\ k;: =
2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k'!!. = 7.11 x 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.. 181

9.14 An experiment demonstrating the robust properties of an autocatalytic
set. The solutions are for the network of Figure 3.2. The food set is origi
nally a, b, ab, bb. The food set is altered in four different ways, as shown
in Table 9.1. For each alteration of the food set the concentrations of
all 22 polymers in the autocatalytic set are plotted against the "polymer
index". (The polymer index assigns a unique label to each polymer. It
is ordered according to length, but is otherwise arbitrary.) Two of the
alterations of the food set cause the autocatalytic set to die, while the
other two hardly change it. Like a robust metabolism, the autocatalytic
set can digest a variety of different foods. For comparison, the solution
to the network without catalysis is also plotted. Parameters: kr = 10,
kf = 102, ku = 10\ 0 = 103

.
25 , V = 10\ Total Mass = 30. 183

9.15 A is plotted against loglOo E [0,6] for five variations of the food set (see
Table 9.1) of the network of Figure 3.2. This parameter sweep reveals that
the collapse of the network due to a variation of the food set is confined
to a subregion in parameter space, and is in turn due to an inability
of the catalyzed processes of the network to compete with the increase
in dissipative mass flux. Parameters: kr = 10, kf = 102, ku = 10\
v = 10\ Total Mass = 30. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 184

9.16 The absolute forward and reverse reaction fluxes for the results of Figure
9.14. The logarithms of both the forward flux IOglO¢>{ (top) and reverse
flux IOglO¢>; (bottom) fluxes are being plotted for each node i. The nodes
are arranged in order of increasingly larger condensate. Note that the
food sets which failed (II, IV) show a large general reduction in the
forward flux. N corresponds to the Default of Table 9.1. Parameters:
kr = 10, kf =.102, k" = 104 , 0 = 103 .25 , v = 10\ Total Mass = 30. ... 185
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9.17 The reaction flux field for the results of Figure 9.14. Each chart plots
the flux ratio (loglO<Pi) per reaction node i for each variation of the food
set N,I,II,III,IV. A positive differential indicates that the forward flux
(in the direction of condensation) is greater that the reverse flux (in the
direction of cleavage). The food sets which succeeded (I, III) managed to
metabolize larger polymers into needed basic ingredients. An indication
of the "strain" on the food sets which failed (II, IV) is the large negative
flux ratios in the reaction nodes which synthesize the food set. N cor
responds to the Default of Table 9.1. Parameters: k r = 10, k f = 102 ,

ku =10\ 0 = 103
•
5

, V = 10\ Total Mass =30. 186
9.18 The parameter range for robustness. A is plotted against variation in

the fraction of the total mass which is monomeric a. As the driving for
a (Ta ) is decreased, the driving for the rest of the food set is altered so
that the food set of lis being continuously deformed into that for II. (See
Table 9.1.) The results indicate that the network is reasonably stable to
perturbations in the supply of essential resources very close to absolute
deprivation of pure monomeric a. Parameters: kr = 10, k f = 102 ,

ku =10\ 0 = 103
, V = 102

, Total Mass =30. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 188

10.1 The effect of varying catalytic efficiencies for a specific reaction while
keeping all other efficiencies constant. A is plotted against the variation
of vi E [1,106] for each reaction node i for the network of Figure 5.1.
The vi for j f= i are held at the value for vG at the global quasi optima
for the network. The nodes are arranged in order of increasingly larger
condensate. Parameters for Figure 5.1: k7 = 6.49 x 102 , k;! = 2.50,
vG =8.97 X 105, k';f =5.00 x 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . .. 190

10.2 A is plotted against the variation of vi E [1,106] for each reaction node i
for the network of Table 7.1. The v) for j f= i are held at the value for
vG at the global quasi optima for the network. The nodes are arranged
in order of increasingly larger condensate. Parameters for Figure 5.1:
k7 = 3.02 x 10\ k;! = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k';f = 7.11 X 104, 0 =
1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 191

10.3 Analogous to Figure 10.2, the forward reaction rates k~ of a single reac
tion node are varied while assigning a global value to all other forward re
action rates for the network of Figure 5.1. Parameters: k7 = 6.49 x 102,

k;! = 2.50, v G = 8.97 X 105, k';f = 5.00 x 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set =
{a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 192

10.4 Variation of individual forward reaction rates k~ for the network of Table
7.1, while assigning a global value to all other forward reaction rates.
Parameters: k7 = 3.02 x 104

, k;! = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105 , k';f =

7.11 x 10\ 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . .. 193
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10.5 Variance of the source of the link for the reactions of the network of
Figure 5.1. Isolating the first reaction node, the first polymer in the
list of polymers is allowed to be the reaction catalyst and A is recorded.
This link is then removed, and the second polymer in the list is then
the catalyst. This process continues through the list of polymers and
the list of reaction nodes. Except for the reaction node which is being
considered, all other nodes have the catalytic connectivity of the original
network. Parameters: kt = 6.49 X 102 , k? = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105 ,

k;; =5.00 X 10\ Mass =2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 195

11.1 The estimated availability of mutation for cycle lengths of 1,2,3 plotted
against the graphstep for a developing network. The simulation was
performed with a random chemistry. Parameters: kf E [10\ 102], kr E
[1,10], v E [103 ,107J, ku = 106 , Total Mass = 10-1 , m = 2, threshold
=10-\ Pc =4.5 X 10-3, Polymer Limit = 75, Mutation cycles E [1,2,3]. 199

11.2 A simulation with a random chemistry. a plots the number of polymers
(dotted) and the introduction of mutants (solid) over time. Each triangle
represents the successful addition of one mutant. b represents the number
of nodal inclusions (dotted) and the number of extinctions (solid) over
time, whether by autocatalytic mutation or as a result of the rules of
chemistry. c plots the difference in the angle of the concentration vector
between that of the present step and the previous step (solid) or the initial
condition (dashed). d A versus polymer length i curve. Parameters:
kf E [10\102

], kr E [1,10], v E [103 ,107], ku = 105 , {j = 102, Total Mass
= 10-\ m = 2, threshold =10-\ Pc = 4.5 X 10-3 , Polymer Limit = 50,
Mutation cycles E [1, 2J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 202

11.3 A second simulation with a random chemistry. a plots the number of
polymers (dotted) and the introduction of a mutant (solid) over time. b
plots the mean efficiency (v) (solid) and the mean catalytic strength (vei)
(dashed) versus graphstep, where ei is the concentration of catalyst e. c
plots the difference in the angle of the concentration vector between that
of the present step and the previous step (solid) or the initial condition
(dashed). d plots one measure of network behavior, the dominance of
the network over the background and the food set. Parameters: kf E
[10\ 102

], kr E [1,10], v E [103 ,107], ku = 106 , {j = 102 , Total Mass
=10-\ m = 2, threshold =10-\ Pc = 4.5 X 10-3 , Polymer Limit = 75,
Mutation cycles E [1,2,3]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 204

11.4 The resistance to mutation. For the simulation of Figure 11.3, the number
of mutations which were rejected before one was accepted is plotted.
Parameters: kf E [10\ 102

], kr E [1,10], v E [103 ,107
], ku = 106 ,

{j = 102
, Total Mass = 10-\ m = 2, threshold = 10-\ Pc = 4.5 X 10-3 ,

Polymer Limit = 75, Mutation cycles E [1,2,3]. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 205
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11.5 A third simulation with a random chemistry. a plots the monomeric
composition of a in the population over time (solid) as compared to
the amount of monomeric a which is provided (dashed). b plots the
slope of the 10glO(Ci) versus polymer length i curve. Parameters:
kJ E [10\ 102

], kr E [1,10], v E [103,107
], ku = 106

, Ii = 102 , Total
Mass = 10-1, m = 2, threshold = 10-4 , Pc = 10-2 , Polymer Limit = 30,
Mutation cycles E [1,2,3]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 206

11.6 The homology, the fraction of the total string composition which contains
a particular string, is plotted against an index which labels all strings
which have been in the network. A negative value for the homology of a
particular index indicates that the string labeled by this index is no longer
in the network. Parameters: kJ E [10\ 102], kr E [1,10], v E [103 ,107

],

ku = 106 , Ii = 102 , Total Mass = 10-\ m = 2, threshold = 10-\
Pc = 10-2 , Polymer Limit = 30, Mutation cycles E [1,2, 3J. 207

12.1 Several networks with the same reaction structure, but with different
catalytic linkages. The figure at the top shows the reaction structure
and species of the network. The reaction nodes are labeled 1 and 2. a
and b are circled because they comprise the food set. The table on the
lower left indicates the catalytic connectivity for four networks labeled
I,II,III,IV. On the right, a reduction of the autocatalytic network to a
simple digraph is presented. In this scheme, an arrow from one reaction
node to another indicates that a polymer which is being produced in the
first reaction is a catalyst for the second. 212

12.2 The total, free, and bound steady state concentrations for the networks
drawn in Figure 12.1. For the results in the first column, ku = 105 . For
those of the second column, k u = 104 • All other parameters are held
equivalent. Only the catalytic connectivity has been varied for each of
the four networks marked I,II,III,IV (See Figure 12.1). On the x-axis,
1 = a, 2 = b, 3 = ab, and 4 = aab. Parameters: kr = 10, kJ = 102 ,

v = 104 , Ii = 102 , H = 1, Total Mass = 1, Food Set = {a,b}. . . . . . .. 213
12.3 Solutions to the network of Figure 5.1 which is competing with the net

work of Table 7.1 for the resources of the same food set. A is plot
ted against 10glOIi E [0,6J and 10glOyG E [0,8J. Parameters: ky =

6.49 X 102, kl( = 2.50, kf! = 5.00 X 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b} . 215
12.4 Solutions to the network of Table 7.1 which is competing with the network

of Figure 5.1 for the resources of the same food set. A is plotted against
10glOIi E [0,6J and 10glOyG E [0,8]. Parameters: ky = 3.02 X 10\
kl( = 2.70, k;; = 7.11 X 10\ Food Set = {a,b} . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 216

12.5 Solutions to the network of Figure 5.1 which is competing with the net
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can be stored in PostScript [6] form, which are then included without modification

into the 1I\.TEX document.

A number of algorithms encoded in numerical routines found in the text

Numerical Recipes in C [1] have been used during the course of this study. A

partial list of the routines used appears in this acknowledgement.

Though many of these routines have counterparts in other numerical

packages which are more efficient, quite often the source code is not available.

Numerical Recipes in C provides all of the code for these routines in the program

ming language that we use. This has several advantages. First, since we do not

have to rely on a particular numerical package, our code is much more portable.

Second, the trade-off of having routines which are less refined than those of stan

dard packages is that they have fewer arguments and are simpler to use. Third,

we do not have to rely solely on documentation, often poorly written, in order to

understand how to use the routine. Fourth, the text combined with the code pro

vides a very instructive introduction to numerical techniques. Finally, the routines

are no longer "black boxes" but instead are available for modification.
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balanc reduces sensitivity of eigenvalues of nonsymmetric matrices to rounding
errors

bsstep Bulirsch-Stoer integration method for stiff equations using Richardson
extrapolation

eigsrt sorts eigenvalues into descending order

elmhes reduction of real, nonsymmetric matrix to Hessenberg form

fit fits a data set to a straight line by minimizing the chi-square merit func-
tion

hqr computes eigenvalues of an upper, Hessenberg matrix

jacobi computes eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real, symmetric matrix

lubksb solves set of linear equations

ludcmp find LU decomposition of a rowwise permutation of a square matrix

mmid modified midpoint integration method

mnewt Newton-Raphson iterative method for finding roots of multi-dimensional
systems of equations

mprove iterated improvement of a solution to linear equations
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rk4 fourth-order Runga-Kutta integration method
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sort "heapsort" sorting routine

svbksb solves singular equations using result of svdcmp

svdcmp singular value decomposition for singular matrices

tqIi QL algorithm which computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real,
symmetric, tridiagonal matrix
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

The Functional Self-Organization of Autocatalytic Networks

in a Model of the Evolution of Biogenesis

by

Richard James Bagley

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

University of California, San Diego, 1991

Professor Katja Lindenberg, Chair

We present a continuation of the investigation of autocatalytic chemical

reaction networks as proposed by Kauffman [7] and begun by Farmer, Kauffman

and Packard [8]. Autocatalytic reaction networks are defined as a set of reversible

ligation reactions between polymers. All reactions are catalyzed by at least one

polymer which also participates as a reactant in the network. The model was

motivated by the problem of the origin of life, and in particular, the transition

from no-life (abiogenesis) to life (biogenesis). This transition is modeled as the

self-organization of polymers from a world of spontaneously generated monomers.

We have made several significant extensions to the model, including a treatment

of the uncatalyzed processes which compete with the network for resources, a

consistent and physically meaningful chemistry, and a source of variability which

has conferred the capacity for open ended evolution. vVe explore the properties

of these networks, and discuss the requirements for successful production of large
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polymers and stability to variations in the environment. We also present results on

constraints on parameters which represent the environment or dynamic properties

of the network. By attending to the need to explain such problems, we have a

model of functional self-organization which is motivated by a real problem, albeit

a poorly understood one. We also present results on a number of related issues,

such as the theory of evolution, the emergence of collective rules of behavior from

local rules of interaction, network dynamics and connectivity, and the relevance

of our studies to real experiment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We begin with our definition of an autocatalytic network. The study of these net

works is motivated by the problem of the origin of life, and in particular, the emer

gence of polymers from an environment which contained simpler materials. We

discuss this problem, and provide a historical review of conceptual approaches and

a summary of experimentally determined facts which are relevant. The discussion

continues with two other motivating themes, that of functional self-organization,

and the study of network dynamics. We then introduce our approach: a mathe

matical model which we study computationally and with ordinary analysis. This

introduction is concluded with a statement of our goals.

1.1 Autocatalytic reaction networks: a definition

In a simple autocatalytic reaction [9], one of the reactants also catalyzes

the reaction:

The definition of a single autocatalytic reaction is extended to define an autocat

alytic network. The importance of catalysis is emphasized.

In Eq. (1.1), C is catalyzing its own formation. Before this definition is extended

to a group of reactions, some basic facts need to be mentioned. Catalysts effect an

(1.1)Ag,C
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increase in the rate of a reaction by lowering the activation energy barrier of the

rate limiting steps of the reaction [10,11]. And we must distinguish between an

equilibrium state of a system in an environment without flux, and a nonequilibrium

steady state in an environment with flux. Catalysts only serve to increase the rate

of asymptotic approach to an equilibrium state, which the system would have

achieved without catalysis given enough time. An environment with flux results

in a shift away from equilibrium, and catalysis is one of the factors which specifies

the nonequilibrium steady state. Another attribute of catalysts is that they work

reversibly; C catalyzes the formation of itself as well as the formation of A. The

effectiveness of a catalyst corresponds to the degree the catalyst enhances the rate

of a reaction. Since the rate of a reaction is dependent upon the concentration

and effectiveness of its catalyst(s), catalysts can be said to regulate reactions.

An autocatalytic reaction network contains many molecular species, and

many reactions between these species. Each reaction is catalyzed by some molecule

in the network. The catalyst for any reaction is rarely a reactant in that reaction,

and thus there are at most a few simple autocatalytic reactions in the network.

Given that each reaction may have one or several catalysts and that the influence of

the reactions a molecule catalyzes upon the molecule itself is indirect and variable,

the internal regulation of the reactions of the network by the catalysts of the

network is much more complex than that of a simple autocatalytic reaction.

In the version of autocatalytic reaction networks which we choose to

study, the molecular species are monomers and linear polymers. Each reaction

has the basic geometry of 2,,: 1; two polymers ligate or condense to form a larger

polymer. All reactions are in principle reversible. In Eq. (1.2), the condensation

of the two polymers represented by A and B to form one larger polymer, C, also

implies the cleavage of C to form A and B. Both processes are catalyzed by E.

E
A+B,,:C (1.2)

The autocatalytic reaction network can be represented with a graph (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: An autocatalytic network, consisting of 5 species. The monomers which

are circled, {a, b} comprise the food set, and are the only materials which are added

during a dynamical simulation. The fat dots represent reaction nodes, and the arrows

connecting the reactants to the nodes point in the direction of condensation. The broken

lines connecting a species to a reaction indicates that the species is a catalyst for that

reaction.
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1.2 The physical motivation for the model

Thus there is a clear case for the transition on Earth from no-life to life.
How this happened is a fundamental, perhaps the fundamental question of
biology.

Max Delbruck, "Mind from Matter?"

The explicit physical problem which inspires the derivation and study of our model

is that of the transition from no-life to life. We explain our understanding of the

temporal endpoints of this transition, and discuss how this problem inspired the

first work performed on the model.

A principal motivation for our study of autocatalytic networks is to ad

dress the problem of the origin of life on the earth, and in particular, the transition

from no-life (abiogenesis) to life. There are a number offunctions which we usually

attribute to things which are living, such as the ability to reproduce, to evolve, to

metabolize complex structures into simpler, usable forms of energy and matter,

to compartmentalize, to move. All of the mechanisms in contemporary life which

support these functions had prebiotic ancestors which must have been simpler.

In fact, some of these primitive mechanisms may have appeared naturally, so it

is problematic to define the point of transition to biogenesis. More likely, this

transition was not sharp, but took place over some time frame. Keeping this in

mind, we posit that the appearance of a proto-organism requires at the least an

enclosure which allowed some communication with the external world, catalysts,

information retention, a supply of energy and matter, a metabolism, and a mech

anism for self-reproduction. The usefulness of compartmentalization and spatial

organization, combined with the relative ease of generating such structure, proba

bly led to their early development. Motility and transport seem to require rather

complicated mechanisms which probably developed out of the time frame of our

scenario.

In contemporary procaryotic life, we can identify the biochemicals which

perform the tasks in our hypothetical proto-organism. We mention several. Cell

membranes which provide an enclosure are composed of a double layer of lipo

proteins, studded with proteins, quinones, iron-sulphur complexes which perform
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a number of functions such as energy transport. Nucleic acids, DNA and RNA,

encode all of the instructions needed to perform any function. Proteins, translated

from genes on DNA, perform most catalytic activities. Via a sophisticated energy

metabolism which we suppose has coevolved with the rest of this form of life,

ATP (adenosine triphosphate) provides the fuel for the cell's metabolism [13,14].

In properly defining when "life" began, we must identify the ancient precursors

to these modern biochemicals.

We must also describe the level of organization of a world without life.

We presume that there once existed an aqueous environment which contained or

ganic and inorganic chemical species which formed spontaneously, without the aid

of any of the emergent functions which proto-life possesses. Such a world might

have included phosphates, amino acids, some simple sugars, nucleotides, perhaps

some coenzymes. If there were syntheses which were catalyzed, the catalysts

were probably not large polypeptides, but ambient materials such as minerals.

Energy may not have been stored in polyphosphates, but used directly from nat

ural sources such as lightning or heat. Information may have been stored in the

structure of the environment, perhaps in the distribution of ions in silicates, but

there were probably not any polynucleotides which retained information. Enclo

sures may have been naturally occurring pores, or self-organizing assemblies of

spontaneously formed short polypeptides.

With this crude description of the boundary conditions of our problem,

our task is easier to state. Clearly, we must identify the precursors to the biochem

icals in contemporary life which performed the functions of the proto-organism.

Further, we must understand how these precursors accomplished their functions,

surely in a more primitive manner than that of present-day. We must also under

stand the course of development from an environment of spontaneously occurring

functionality to that of the proto-organism, whose mechanisms for performing

tasks are complex and have evolved. This process is in part one of building in

terdependence between the chemicals which perform the functions. And since

polypeptides, polynucleotides, polyphosphates, and coenzymes are all polymers,

we must find a mechanism whereby polymers were synthesized using only the ma

terials at hand. We visualize this process as a bootstrapping mechanism leading
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to increasing complexity. What is the mechanism?

We propose that the mechanism for this bootstrapping process is the

initiation and growth of autocatalytic reaction networks. This hypothesis was

formally presented in two seminal papers which appeared in 1986. The first paper

[7], authored by Stuart A. Kauffman, was the first to explicitly define the model.

Among the more important results contained in this paper, Kauffman established

analytic criteria for autocatalytic closure of a reaction network, which allows one to

consider the network to be a single, interdependent entity. Further, he discovered

a threshold of catalytic activity present in the network beyond which the graph

grows to infinity, and that the transition from finite to infinite asymptotic graph

size is critical. The second paper [8], authored by J. Doyne Farmer, Kauffman,

and Norman H. Packard, presented the results of a dynamical model for graph

growth which included equations of motion describing the time evolution of the

concentration for each chemical species in the network. This latter work presented

initial results on the dynamics of graph growth as a function of the likelihood of

catalysis and a concentration threshold which parameterizes the effective volume

of the system.

To appreciate the significance of these results as predecessors to our

present study, it is important to know that Kauffman originally worked on a

purely graphical level. Thus, the transition to a regime of infinite graph growth

is very important to a model with kinetics. Below this transition, both models

with and without kinetics will stop growing due to the exhaustion of the capacity

to catalyze new reactions. Conversely, a rate of graph growth which would lead

to an infinite graph in a model without kinetics will result in a finite graph due

to resource limitations in a model with kinetics. The closer the rate of growth is

to this transition while still above it, the more sparse the network will be, since

its most unrestricted rate of growth will still be very slow. This latter result was

presented in the second paper.

We mention two other important results which appeared in this second

paper. First, the derivation for the critical behavior near the threshold to infinite

graph growth appeared. Second, a novel solution to the problem of modeling

a system with a variable number of equations and with a variable number of
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terms in each equation was presented. This level of dynamics was later labeled

metadynamics [15,16J and involves the use of data structures which represent the

network and which are used as a template to rebuild the equations of motion every

time they are referred to. This technique, and our continued use of it, is discussed

in appendix C.

The work presented in this thesis is a continuation of our study as de

fined by the results presented in these papers. But for the important kernel of a

model which was inherited from this initial work and which we will demarcate,

all extensions to the model as well as all results which are reported are new.

1.3 The origin of life

Here we consider the problem of the emergence of life as it is presently conceived.

This is followed by an historical survey of ideas and work related to the origin

of life. We then collate facts which are directly relevant to our simple model of

prebiotic chemistry.

1.3.1 Statement of the problem

There was only one catch and that was Catch-22, which specified that
a concern for one's own safety in the face of dangers that were real and
immediate was the process of a mtional mind. Orr was cmzy and could be
grounded. All he had to do was ask; and as soon as he did, he would no
longer be cmzy and would have to fly more missions. Orr would be cmzy
to fly more missions and sane if he didn't, but if he was sane he had to fly
them. If he flew them he was cmzy and didn't have to; but if he didn't want
to he was sane and had to. Yossarian was moved very deeply by the absolute
simplicity of this clause of Catch-22 and let out a respectful whistle.

"That's some catch, that Catch-22,» he observed.
"It's the best there is,» Doc Daneeka agreed.

Joseph Heller, Catch-22, p. 47

In section 1.2, we discussed the physical boundaries of our problem, and introduced

the model which is meant to bridge this gap. Here we frame the scenario within

which autocatalytic networks might be successful as a means to understand the

origin of life.
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It is natural to try to reconstruct a path to the development of contempo

rary metabolisms by working backwards from what we know now. If we examine

the relationship between proteins and nucleic acids, we see interdependence. The

information which defines a particular protein, as well as the machinery needed

to produce it, is encoded in DNA. Many processes of the cell, but in particular

translation and transcription, require catalysts to ensure that they are thermo

dynamically favorable and are performed with a minimum degree of error [18,19].

Catalysis and templates are required for contemporary life to be sustained and to

evolve, and we might conclude that the first life also had these capacities in some

form. Since in present day life, catalysts and templates cannot exist without the

other, we are faced with the dilemma of how one or the other (or both) of these

functionalities might have evolved separately in the primitive earth, or how they

might have evolved together.

A material which might act both as an information retentive template

and as a catalyst would help to resolve this particular dilemma in tracing the

co-evolution of templates and catalysts. Experiments have shown that ribosomal

ribonucleic acid (RNA) in Tetrahymena [20,21] and viroid RNA [22,23,24] have

catalytic properties. In light of these experiments, we can imagine the existence

of an RNA world and can construct plausible scenarios for the emergence of DNA

and proteins from this world [25J. For example, the evolution to the present

duality of DNA and proteins may be explained in terms of the selective advan

tage of conferring the responsibilities of genotype (templating) and of phenotype

(catalysis) to physically different chemical species.

However, an immediate problem with the choice of RNA as the seminal

polymeric material is that the shortest RNAs which have shown catalytic proper

ties is 19 bases long [26J. SO, we still must find a way to explain how an RNA world

filled with such relatively complex molecules emerged from an initial condition of

spontaneously created monomers and small oligomers without catalytic activity

from the RNAs which exist. Or we must verify that RNAs smaller than 19 bases

have catalytic activity. More generally, any scenario we might draw which makes

a choice of a particular chemical as the first species is going to have the flavor

of the DNA-protein dilemma we have discussed: accession to a higher level of
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development requires capacities which are not yet available. Or does it?

This "catch-22" like problem is ubiquitous in the problem of the origin

of life, since the degree of interdependence actually goes far beyond that of the

DNA-protein relationship. Energy retentive compounds and other aspects of a

metabolism and an enclosure are two other aspects of life which are clearly critical

and mutually interdependent upon each other and DNA and proteins. This is the

difficulty which autocatalytic networks are meant to respond to.

1.3.2 A historical survey of points of view

It was also the day when' I began to let myself be lulled by feelings of
resemblance: the notion that everything might be mysteriously related to
everything else.

Umberto Eco, Foucault's Pendulum, p. 164

Here we revzew some of the ideas regarding the origin of life and in particular

the transition to biogenesis. An important subtheme will be the ideas which have

contributed to the autocatalytic network hypothesis up to the introduction of the

model we study.

We will partially summarize this presentation of ideas regarding the origin

of life at the beginning: the idea that autocatalysis motivated the emergence of life

is not new, but has been a consistent theme in most thinking about this problem.

The explicit model we study incorporates many assumptions and approximations

whose validity is arguable, but the underlying theme of the model is not a radical

departure from most standard hypotheses, and smoothly fits into a genealogy of

ideas (See Table 1.1). Where these ideas differ is often not on a principle, but

in what is emphasized, a confluence of opinion influenced as much by inadequate

knowledge as by unity of thought.

One of the earliest hypothesis regarding the origin of life is due to Oparin

[28], who suggested that cells appeared first, followed by enzymes, and then by

genes. Oparin suggested that the role of a primitive cell could have been performed

by coacervate droplets, the result of a mixture of water and an oily liquid, which

served to concentrate amino acids for polymer synthesis.
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1938 Oparin [28] coacervates
1959 S. Fox [29,30,31J proteinoid microspheres

·1956 Calvin [32,33] autocatalysis

1971 Eigen [34,35] quasi-species

1971 Kauffman [36,7] autocatalytic networks

1971 Rossler [37,38] autocatalytic networks

1977 Eigen and Schuster [39,40] hypercycles
1977 Anderson [41] spin glass approach

1982 Cairns-Smith [42,43] minerals as templates

1982 Dyson [44,45J toy model

1982 R. Fox [46,47] proto-energetics

Table 1.1: A chronological tabulation of ideas regarding the origin of life with their

leading exponent. In particular, we consider ideas which are most pertinent to the

transition to biogenesis and the development of the autocatalytic network hypothesis.

The dates given only represent a rough estimate of when the idea first appeared in

print, and many of the ideas had already been exposed to the scientific community

during conferences and informal meetings. Most authors continued to develop their

ideas, many up to the present day.
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In the 1950's, another candidate for a prebiotic enclosure appeared. S.

Fox and coworkers [29] were performing experiments on thermal polypeptides or

proteinoids which self-assembled into microspheres. These proteinoids are of par

ticular interest to us, since the component proteinoids also demonstrated catalytic

activity, and it is possible that such spheres acted as an autocatalytic set.

M. Calvin [33] was one of the first to propose that a set of reactions

creating polypeptides, with each reaction being catalyzed by a member of the set,

was a means of self-reproduction. O. Rossler [37,38] also hinted at the importance

of autocatalytic networks. S. Kauffman [36], in a paper which studied randomly

aggregated systems with simple Boolean nets, considered the likelihood that an

autocatalytic set of polypeptides would appear as a function of the probability

of a randomly chosen polypeptide to catalyze a particular reaction. Though he

attempted to make an estimate of this probability based upon some scant but

interesting experimental evidence, he was forced to leave the question open. This

approach of parameterizing the space of protein function with a probability of

catalysis was incorporated into Kauffman's later introduction of the model under

study.

In 1971, M. Eigen [34] very clearly outlined the idea of an autocatalytic

reaction network of polypeptides as a model for molecular evolution. As he envi

sioned them, the reactions were catalyzed by a member of the network, and the

products of the reactions were often themselves catalysts. He identified these net

works as self-instructive, like replicating templates, since the network reproduced

itself continually through the continuous reaction processes of the network. He

also stated further criteria for self-instruction, that the network must be "closed"

in the sense that all catalysts must be part of the network, and the coupling must

be catalytic.

Eigen believed that such reaction networks could not evolve, in part be

cause the likelihood of catalytic interaction between a catalyst and substrate is a

relatively rare event, dependent upon the case where a sequence of amino acids

leads to an enzyme with the correct three dimensional properties. A particular

problem is that a protein which catalyzes its own formation need not catalyze a

"mutant", a protein which is a variant of the original sequence. vVith these con-
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ditions, enzyme-substrate interactions are highly specific, and rare. In contrast to

polypeptides, polynucleotides are much more catholic in their preferences, allow

ing some degree of match for a wide range of substrates. Even if we consider the

realm of very short polypeptides which have negligible folding, the likelihood of

useful interaction will still be much more rare than that of polynucleotides.

Another objection Eigen cited is that the inclusion of a "mutant" III

the reaction structure requires changes throughout the network and thus makes

such a mutation improbable. Eigen concluded that the lack of explicit self or

complementary type instruction reduces the likelihood that such a network could

evolve.

Many of Eigen's objections to the evolvability of autocatalytic networks

can probably be remedied by populating the network with species where the cat

alytic activity is a function of sequence homology, as with short polynucleotides,

and does not depend upon more complicated chemical properties, such as with

short polypeptides and longer RNA molecules, or even more complicated three di

mensional structure, such as with large polypeptides. With short polynucleotides,

the likelihood of useful interaction is high.

But even in a network where catalysis is the result of something more

complicated than simple base pairing, we may relax the condition of specificity.

One line of reasoning for this assumption is that high specificity and effectiveness

between catalyst and substrate are conditions which have evolved, and that primi

tive catalysts were probably much less specific and less effective. The allowance for

low specificity may result in a multiplicity of catalysts for every reaction, and an

individual polymer may catalyze several reactions. There may be more than one

reaction pathway to a particular species, thus eliminating the dependence upon

a single pathway. A network with a multiplicity of pathways and with several

catalysts for each reaction is multiply connected, and is more robust to variations

in connectivity. It may not be that this relaxation of specificity is plausible with

polypeptides given what we currently understand about their properties, and may

require that RNA is the component of the network.

It is also unclear what defines a new "species". Eigen appeared to be

thinking in terms of individual polymers as a species. However, if we extend our
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Xi is the amount of string i. Ai is the rate of replication of string i, and Qi is

the fraction of this process which produces string i, and hence is a measure of the

error rate of the process. Di is a degradation term, and q, is the rate of efflux.

The last term describes the contribution to the amount of i from the erroneous

copies of the other strings in the population. Solutions of these equations describe

a distribution of strings dominated by a string with the highest fitness, which in

this model is simply the ability to reproduce itself. Such a model has its historical

antecedents in population biology, and has been extensively studied as a model of

natural selection on the macromolecular scale [49,50,51].

The quasi-species model is also significant because of the opportunity to

verify some of its predictions with physical experiment [52J. Though such ex

periments fall short of demonstrating the evolution of replication from the most

disorganized initial conditions, they are impressive nontheless for reporting dy

namics under very primitive conditions.

notion of a species to the entire network, then any variation of the network which

results in a change of properties defines the appearance of a new species. Possibil

ities for variation include the addition of a new reaction to the network, with new

polymers, or the deletion of existing reactions or polymers. An important element

of this alternative is that mutant polymers need not share any sequence similarity

with any particular catalyst of the network. It is the network as a whole and its

subsequent variant which have the same relationship as between a template and

its associated mutation. Instead of a variation in sequence, as with the latter,

a mutation to a network engenders a variation in network topology. With the

circumstances of mutation seen in this light, evolution without templating may

be possible.

Eigen continued on in this landmark paper to introduce a type of replica

tor equation [48] called the quasi-species [35J. These equations describe the time

evolution of a population of strings representing RNA molecules which replicate

with a degree of error.
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In this and a later series of papers with P. Schuster [53], Eigen pro

posed another theory of autocatalytic networks, based upon nested cycles of self

replicating templates, with the coupling between cycles again being catalytic.

This structure is called the hypercycle, and among its many strengths, it is a

useful model for the study of selection on the molecular scale. We may crudely

characterize the hypercycle as a theory for development of a primitive chemical

ecosystem whose most basic replication mechanism is templating.

We mention one other approach to the evolution of information that

is conceptually related to the quasi-species, this being the use of spin-glass [54]

equations to describe a prebiotic chemistry of replicating strings [41,55,56,57]:

(1.4)

In this application of the equation for spin-glasses, Si corresponds to a particular

string, Jij E [+1, -1], and DN(S) is the survival probability of string S. This

model was introduced by P. Anderson to remedy what was seen as a problem

with quasi-species studies: the lack of coexistence of stability and diversity. The

frustration exhibited by spin-glasses results in a multiplicity of states which are

locally stable.

Anderson [41] also commented on the ubiquity of equilibrium structures,

and the unlikelihood of stable dissipative structures. Though we do not see any

potential for the emergence of life in an equilibrium setting, Anderson is correct in

that the present theory of nonequilibrium dissipative structures is inadequate to

explain emergence. We need to understand how a system motivates itself towards

the small, perhaps infinitesimally small, fraction of states in the nonequilibrium

regime which we may regard as "living".

Like Eigen, A. Cairns-Smith's view of the problem [42] also places primacy

with information retentive templates. Recognizing that modern templates are

much more sophisticated than the hypothetical prebiotic soup, he has looked for

a molecular scaffolding upon which the templating system might be built, and

believes the most likely candidates are crystals of silicates studded with ions such

as magnesium and aluminum. He suggests that information could be stored in the

pattern of ionic charges on the surface of the crystal, patterns which could direct
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future crystal growth and the synthesis of other materials, such as enzymes. Since

the new layers of crystal also retained to some degree this pattern, the information

is "replicated".

Propagating crystals are an interesting alternative to autocatalytic sets

which deserves to be studied further, assuming that the proposed mechanisms

prove real. One statement which is satisfied by both the model of Cairns-Smith

and ours is that it is quite likely that all traces of the self-replicating system

which emerged at the transition to biogenesis have disappeared, and that a model

of emergence must really be a model for the scaffolding upon which present day

biochemistry developed.

In 1982, another model was proposed by F. Dyson [44,45] which tried to

capture the transition to life as a probabilistic function of the system's metabolic

properties. The model consists of a supply of monomers of varying types, and

polymers synthesized from these monomers, and the dynamics is described by a

single difference equation:

where P(k) is the probability distribution over the space of all possible popu

lation configurations at k time steps and M is the matrix which contains the

probabilities of transition from a specific population A to B. The behavior of the

model is fully parameterized by the size of the population, the number of different

monomer types, and the catalytic activity of the population, this latter quantity

contained in Jl;1. The strength and weakness of the model is that it does not

try to describe chemical processes explicitly, but makes simplifying assumptions.

With these assumptions, the model makes some predictions about the properties

of an emergent metabolism. Particularly interesting is the demonstration that

the transition from no-life to life is more likely when the ordered state has a high

tolerance for error, in contrast to contemporary life whose processes have evolved

to be dependent upon a low tolerance for error. 'Within Dyson's scenario for the

emergence of life, the replication machinery originated with the parasitic invasion

and takeover of metabolism by nucleic acids. Like the model we study, Dyson's

is a model for the origin of metabolism as opposed to a theory of the origin of
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replication as embodied in the work of Eigen and others. Though not apparent

from this short discussion, Dyson assumes in his model the essential condition of

a closed, autocatalytic process [58,59].

In his book Energy and the Evolution of Life [47], R. Fox paints a detailed

picture of emergence. He makes proposals for primitive synthetic pathways for

proteins and nucleic acids in a candidate for a primordial enclosure, the proteinoid

microsphere. Fox's arguments are motivated by thermodynamic considerations,

and in particular, examines the essential coupling of ambient oxidation-reduction

energy to phosphate bond energy which then drives primordial synthesis.

The ideas we have briefly examined can be distinguished in several ways.

An obvious difference is the differing emphasis on the evolution of information

retention (quasi-species, hypercycles, clay templates, spin glass approaches) and

of metabolism (Dyson's toy model, autocatalytic networks, R. Fox's uroboros).

Another way of viewing this debate has been elucidated by Kauffman [59], stating

that some theories require a minimal complexity, like that of an autocatalytic set,

for life to have evolved. In particular, the quasi-species models cannot make a

statement about this condition, as it assumes a high stage of development as an

initial condition. Another classification is that some theories do attempt to work

from "first-principles", that is from the initial conditions of the prebiotic environ

ment (autocatalytic networks of low specificity, the primitive templating of clays),

while others achieve a model of prebiotic emergence by simplifying present day

mechanisms (polynucleotide replication of the quasi-species). Not surprisingly, the

quasi-species theory has enjoyed the most experimental success. Another impor

tant distinction is the level of description. Autocatalytic networks, quasi-species,

the uroboros and clay templates all have a chance of being explored experimen

tally, while approaches such as Dyson's toy model and spin glass approaches are

abstract approaches which may nontheless make useful predictions.

Though nature is a parallel processor, our methods for studying such

situations dictate that we must often work in series, trying to hold nearly all con

ditions fixed so that we may reduce the dimensionality of the problem. Given our

computational limitations and conceptual inadequacies, we and those preceding

us have had to accept to some degree this dissociation with the way things actu-
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ally develop. In this work, we see that an approximation of the parallelism found

in nature coupled with such inevitable devices as creating boundary conditions

(such as an enclosure), and initial conditions (such as a supply of starter material

and energy retentive compounds) can provide much insight.

1.3.3 What is known from experiment

The experimentally determined facts most relevant to our study of the origin of

life are collated.

Synthesis of basic ingredients If a cookbook for prebiotic engineers existed,

one of the most important items would be starter material. Depending on the

recipe (or the theory), this may include the basic constituents of nucleic acids

(sugars, phosphates, purine and pyrimidine bases) and proteins (amino acids).

It might also include some coenzymes and energy rich materials, such as adeno

sine triphosphate (ATP). Of the proposed steps in a variety of scenarios for the

emergence of life, the experimental support for the spontaneous synthesis of basic

monomers is among the strongest.

Since the first successful "prebiotic" synthesis of amino acids in the lab

oratory [60,61] using an electric discharge, a number of other energy sources have

been used (UV light, shock wave energy as from meteorite collisions or lightning

bolts, thermal energy as from molten lava) [62,63]. As a result of the discharge,

RCHO (aldehydes) and HCN (hydrogen cyanide) combine with NH3 (ammonia)

and water in the Strecker synthesis to form amino acids.

The same source of hydrogen cyanide is used in the synthesis of purines

such as adenosine and guanine, while cyanate (CN 0-) is the preferred starter

material for the pyrimidines. Formaldedehyde (CHzO) leads to the synthesis of

the sugars. Two principle problems with the buildup of sugars in these conditions

is that they are unstable, and that a great variety of sugars are produced (with

differing optical activities), not just the preferred ribose [64].

Some of the organic compounds which have not been synthesized under

prebiotic conditions include thiamin and riboflavin, constituents of coenzymes

such as flavin-adenine dinucleotide (FAD), thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP), and
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flavin-mononucleotide (FMN). Suggestions that some of the earliest polymer net

works were composed of coenzymes [47] will gain more credence when prebiotic

synthesis for these compounds have been discovered.

It is important to note that even with these relatively successful results,

there are many gaps. The conditions of the experiment are meant to approximate

the prebiotic earth, but since we have little evidence about this period, it is subject

to conjecture. For example, one point of contention is whether the prebiotic

atmosphere was reducing (CH4 ,NH3 ,H20,H2 ) or not (C02 ,N20,H2 ). Further,

we must understand how the products of these syntheses which are required for

synthesis of biopolymers were selected with the correct chirality and from all the

other material present.

Also, as S. Miller points out [63J, the activation of molecules by en

ergy sources must be followed by quenching and protective steps or the product

molecules will be subject to degradation by the very energy that created their

activated precursors. Prebiotic mechanisms for these latter steps must also be

found.

One of the parameters of our model is the mass we allot in the system.

What is a reasonable concentration of monomers? S. Miller [63J makes estimates

of the buildup of these basic ingredients in the prebiotic oceans based upon the

yield of hydrogen cyanide and other starter materials in prebiotic synthesis, and

reports values of 3 x 1O-4M for amino acids and 3 x 1O-5M for adenine. An

increase in these numbers would require production of starter material in higher

yield, or some concentration mechanisms. A limit is placed on the time allotted

for organic compounds to reach a steady state by the period within which the

entire volume of the oceans pass through submarine vents which heat water to

~ 350°C, hot enough to degrade the organic compounds.

Concentration mechanisms Once we have understood the mechanisms for the

spontaneous synthesis of starter material, there must be a domain where they

might collect and polymerize. In particular, protection from the environment and

the opportunity to collect in high concentrations is required. Moreover, one of the

assumptions of our model is that we simulate reactions in an enclosure or some
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concentration mechanism. What evidence is there for this?

One suggestion which does not imply a material enclosure is that of eu

tectic freezing [65J. If an aqueous mixture of material is cooled below the freezing

point of water, enrichment of the non-water components of the solution is possi

ble. This suggestion has been made to provide a scenario for the concentration

of hydrogen cyanide as well as for larger compounds. Another suggestion for a

naturally occurring enclosure is that of pores in rock in aqueous media [66].

Among the first suggestions for a prebiotic enclosure were the previously

mentioned coacervates [28] and proteinoid microspheres with aqueous interiors

[29]. Proteiniods are small polypeptides synthesized under conditions of high heat,

so we are proposing a construct of polymers as a vessel for further polymerization.

This is not contradictory if these thermal polymers are somehow easier to make

and hence may occur at an earlier stage in the process of emergence. Microspheres

appear in sizes up to 2p in diameter, which is of a similar order of magnitude in size

as some present day bacteria. These objects can also split to form independent

microspheres mimicing cell division, and exhibit selective diffusion of materials

through the membrane. The appearance of self-propagating membranous vesicles

has also been proposed [67].

Polymerization under prebiotic conditions We envision that our model pro

vides a scaffolding for the initiation of template directed synthesis, either by pro

viding a mechanism for the synthesis of the first templates (autocatalytic nucleic

acids) or for the synthesis for the first catalysts which allowed the first template

directed synthesis (autocatalytic polypeptides). In addition, if we consider that

our networks are populated with RNA molecules, then the ligations can be en

visioned as template directed, with the catalyst for the reactions acting as the

template. For this scenario to apply in general to our model, we must add the

caveat that the catalytic template need not extend over the entire substrate, but

only over some window encompassing the ligation site. 'What do we know about

such processes?

There has been a body of work performed on nonenzymatic template

directed synthesis [68J. Some success has been reported on such synthesis of
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small oligomers of nucleotides. These synthesis are often augmented by activated

monomers or the addition of a metal catalyst. There are many constraints on

the base composition of the templates, but such experiments do demonstrate that

synthesis on nucleotide templates does conform to Watson-Crick base pairing.

Further, dimers which spontaneously form in solution can act as seeds which are

elongated once the dimers are bound to a template. Of course, these reactions

lead to polymers complementary to the template. What of self-replication by a

template unassisted by catalysis? The only successful efforts require modified

precursors and a palindromic template. And as Joyce points out, such an auto

catalytic set cannot evolve. This is because the usual mechanism for producing a

mutational variant, an error in the copying process, will lead to a nonpalindromic,

and hence useless, template.

These results are relevant to a scenario where the RNA molecules of an

autocatalytic network make the transition to direct, self-instructed replication.

Further, these efforts provide an important opportunity for tracing the evolution

of the first polymerase from a population of RNAs which are self-replicating with

some degree of error and hence variability, and through the selection for copies

which replicate better. The hope is that a replicase will appear which will copy any

arbitrary template. Recent experiments [69] confirm that a Tetrahymena ribozyme

can ligate oligonucleotide sequences bound to a complementary template.

It has been pointed out that it may be very likely that an RNA world

was preceded by a population of polymers similar to RNA [64,70]. It is a strength

and weakness of our model that we may accommodate such different polymers,

a weakness because our model cannot discriminate between such possibilities.

We only require that the essential mechanism for the synthesis of polymers is

autocatalytic.

Another important condition which must be addressed is the weakness

of the rate of condensation. Within our model, we provide a scheme for activat

ing species with energy rich compounds, which then polymerize at a rate which

dominates hydrolysis and is favorable to the buildup of polymers. R. Fox [47]

estimates that modest catalytic activity coupled with activation will easily dom

inate the rate of hydrolysis of polymers. To validate this scenario, experiments
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have been performed with phosphate activated monomers, aminoacyl phosphates,

which react in solution to form small polypeptides [71].

Noninstructed synthesis If the networks we study are populated with nucleic

acids, then we are modeling the appearance of polymers with the capacity to act as

templates in a world initially without them. What is the evidence for the synthesis

of biopolymers which does not require use of a template, called noninstructed

synthesis? Calvin [33] describes polypeptides which are synthesized solely by

catalyzed reactions circumventing the translation apparatus of contemporary life.

In particular, the decapeptide gramicidin S can be completely synthesized by an

enzyme (reported in [34]). The de novo synthesis of RNA which does not require

a template by Q;3 Replicase has also been reported [72,52] In each of these cases,

the synthesis was performed by rather complicated enzyme complexes which were

probably not present in the prebiotic environment.

Methods of producing polypeptides under more stringent prebiotic con

ditions which do not use a preexisting catalyst include the thermal polymerization

already mentioned. A synthesis which uses diimidazole carbonyl as a condensing

agent [62] has been reported, but the same problem of explaining how such a

condensing agent would appear arises as when one uses a sophisticated catalyst.

There are other opportunities for noninstructed synthesis. Much work has

been done on polymerization on clay surfaces [73J, with the principal problem that

such polymers do not readily detach from the surface upon which they formed. If

these are the surfaces which Cairns-Smith proposes, then we are back to a kind

of instructed synthesis, albeit on a template of nonorganic material.

Primitive catalysis At the heart of our model is that a network of reactions

catalyzed by the members of the network emerges from the simple initial conditions

of an environment populated by monomers and small oligomers. How reasonable

is this?

As previously mentioned, the smallest RNA which has shown nondiscrim

inating catalytic activity is 19 bases long [26]. The RNA palindromes discussed

above are shorter oligomers, but their catalytic activity is specific. It is this latter
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result which holds the most promise for the support of autocatalytic sets of RNA

if the requirement of being a palindromic sequence can be relaxed.

It is a safe assumption that short polypeptides could not have the speci

ficity for substrate that is a property of most modern enzymes. Such specificity

is the result of eons of evolutionary fine tuning, and with it has developed a con

comitant increase in efficiency in generating product [74]. Nor, from the point of

view of our hypothesis, is such specificity desirable. An autocatalytic set stable

to variability needs to have a mean specificity which is not too high, so that a

variety of catalysts will "recognize" a wide set of potential substrates with mild

activity, resulting in a moderate to high degree of catalytic connectivity.

There is some evidence for catalytic activity in small polypeptides. A

variety of tripeptides with tryptophan as the middle residue can catalyze the

cleavage of depurinated DNA [75,76]. Kauffman [59] reports that the tripeptide

leu - lys - leu catalyzes its own self-condensation. In addition, populations of

random polypeptides with a mean length of 50 residues showed moderate levels of

catalytic activity for many reactions [77]. The proteinoid microspheres developed

by S. Fox and coworkers may themselves be autocatalytic sets.

Still, the evidence for catalytic activity among oligopeptides is still thin,

and as Joyce points out [70], we assume in our model a higher degree of catalytic

activity than we have evidence for. This is most telling in the early stages of

emergence, when monomers and dimers must catalyze the first reactions. How

ever, it is not unreasonable that such species have some catalytic activity. A

variant of our model developed with R. Fox assumes that polymers up to some

modest length, perhaps 5 to 10 residues long, might have been produced without

catalysis via some fluctuation away from the ordinary spontaneous production of

polymers. Fox has suggested that the successful emergence of life relied upon the

coincidence that kinetically favored polymers were also good catalysts [47]. If this

or other such polymers had sufficient catalytic activity, then it might selectively

catalyze some interactions and "ignite" the autocatalytic set. In this case, we ef

fectively have to initialize our simulation with ingredients more complicated than

simple monomers.

There may have been other possibilities for catalysis. One of the most
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promising is mineral catalysis. We have mentioned above several instances where

minerals were instrumental in a synthesis. In a review by J. Ferris [62], several

more promising reactions were outlined which used a clay mineral catalyst such as

montmorillonite, including the formation of phosphodiester bonds needed in the

synthesis of nucleotides and energy rich polyphosphates. Other catalysts, such as

iron oxides, metal sulfides and phosphates, silicates, as well as other clay minerals

remain to be explored.

Sources of energy Examination of our discussion will reveal the importance of

activated precursors which will readily polymerize. Precursors receive energy from

energy retentive compounds, such as ATP. How were such compounds formed, and

what natural sources of energy did they utilize?

R. Fox [47] describes several possibilities. Oxidation-reduction energy cre

ated during the iron catastrophe might have been converted into phosphate bond

energy via iron sulphur compounds. Carbamyl phosphate, made from cyanate

(CNO-) and phosphate could have been an intermediate in the formation of

pyrophosphate. The importance of understanding the coupling between energy

sources in the environment and a metabolic pathway leading to polymer synthesis

under prebiotic conditions cannot be overestimated, and needs to be experimen

tally explored.

Properties of prebiotic monomers There are a number of facts which point

to a great deal of structure in the prebiotic environment due to the results of

prebiotic synthesis and the properties of individual monomers. A restriction on

the amount of diversity in the environment is indicated by laboratory performed

prebiotic syntheses, which produce only a subset of the 20 amino acids, roughly 10,

and only several of these in high concentrations. Therefore, it makes some sense

to confine our simulations to monomer populations in a range from 2 types, the

minimum for structure, to roughly 10 types. On the other hand, it is the diversity

in properties between monomers which motivates structure and the emergence of

a small subset of species over all those available. Experiments with the thermal

polymerization of polypeptides show that some sequences are preferred naturally
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by four orders of magnitude [78]. In addition, Rohlfing and S. Fox reported that

heat condensed proteinoids show some specificity in their catalytic activity [79,80].

Thus there is some basis for assuming differential reaction rates and catalytic rates

based upon monomeric composition even in primitive circumstances.

We point out that most of the results summarized in this section deal with

the initiation of some synthesis. However, none of these mechanisms are immune

to the reorganization or improvement which occur as evolution proceeds, including

the production of basic monomers. In fact, this use of new found capacities on

preexisting processes is probably a necessary condition for emergence, and is an

important feature of our model.

1.4 Functional self-organization and evolution

We discuss a second motivation of our study, that of how complex systems are

organized and how they evolve. Evolution is characterized by emergent function

ality. This is evidenced in our model by the appearance of a polymer which has

catalytic properties new to the network, and thereby influencing the future growth

of the network. We also study the relationship between the growth of complexity in

our model, and the amount of information which is contained in th rules of graph

growth, th initial conditions, and parameters which represent chemical properties.

The emergence of life is an example of self-organization. Though this

process goes on in space and time, the principal dependence is functional (hier

archical), versus temporal (dynamic) or spatial (structural). In our model, the

course of the development of the network is primarily directed by the capacity of

the population of polymers to catalyze. Further, as new polymers appear, new

catalytic abilities are added to the pool, an example of emergent properties. By

creating a model which attends to the details of the transition to biogenesis, we

have -also developed a model for functional self-organization [81,82,83].

The relationship between function, and the criteria for being able to per

form this function is contained within our rules of chemistry. These rules may

be varied in a number of interesting ways, and may be related to the subsequent
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network and population of polymers. A choice of chemistry is analogous to a

choice of grammar, and like any language, the complexity of our networks is going

to be determined in part by the complexity of the grammar [84]. By attempting

to characterize this relationship, we try to determine the potential of different

hypothetical chemistries to instigate self-organization.

In the context of living systems, functional self-organization is an aspect

of evolution. As we shall demonstrate, this process in our model may often con

tinue in an open-ended manner. The tetm open-ended implies that the potential

for variation is never exhausted, and the network may continue to explore new

configurations. Our simulation also provides us with a laboratory to study many

characteristics of evolution. One facet of interest is the kinematics of variabil

ity, often described in terms of punctuated versus smooth variation, resistance

or acceptance to change, fitness, cooperativity versus competition, response and

adaptability to environmental change.

1.5 Networks and dynamics

A third motivation for our study is due to our interest in dynamical systems. We

implement continuous differential equations which are highly coupled and nonlin

ear. These equations describe the processes of a network which are by themselves

interesting objects of study. The relationship between dynamical systems and an

underlying graphical connectivity or topology is explicit in our model.

The model has many features which are of mathematical interest. Due

to the limitations of resources in the food set, the number of polymers and the

number of reactions in the network are always finite. However, it may add or drop

connections and species at any point during the course of the simulation, and there

is no possible graph which is excluded from being realized, which means that the

network is embedded in and explores an infinite dimensional space. The network

also has interesting flow properties, related to its properties of self-regulation.

With our model of the autocatalytic network, and our model for a source
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of mutation, we build equations of motion upon a graph. Study of dynamical

systems whose primary distinguishing features is in its connectivity is common in

studies of ecology models [85,86], as well as studies of many types of replicator

equations [50,48] chemical reaction networks [87,88] and biological networks [89].

We have the opportunity to contribute to the ideas regarding physical processes

which live on graphs, and in particular, a characterization of the connectivity

which is related to the dynamical behavior of the associated dynamical system

[90,91] .

1.6 Mathematical models and complex systems

Our approach is to study our hypothesis with a detailed mathematical

model. We generate equations which are highly nonlinear, and systems which are

high in dimension. Further, we encode algorithms too complicated to be captured

by simple mathematical expressions. All of this leads to behavior which cannot

be predicted via the standard routes of analysis.

Though our model is only a caricature of the prebiotic soup, it can sur

prise us with an unexpected result, providing us with the opportunity to change

or enlarge upon current ideas which we know to be inadequate. And a model

can often be explored to a much higher degree than the actual system which is

providing the blueprint for the model. Thus, the model provides a bridge for the

development of our theoretical tools.

1.7 Goals

Our aspirations for this work range from the concrete to the abstract.

Clearly, we hope to show that the theory of autocatalytic networks is a theory

of self-organization, and as applied to the emergence of life is viable. Assuming

we have done this, we hope to clarify our view of the prebiotic environment and

the conditions needed for life to appear. Our simulation provides us with the

opportunity to understand what complexity means in a specific system. We also

want to understand how natural selection works on a microscopic scale.
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In his book Origins of Life, F. Dyson makes a distinction between his

hypothesis and a theory, for "... a theory of the origin of life should describe in

some detail a postulated sequence of events." Nor will we be able to claim that

we have a complete theory at the end of this thesis. But the attainment of such

a theory is what we strive for.



Chapter 2

The model

"That's quite an armband you've got there. What does SIMUVACmean?
Sounds important."

"Short for simulated evacuation. A new state program they're still bat-
tling over funds for. "

"But this evacuation isn't simulated. It's real."
"We know that. But we thought we could use it as a model."
"A form of practice? Are you saying that you saw a chance to use the

real event in order to rehearse the simulation?"
"We took it right into the streets."

Don DeLillo, White Noise, p. 139

The methods for modeling the catalyzed reactions of the network are presented.

This includes our approximate method for accounting for the possibility of catalyst

saturation, as well as the activation of polymers by energy retentive phosphates. A

description of the model for the background of uncatalyzed processes between poly

mers which are not in the autocatalytic network follows. The artificial chemistries

which are employed are described. A shadow of virtual processes associated with

the network is defined which through fluctuation can contribute a real polymer and

reaction to the network.

As has been mentioned, one of our primary goals is to study self

organization through a model of a particular example, that of the transition to

biogenesis at the origin of life. In this chapter, the details of a model which em

bodies some of the salient features of the process of emergence from the prebiotic

28
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soup are presented. With the art of modeling, there are several constraints to

consider, among them the difficulty in formulating mathematically or in algorith

mic form some attribute. There is also the problem of finite computer memory

which can store only a tiny fraction of the information inherent in a complex

chemical situation. Further, our computers only have an infinitesimal fraction of

the processing power of modern cells.

Therefore, any description of what feature we are trying to capture must

necessarily be accompanied by what we are ignoring. Though our description is

bounded by resource limitations, we do not use this as a means of justifying the

exclusion of properties. Instead, we argue that the exclusion of a property does

not imply the falsity of a result, but at most, puts a limit on the generality of the

result.

2.1 The chemostat and chemical species

We assume a ready abundance of starting material, monomers such as

amino acids and monophosphates. This assumption is based upon the results of

experiments which show that such monomers can be synthesized spontaneously.

We have simple bounds on the concentration of monomers in an enclosure the

size of 2ft. A concentration of 10-10 M (6.23 X 1023 molecules/l03cm3 ) roughly

corresponds to 1 molecule being present in the enclosure. An absolute upper

bound on the amount of mass which such a volume can accommodate can be

calculated by the solubility properties of amino acids, nucleotides, and phosphates.

For example, water can accommodate a concentration of amino acids in the range

of 10-4 -+ 2 M, with the most common of the amino acids generated from prebiotic

synthesis, alanine and glycine, having the higher solubilities [92]. Of course, the

solution becomes turbid and impedes diffusion long before this point of saturation

is reached. A more realistic assessment of the concentration of starting material is

given by considering the rates of spontaneous synthesis [63] in the prebiotic ocean.

Estimates of steady state concentrations of amino acids are as high as 3 X 10-4

M and 3 X 10-5 M for nucleotides. With the assumption that there was a means

to concentrate this starting material further by two orders of magnitude, then
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2.2.1 Spontaneous reactions

2.2 The kinetics of polymer reactions

The way in which several physical aspects such as catalysis and phos

phorylation are modeled is represented in the form of the equations of motion

employed in our study of autocatalytic reaction networks. In this section the

approximations which led to our formulation is discussed.

Two types of reactions are allowed. Condensation joins two polymers

together to form a single longer polymer, and cleavage splits a longer polymer

apart to form two shorter polymers. Since cleavage is the reverse of condensation,

the two processes may be considered together as a single reversible reaction. The

reaction in which polymers A and B join together to form C, or equivalently, in

which C breaks up into A and B, is written
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(2.1 )A+B,,=C+H,

where H represents the concentration of water.

a reasonable total mass of monomers in the model chemostat is 10-2 M. In the

model, a range of values for the mass in the system is tried.

Different kinds of monomers with different chemical properties are repre

sented as different letters { a, b, c, ... }. The model chemostat can be initialized

with 4 letters to mimic a world of nucleotides, or 20 letters to mimic a world of

amino acids. For simplicity, we often choose to study a world with only 2 kinds

of monomers. Polymers are represented as strings of these letters, i.e. {cbaabac} ,

and all information regarding the chemical properties of the polymers in our sim

plified world is contained in the string. Furthermore, the polymers of the network

are oriented, like proteins (C02 -; NHi) and nucleic acids ( 3' -; 5' ), so that

baa and aab represent different polymers.

It would intractable to model a heterogeneous environment, where the

concentration of each species varies over space as well as time, with partial differ

ential equations. Thus, a homogeneous (well-stirred) environment is assumed.
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2.2.2 The catalyzed reactions of the network

(2.2)

(2.3)
E

A+B""'C+H

The presence of a catalyst (enzyme) E can accelerate a reaction.

For convenience we use the same symbol to represent a polymer and its concen

tration. Similar equations apply to t and ~~.

If the concentrations are sufficiently high, the law of mass action provides

a good approximation of the kinetics. Let kf be the rate constant for the forward

reation, A + B -+ C + H, and kr be the rate constant for the backward reaction

C + H -+ A + B. The rate equation for C is then

dCdi = (1 +vE)(kfAB - krHC). (2.4)

A catalytic efficiency v = 0 corresponds to a purely spontaneous (untatalyzed)

reaction.

At equilibrium the rate of the forward reaction equals that of the backward reac

tion, so that ~1 = ~~ = dd~ = O. Catalysis speeds up the rate at which the system

approaches equilibrium, but it does not change the concentrations at equilibrium.

However, when the reaction is driven away from equilibrium, for example by ex

ternally supplying one of the participants in the reaction, catalysis can shift the

steady state. This property is essential to the formation of autocatalytic sets.

Different catalysts vary in their capacity to augment a reaction. This

can be taken into account by defining a quantity v that we call the catalytic

efficiency. And since the reactions are reversible, the effect of catalysis is to

increase both the forward and backward rate constants by the same amount. For

a fixed concentration of the reactants, the increase in the velocity of the reaction

is proportional to the product of v and the concentration E of the catalyst. With

this approximation the kinetic equation in the presence of a catalyst can be written
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2.2.3 The method of modeling intermediates

The approximation made in Eq. (2.4) neglects the very important effect

of saturation of the enzyme E. In real reactions the enzyme and the the reactants

are bound together for a finite time. During this time, they cannot participate

in new reactions, which slows the reaction down. If this is a dominant effect, so

that most of the enzyme or product is bound at any given time, the reaction is

saturated.

The effect of saturation can be taken into account exactly (within the

limit of the applicability of mass action) by breaking down the catalyzed reaction

into each of its parts. This involves keeping track of several different intermediate

products: A bound to E, B bound to E, C bound to E, and AB bound to E.

Each reaction thus has four intermediates. The autocatalytic networks that we

simulate may have many different chemical species, and typically have many more

reactions than species. Thus, treating each catalyzed reaction in full detail would

enormously increase the complexity of the simulation.

Another difficulty of the simulation comes about because the reactions

are all reversible; if we allowed them to be irreversible, we would have effectively

assumed the solution. This means that traditional schemes such as the Michaelis

Menten approximation are not applicable.

We cope with this problem by assuming that A and B bind to each other

as soon as they are bound to the enzyme E. We then break the reversible reaction

of Eq. (2.3) into two irreversible reactions of the form

ABE and CE are complexes formed in the reaction. The further dissociation of

the bound complexes into free elements is treated through two more irreversible

reactions,

A+B+E ':!:t CE+H

C+H+E ~ ABE

CE ~ C+E

ABE ~ A+B+E

(2.5)

(2.6)
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ku is a constant that characterizes the rate at which the reactants unbind from

the enzyme. Taking these together, and adding on the effect of the spontaneous

reactions gives the rate equations

dCE
-kuCE + kf (1 + vE)AB

dt -

dABE
-kuABE + kr(l + vE)CH

dt -

dC
kuCE - kr(l + vE)CH

dt -

dA
kuABE - kf (l + vE)AB

dt -

dE
kuCE + kuABE - (1 + vE)(kfAB - krCH) (2.7)

dt -

with a similar equation for ~~. Note that we are using the same symbol for bound

complexes such as ABE and their concentrations.

If equations of this reaction scheme (Eq. (2.7)) are used literally, the

number of intermediates is equal to twice the number of reactions. This is an

improvement over the exact scheme, but only by a factor of two. However, the

form of these equations allows us to reduce the number of variables much further

by making a simple substitution of variables.

Suppose that a given species Xi participates in many different reactions,

and that it is bound up in many different complexes cm, where m labels the

reactions. For convenience, assume that each has the same dissociation constant

ku ' Using the approximation scheme above, the kinetic equation for d:i is of the

form
dx'
-d' = ku LCm + (reaction terms) (2.8)

t m

The first term takes into account all of the bound complexes that contribute to

Xi when they dissociate. (reaction terms) consists of a sum of terms, one for

each reaction that Xi participates in. Each term is of the form of Eq. (2.7),

according to whether Xi plays the role of A, B, C, or E. Note that these only

involve free species; none of the bound complexes cm are involved. Furthermore,

the dissociation terms that involve em are all linear. Thus, if we define the new
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variable

(2.9)
m

we can rewrite Eq. (2.8) as

dXi k (. )dt = uXi - reaetzon terms

Similarly, each bound complex has a kinetic equation of the form

acm k ( . )& = - uCm + reactzon term.

(2.10)

(2.11)

In Eq. (2.11) there is only one reaction term, corresponding to the particular

reaction associated with the complex. If we add up the equations associated with

all the reactions that Xi participates in, we obtain

dXi k (. )dt = - uXi + reaetzon terms (2.12)

Thus, we can solve for Xi without having to solve for each intermediate complex

from which it is derived. Since none of the reaction terms involve the bound

complexes, we never have to solve for them. The number of variables is just

twice the number of polymer species, rather than more than twice the number of

reactions. At the small cost of doubling the effective number of species, we have

taken saturation into account.

One important simplification which is implicit in this scheme is that the

formation of a catalyst-substrate complex is an irreversible process, while in fact

such processes are reversible. In the dynamics of the model, a catalyst-substrate

complex immediately leads to product.

This scheme for modeling saturation was introduced and first imple

mented prior to this work [8].

2.2.4 The inclusion of polyphosphates

Living systems also contain metabolisms which convert energy from the

environment into a chemically usable energy source. We employ a simple scheme

suggested by R. Fox [46] to simulate a primitive metabolism. Energy from a

primitive energy gradient is stored in the form of polyphosphates. Initially, we
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2.2.5 Driving away from equilibrium

We also model specific phosphorylation, the catalyzed activation of a polymer

with polyphosphate.

(2.14)

(2.15)Ti = ox?

A*+B+E -t CE+h+p

2p .2; P2

P2 + h -t 2p

A+P2 -t A* +p+ h

A* +h -t A+p (2.13)

supply only monophosphate (p) which polymerizes to form diphosphate (P2), a

reaction driven by an external source of energy (-y). Each bond of a polyphosphate

molecule stores enough energy to activate a polymer of the catalytic reaction

network. Once activated, polymers condense at a rate competitive with hydrolysis.

In fact, many of our simulations have been conducted without phospho

rylation, neither general nor specific. This is an approximation to our own model,

allowing us to reduce the number of equations we must solve. Since the principle

effect of the coupling to energy is to increase the rate constant for condensation, we

do not actually simulate phosphorylation but mimic it by increasing the forward

rate constant.

The flow of mass is the dominant factor that drives the system away from

equilibrium. Therefore, we model an open environment. Since we are interested in

the development of larger structures from our stated initial conditions, we imitate

a mass influx by supplying starting material at some rate T:

The starting material is termed the food set, and typically we assume that the

food set consists of monomers and short polymers up to a certain length. x?
is the initial concentration for the i'h member of the food set. Conversely, all
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species including starting material are removed at a constant rate linear with 0

and proportional to their concentration. Thus, 0 is more properly a flux term

since it parameterizes both the driving and the dissipation. With this in mind,

we can see that an increase in mass flux favors the concentrations of species which

are being supplied, which in our case are the monomers and small polymers of the

food set.

We may visualize this approach as that of modeling an actual flux of

mass through the environment. In terms of a laboratory experiment, we simulate

a controlled stirred tank reactor, or chemostat. We can also think of species which

are being removed as species which have degraded back to constituent monomers,

which replaces the influx term.

2.2.6 Summary of kinetic equations

(2.16)= k,;Xi + :L(reaction terms) - J{Xi + ox?

When we take into account the effects of saturation and the chemical

potential that drives the system away from equilibrium, for species i that are in

the foodset the kinetic equations are of the form:

dXi

dt

dxi
dt

= -k"Xi + :L(reaetion terms) - [{Xi (2.17)

Xi is an auxiliary variable that keeps track of the sum of the concentrations of all

the complexes in which species i is bound. k" is a constant that describes the rate

at which complexes unbind and 0 is the rate at which elements of the foodset flow

into the chemostat. For the time being, let [{ and not 0 be the rate of diffusion

out of the chemostat. The (reaction terms) are listed in Table 2.1; there is one

reaction term for each reaction in which Xi plays the role of A, B, or C, and two

reaction terms when it plays the role of the enzyme E. Each reaction term is

linear, quadratic, or cubic in the concentrations of the other species. For species i

outside the foodset the kinetic equations are the same, except that Ti = ox? = O.

With these equations, the total mass of the chemostat always goes to

a fixed point, independent of initial concentrations. To see this, note that the
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2.3 Simulating a complex reaction network

n j

L DXi = L DXJ (2.19)
i:;::l j=l

XJ is the initial concentration for the ph member of the food set of size f. Xi IS

the concentration for the i lh member of the population of size n.

So that we might choose the amount of mass at steady state, we choose

our initial conditions to conserve the total mass of the chemostat by equating

K = D. The conservation of mass condition is expressed:

In principle the kinetic equations are all we need to know in order to

simulate the behavior of a chemostat. In practice, however, there are two major

problems. The first problem, discussed in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, is that there

are an infinite number of possible reactions, and we cannot hope to solve all

of them; we must trim the network down to a finite number of reactions. The

second problem is that in order to use rate equations we must first assign kinetic

parameters, which cannot be determined from first principles. This is discussed

in section 2.4.

dm
dt = NjsD-Km (2.18)

This has a fixed point m = Nl' D. The simulation can be simplified by choosing

initial concentrations so that m has this value, so that simulation time is not

wasted on the approach to this fixed point. Thus, there are effectively only two

parameters relating to the flow of mass through the system, which can be taken

to be Dand K.

reaction and dissociation terms in the equation above conserve the total mass

of the chemostat. Thus the only two terms that change the total mass are the

last two terms of Eq. (2.16). The total mass in the chemostat m can be written

m = :L l(i)Xi, where l(i) is the length of the i lh species. Letting N js be the number

of elements in the food set, the rate of change of the total mass is given by a simple

differential equation:
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Reaction Rate

A*+B+E -> CE+h+p kf"vEA*B

A+B+E -> CE+h kfvEAB

CE -> C+E k"CE

C+E+h -> ABE krhvEC

ABE -> A+B+E k"ltf3E

2p 'Y keip2-> P2

P2 + h -> 2p krP2 h

A+P2 -> A* + p + h kA Ap2

A*+h -> A+p krA*h

Table 2.1: A schematic representation of each reaction between chemical species of the

network followed by the differential term each reaction generates. The respective term

is subtracted from the equation of motion for each species on the left side ofthe reaction

arrow, and added to the equation of motion for each species on the right side. A and B

represent the concentration of polymers which condense to form C; E is the catalyst for

the reaction. A bar indicates polymers in the bound state. The rate constants are k f

for polymerization, kr for hydrolysis, k" for the dissociation of bound complex, ke for

polymerization of phosphate, kr for hydrolysis, and ka for the activation of a polymer.

Activated polymers are indicated with a * superscript. kf" is the rate constant for the

condensation of an activated polymer with another polymer. v is the effectiveness of

each catalyst for a particular reaction. h is the concentration of water.
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2.3.1 Metadynarnics

Metadynamics refers to the variation in the set of reactions which are considered.

Because of the great number of possible interactions, we do not even consider all

catalyzed reactions, but only the most dominant. This is partly achieved with use

of a concentration threshold, which is greater than or equal to a value commensu

rate with the presence of one polymer of a particular type in the system. Not only

is the threshold a means of excluding possible additions, but it is also used to delete

faltering members of the network. This set of dominant reactions can be repre

sented with a graph, and metadynamics corresponds to changes in the structure of

this graph.

In chemical reaction networks the number of possible reactions is infinite.

Of course, in reality only a finite number of them are important, and the others

can be neglected. The problem is that in general it is usually impossible to

state in advance which reactions are essential and which can be neglected. A

metadynamical simulation attempts to solve this problem by tracking a variable

set of reactions and chemical species and adding or deleting them as needed.

The problem of determining the essential components in a system of re

actions is particularly severe for polymer chemistry, where the number of possible

chemical species and reactions grows exponentially with the length of the poly

mers. For m distinct monomers the number of species of length 1is m l , the number

of possible spontaneous reactions between them is the order of m 21 , and the num

ber of possible catalyzed reactions is the order of m 31 • For m = 20, and 1= 10

for example, there are roughly a billion possible catalyzed reactions; for 1= 100,

there are more than Avogadro's number. Even if we knew the rate constants for

every reaction, we could never hope to keep track of all of them in a computer

simulation.

A real chemostat only contains a finite number of molecules and hence a

finite number of species, with a finite number of possible reactions between them.

However, continuous differential equations fail to capture this. Even if at t = a
all the concentration is placed in a few species, for t > 0 there are an infinite
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number of species with non-zero concentrations. This unrealistic result comes

from the approximation made in treating the population of a chemical species as

a continuous concentration. One obvious solution to this problem is to simply

count the number of molecules of each type, and to simulate the kinetics as a

random process rather than as a deterministic dynamical system. This method

works well when the populations are low, but it is computationally inefficient (in

comparison to a simulation using differential equations) when the populations are

high. If the population is 106 , for example, a single timestep of a differential

equations solver might change a concentration by as much as one per cent and

still retain reasonable accuracy; the same change with a stochastic simulator would

require 104 steps. In catalytic networks the population of some species may be

quite large at the same time that others are very low. This difference may be

many orders of magnitude. Although a stochastic solver is a natural way to solve

the problem, it is computationally inefficient.

The metadynamics approach offers an alternative that in some cases is

computationally much more efficient [8,93,16]. At any given time the reaction net

work is modeled by a finite set of continuous differential equations, as described in

section 2.2.6. These equations represent the dominant reactions. The topological

structure of this set of differential equations can be represented as a graph, which

states which species and reactions are present. Integrating the differential equa

tions may cause the concentrations to change, which may change which species

and reactions are dominant. The graph can be changed in order to reflect this,

which changes the structure of the differential equations. The dynamics occur on

two time scales, the faster time scale of the differential equations, and the slower

time scale for changing the graph.

To keep the graph from becoming unmanageably large, we set a con

centration threshold corresponding to the presence of a single molecule. If the

concentration of a given species is significantly below this threshold, then that

species is unlikely to participate in reactions that produce other species. Such re

actions can be ignored. We only need to include reactions that involve the species

that are present above the threshold and the species that they can produce. Since

the number of species with concentrations above the threshold at any given time
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is finite, the graph is also finite. The size of the graph can be varied by changing

the size of the threshold, which corresponds to changing the size of the reaction

vessel; larger reaction vessels have lower concentration thresholds.

Catalytic reactions are of particular interest here, since they can cause

qualitative changes from equilibrium behavior, and create the specificity and di

versity that we are interested in studying. We are particularly interested in the

domain where catalytic reactions dominate over spontaneous reactions. In this

model the set of differential equations that we simulate in detail represents the

dominant catalyzed reactions; all others are treated as spontaneous reactions. The

spontaneous reactions are taken into account in an aggregate fashion, as described

in the next section.

We emphasize that autocatalytic network does not represent all catalytic

reations, but only those of sufficient strength to make them significantly different

from the corresponding spontaneous reaction. In any real chemical system, there

is a great diversity of catalytic efficiencies. The vast majority of reactions are

catalyzed only very weakly, and can be treated essentially as spontaneous reac

tions. Thus, when we refer to a "catalyzed reaction", we often mean a "strongly

catalyzed reaction" , and when we refer to a spontaneous reaction we often mean

"a reaction that is only weakly catalyzed" .

2.3.2 The background of uncatalyzed interactions

To model the competition between catalyzed and uncatalyzed processes,

the set of all possible chemical interactions between all species not in the network

is represented. The set of species not in the network is termed the background of

the autocatalytic network.

For conceptual clarity, we will first discuss the problem of modeling spon

taneous reactions alone, without catalyzed reactions, and then return to discuss

the case when spontaneous reactions are in competition with catalyzed reactions.

The difficulty of modeling the spontaneous reactions comes about because there

are so many of them. If there are a, polymers of length I in the autocatalytic
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network, then the number of polymers of length l in the background is:

/
8/ = m - a/ (2.20)

Because 8/ is so large for large l, it would not be possible to model each uncatalyzed

reaction separately. We obtain an approximate notion of how much mass lies in the

background. First, we make the simplifying assumption that for any length, the

concentrations of the species in the background are roughly equivalent. We also

assume that the species in the background have homogeneous chemical properties,

so that all of the reactions in the background have the same forward and backward

rate constants k! and kr • The problem is then equivalent to that of modeling the

spontaneous reactions in a system with only one distinct monomer (m = 1).

We can lump together all polymers of a given length l, adding together all their

concentrations to get a combined concentration 8/.

These assumptions are valid especially when the autocatalytic network

contains most of the mass in the system. In this case, background polymers formed

from the uncatalyzed reactions of polymers in the network will be at a much higher

concentration than most other species in the background. This is a fact which we

will take advantage of later in our studies of evolution. But our approximation

here is useful, since we are concerned with the competition for mass, a function

of reaction rates which are in turn dependent upon the concentrations of the

reactants. The result of this competition is determined by the bulk of mass in the

network as opposed to that of the background, and thus individual fluctuations

in the background are not important.

The interactions between the species of the background are modeled in

the following manner. Given our assumptions, we include the concentrations of

all species in the background of length l in the state variable 8/. We then model

the condensation between all background species of length i with those of length

j to form background species of length k, as well as the corresponding cleavage

reaction as:

(2.21 )

The variable 8k will receive contributions from condensation reactions between

smaller species (i + j = k), and from cleavages of longer species, and will lose
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both to condensations between itself and other species as well as to cleavages

of itself. Since it is in the same environment as the autocatalytic network, it

must experience the same mass flux. The resulting equation for the reaction

kinetics is similar to the Smoluchowski equation [94,95] used to study aggregation,

except that our equations (Eq. (2.22)) are reversible (with fragmentation), and

the kernels are replaced by simple coefficients, the rate constants.

d;k =kj L SiSj-krL(l-k+l)s/-kjskLSj-kr(k-l)sk-5sk (2.22)
t i+j=k l>k j=l

Conceptually, the species in the chemostat can be broken into three

groups: the background, the network, and the food set. The food set and the

network are modeled at the same level of description, with a state equation as

signed to each individual species. The background receives contributions of mass

from reactions within the food set which do not produce species in the network.

But the background may also accrete mass from uncatalyzed processes within the

network. Conversely, a fraction of interactions between polymers in the back

ground produce polymers in the network. Finally, we must consider the result of

condensations between a polymer in the background and a polymer in the net

work, as well as cleavages which produce a background polymer and a network

polymer. A schematic of the complete set of reactions involving polymers in the

background is included in Table 2.2.

We include the details of this coupling in appendix E. Given the ap

proximations stated above, this coupling can otherwise be made exact. Note

that we can test the validity of this method for modeling the interaction between

the network and the background by simulating the model at equilibrium, where

there should be no distinction between members of the autocatalytic set and the

spontaneous background.

2.4 Artificial chemistry

In nature, the kinetic parameters of a catalyzed reaction depend on the

properties of the participant molecules in a very complex manner. In a real chem

ical system the catalytic efficiencies and the rate constants of the reactions are
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Condensations
a; +aj -+ sk+H
a; +Sj -+ Sk+ H

s; + aj -+ Sk+ H

a; +Sj -+ ak+ H

s; +aj -+ ak+ H

s; + si -+ ak+H

Cleavages
Sk+ H -+ ai + aj
Sk+ H -+ Si +aj

Sk+ H -+ a; +Sj

ak+ H -+ a; + s;

ak+ H -+ Si +a;
ak+ H -+ Si +si

Table 2.2: A schematic representation of the reaction coupling between the polymers of

the network and of the background. Although all reactions are reversible, we choose to

group the forward and reverse reactions separately so as to show the coupling explicitly.

Sk is the concentration of all polymers in the background of length k. ak refers to the

concentration of a specific polymer in the autocatalytic network of length k. H is the

concentration of water.
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dependent on complex properties from quantum mechanics that we cannot hope

model in detail here. These properties depend on the properties of the monomers.

For example, amino acids are very different from nucleic acids. Our current knowl

edge of chemistry is simply inadequate to assign kinetic parameters based on first

principles.

To get around this problem, the approach introduced in references [8,

96,16] is to invent an artificial chemistry, a set of rules stating which catalyzed

reactions occur, and with what strength. An artificial chemistry cannot reproduce

the behavior of a real chemistry in detail, but it may reproduce some of the

correct qualitative properties. An artificial chemistry can be quite simple from

a calculational point of view. We can begin with simple chemistries and move

toward more complex chemistries, adding layers of realism as needed. By exploring

different artificial chemistries, we can discover what properties cause significant

changes in behavior, and which do not. The knowledge gained in this way can be

useful in guiding experimental investigations of real systems, by pinpointing the

essential quantities that need to be measured in experiments in order to make the

model more realistic.

2.4.1 Assigning rate constants

The values for the rate constants can be randomly chosen indicating a

range of reaction affinity within the network itself. We often choose a global k7
and k;? for all reactions so that the uncatalyzed processes of the background are

on an equal footing. A way of introducing rate constant variability consistently

is with a rule based upon the properties of the monomers immediately adjoining

the reaction site. An affinity table (Table 2.3) is used to skew the preferences

of bonding between monomers. For monomer pairs with a high preference for

bonding, the rate constants are correspondingly high. It is important to note

that a value from the affinity table scales both the forward and backward rate

constants equally for all reactions with the same monomer pair. In addition, this

scheme assumes that reaction rates only depend on the ends of the species which

are bonding.
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a b
a 0.5 0.2
b 1.0 0.7

Table 2.3: A reactive affinity table which describes the preferences monomers, in this

case {a,b}, have for bonding. Such a table captures the asymmetry found in nature,

in the sense that reactions between amino acids of different types or nucleotides of

different types are not equally well represented. Since biomonomers are oriented, it is

possible for the a --+ b bond to have a different affinity than the b --+ a bond. Or course,

the asymmetry we describe is probably due to a number of complicated factors, not

merely the disposition of monomers. This table is used as a crude means of requiring

consistency when allowing variability of reaction rate constants.

2.4.2 Assessing catalytic strength

Our rules for creating catalyzed reactions can be classified according to two ex

tremes. A random rule corresponds to a catalytic task space {97} which is uncor

related with respect to the polymer sequence. A match rule corresponds to a task

space which is completely correlated. These algorithms are presented, and we dis

cuss modifications which add realism and which move away from these extremes.

A belief that has assumed the role of an axiom in biology is that the

linear sequence of the amino acids of a protein uniquely determine its function

[98]. The prediction of the catalytic function of a protein from its sequence of

amino acids is an open problem, and is being studied by applying optimization

methods such as spin glasses, neural networks, and simulated annealing. vVhat

is the relationship between proteins of similar sequence? How many amino acids

of a protein must be changed in order to change its properties? If a variation of

one amino acid always produced a large change in function, then we would say

that this space is uncorrelated with repect to function. Conversely, a space which

smoothly varies function with respect to this distance is completely correlated.

In fact the answer varies with the site of the amino acid to be replaced, and the

similarity of the replacement's properties and the amino acid being substituted, so
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that the catalytic activity of contemporary proteins are partially correlated with

respect to sequence.

We discuss two methods of assigning catalysts to reactions which are

representative of the two extremes of correlation. These rules are identified as the

random and the match rules. In the first we assume that the catalytic efficiencies

can be chosen at random, and in the second we assign them using a string matching

algorithm. The random method is certainly more disordered than real chemistry,

and the string matching method is probably more regular than real chemistry.

We hope that, from a qualitative point of view, real chemistry lies somewhere in

between. Again, if we could enumerate all possible reaction-catalyst combinations,

our task is to assign a catalytic efficiency for each one. Only those reactions which

are sufficiently strong so that the Vi for the reaction is above an efficiency threshold

V c are retained.

2.4.3 Random assignment of reactions

In some cases changing a single monomer can have a dramatic effect on

the chemical properties of a polymer, either because it causes a drastic change in

the configuration of the polymer or because it alters the properties of a critical

site. If this were always the case random chemistry would be a reasonable model.

Under this model, there is no correlation between the pattern of symbols in a

string that represents the chemical formula of a polymer its chemical properties.

The likelihood that two polymers have a catalyzed chemical reaction does not

depend on the information contained in their strings. This is certainly unrealistic;

real chemistry simply isn't this way. However, it does have the advantage of being

very easy to implement, and it lies at one extreme in the space of all possible

chemistries.

vVe can implement the random rule by simply assuming that, out of

all possible spontaneous reactions, only a fraction Pc are catalyzed with suffi

cient strength to be significantly different from spontaneous reactions. Weakly

catalyzed reactions are neglected, and simply treated as purely spontaneous re

actions. Strongly catalyzed reactions are placed on the graph. The members of
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• The new species can act as a catalyst for any of the old or new possible

reactions.

• The new species creates a new set of possible reactions; either the new species

or any of the old species can act as catalysts.

The random chemistry was introduced [7] and implemented [8J prior to

this work.

Once the graph is chosen catalytic velocities are assigned to all the reac

tions in the graph. We have explored several possibilities:

1. Making all the catalytic velocities the same. This rule has the disturbing

characteristic that the mean efficiency of the network does not improve as

the network grows, contrary to expectations about a successfully emergent

orgamsm.
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(2.23)N c = Pc (number species)(number reactions)

the graph are chosen at random, in the following way: Call the set of polymer

species whose concentrations are above the threshold the current population. The

set of possible reactions is the set of all possible ways to make condensations and

cleavages of the current population. A catalytic reaction can be chosen at random

by randomly selecting reactants and catalysts from the current population.

What is the probability that a reaction will be catalyzed? This is con

trolled by the parameter Pc, the probability of catalysis, which is the probability

that a possible catalyzed reaction is actually catalyzed. Pc controls the connec

tivity of the graph; as Pc increases the graph becomes more connected. In the

procedure described above Pc determines the number Nc of catalyzed reactions

that are picked out of the space of possibilities, according to the formula

Of course, care has to be taken not to double count; once a given possible

catalyzed reaction has been considered, it should not be considered again. Every

time a new species rises above threshold, a new set of catalyzed reactions becomes

possible. The new catalyzed reactions that are selected are chosen only from this

set. This set can be broken down into two parts:
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2. Choosing the catalytic velocities at random according to a given probability

distribution. One approach we have used is to make the probability of a

given velocity uniform within given maximum and minimum values. Again,

the mean value for the efficiency does not change with graph growth.

3. Making velocity increase with length. This can either be done determinis

tically SO that the length uniquely determines the velocity, or randomly, so

that lower velocities are more common for shorter species and higher ve

locities are more common for longer species. This rule crudely allows the

possibility of increasing catalytic capacity as the network develops.

Before the match chemistry is introduced, we briefly examine some gen

eral features of graph growth under the operation of a random chemistry. Figure

2.1 shows the results of a typical simulation, in which polymers and reactions are

attributed over time, until the graph stops growing. The network has achieved

another type of steady state. Near, but above, the critical threshold for the prob

ability of catalysis, the graph grows very slowly. The rate can be as little as one

new polymer per metadynamical step. If the graph continues to grow beyond this

regime, the addition of reactions, which is related to the square of the number

of new polymers, drives the growth of the graph. Even if the rate of polymer

addition is constant, the time variation of reaction and edge growth accelerates.

Eventually, the aspect of finite resources inhibits the production new polys, and

all three curves approach an asymptote. There are interesting similarities to the

asymptotic connectivity properties in models of idiotypic (immune) networks [99].

2.4.4 Assignment of reactions by string matching

To assess the interaction of catalyst and substrate based upon the chem

ical properties represented by their strings, we first choose a simple approach: the

strength of interaction or a degree of match is calculated by directly comparing

the sequence of the catalyst and that of the substrate (Table 2.5).

The match rule described in this section provides an alternative artificial

chemistry that is probably much closer to the properties of real chemistry than the

random rule discussed above. It lies at an opposite extreme - while the random
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Figure 2.1: The approach towards a graphical steady state. The numbers of polymers

(Species), reaction nodes (Nodes) and catalytic edges (Links) present in the network are

plotted versus metadynamical step of graph variation. Due to the constraints imposed

by a constant overall mass for the system, the time evolution of the graph must also

eventually lead to a fixed point. Parameters: k} E [10, 102], k~ E [1,10], vi E [103 ,107],

k;: = 1.00 X 10\ 8 = 102, Mass = 1.6 x 10-1, Food Set = {a,b,aa,bb,ab,ba,aaa,baa},

threshold = 10-5• Pc = 6 X 10-3 •
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rule is too disordered, the match rule we give here is probably too ordered. The

match rule is appropriate in the situation in which changing a single monomer in

a given polymer only causes a small change in its chemical properties. In this case

two similar polymer strings will have similar chemical properties.

A match rule assumes that the information contained in the string of a

given polymer contains all the information needed to specify its chemical prop

erties. There are many ways to do this. The rule we formulate here is just one

of many different possibilities. We have chosen a rule to satisfy the following

requirements:

• If one string is catalyzed by a given enzyme E, then other strings that are

very similar to it are likely to be catalyzed by E as well.

• The extent to which one polymer binds to another is determined by the

degree of overlapping of their strings, through a complementary match rule.

• If A and B join to form C, then an enzyme E must bind both A and B.

• A catalyzed reaction that is more specific has a higher catalytic efficiency

than one that is less specific.

The details of the match chemistry follow. For a reaction of the

form A + B !£, C + H, let the string representing the substrate be C =

(Cl, ... , CIA' CIA+>,··· CIc ), the string representing the enzyme be E = (el' ... ' eIE),

and similarly for A and B. The cleavage point of C is the point where it splits

apart in a cleavage reaction, and is between CIA and CIA+l.

For a catalyzed reaction to take place, we assume that polymer E lines

itself up next to polymer C. This can occur in anyone of several alignments,

corresponding to the possible relative positions of the two strings C and E when

they are matched to each other. For a valid configuration, the enzyme must

overlap with at least one monomer on each side of the cleavage point. All possible

alignments can be explored by placing the two strings side by side and shifting the

enzyme through all possible positions in which it overlaps at least one monomer

on each side of the cleavage point. The number of possible alignments is Ie - 1.
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For each alignment, define the binding site as the region in which the two strings

overlap. The active site can be further broken down into the binding site of A,

which is the part to the left of the cleavage point, and the binding site ofB, which

is the part to the right of the cleavage point.

For a given binding site (say A) and a given alignment we define the

length n of the binding site as the number of locations where A and E overlap.

To determine the degree of matching, we examine each location one at a time. For

a two letter alphabet the rule is simple: If the two letters at that location are dif

ferent, then a complementary match occurs; if the two letters are the same, it does

not. The degree of matching m is the number of locations at which complementary

matches occur. This can be generalized to an alphabet with more letters by con

structing a match table, which assigns a match score to each possible combination

of letters at a given location (Table 2.4).

Assessing the catalyst-substrate relationship by considering the strings

which represent physical properties of the polymer adds some very important

elements to the model. The strings can now be said to retain information, which is

a calculable quantity. Further, when the catalytic efficiencies are a function of the

degree of match, the dynamic properties of the network are now dependent upon

the information stored in the strings. In turn, the growth of the graph is dependent

upon the dynamics, since the concentration of the strings is an important factor in

the selection and effectiveness of a catalyst, and as we shall see, in the potential for

variability. Therefore, we have the conditions for functional self-organization [82],

where the functionality latent in the sequence representing a polymer motivates

the development of the network.

Catalytic strength and specificity The degree of match is used when assigning

a catalytic efficiency. A simple rule which has been implemented is to assign a

value for v as a linear function of the fraction of complementary matches between

catalyst and substrate.

A more sophisticated rule for assigning catalytic efficiencies is created

through consideration of the specificity of catalysts for substrate. It is thought

that modern day catalysts which are relatively large are fairly specific and efficient,
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a b c d
a 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
b 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
c 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
d 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0

Table 2.4: The catalytic match table, depicting one possible set of values given to

matches in a world with four types of monomers. Note that the values in this table

correspond to perfect base-pair matching in contemporary nucleic acid replication.

I
[

Catalyst E
Substrate A

abbaa
babb

abababa
aaa B

!
L
!
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Table 2.5: A schematic illustration of the match rule. For a given alignment, the region

where the catalyst E and the substrate C = A + B overlap is the active site. The

active site can be further broken down into the left binding site, and the right binding

site. The computation of a catalytic efficiency for a particular enzyme-substrate pair

begins by counting the number of complementary matches in both the right and the

left binding sites. We demonstrate a chemistry with four kinds of monomers, with the

match strengths of Table 2.4. In this case, there are 5 matches out of 7 possible.
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meaning that their activity is confined to a small list of possible substrates. The

initial catalysts of the prebiotic soup were probably nonspecific, implying that

they did not discriminate between substrates, and were probably weak. This new

rule assigns catalytic efficiencies as an increasing function of specificity.

Roughly speaking, the specificity is the probability of finding two strings

with at least a given degree of matching. If we assume that all the monomers are

equally probable, then the specificity s for two strings that match on m sites can

be defined as

s = -::-::-:----,-
N(m,n)

total number of possible ways to match n sites
1- 1(2.~

- number of strings that match on at least m sites

For a two letter alphabet the number of possible ways to match n sites is 2n . The

most specific binding occurs when the two strings match on all n sites, that is,

when m = n. There is only one string that matches on all n sites, so in this case

the specificity is s = 2n
- 1. The least specific binding occurs when there are

no matches at all. Since all 2n strings match on at least 0 sites, the specificity is

s = O. In general the number of strings that match a given string on at least m

sites is equal to a sum of binomial coefficients

n ,

N(m,n) = LB~mi,n = L 'I( n. Y
i=m 2. n - z .

(2.25)

In order to assign a catalytic efficiency we must choose a function v(s)

which gives the catalytic efficiency as a function of specificity. This is unknown

for real chemistry. Initially, it is assumed that v(s) is linear in s.

The hypotheses we have made so far give a formula for computing the

contribution to the catalytic efficiency made by a given binding site. However, in

order to catalyze the reaction the catalyst must bind both components A and B.

For this purpose we assume that the total catalytic efficiency is proportional to

the product of the efficiency in binding A times the efficiency in binding B.

(2.26)

J( is a constant of proportionality. This relationship can be justified by assuming

that, as a first order approximation, the probability that the enzyme binds A is
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independent of the probability that it binds B. The further assumption that the

catalytic efficiency depends on the probability of binding gives this relationship.

A value for 1/ is computed for each valid alignment of the reactants and

the enzyme. Assuming that the reaction associated with each alignment proceeds

independently, a catalytic efficiency associated with the full catalyzed reaction is

calculated by summing the efficiencies associated with each possible alignment for

the reaction.

Whether or not a given reaction is strong enough to be placed on the cat

alytic graph depends on its catalytic efficiency. We only have computer resources

for the strongest reactions. Therefore, to produce a catalytic graph, a threshold

I/o is selected, corresponding to the weakest reaction that we consider. To decide

which reactions belong on the graph, every possible cleavage or condensation re

action between the current elements of the soup, and every possible catalyst, is

considered. The catalytic efficiency of each reaction is computed according to the

rules given above. If the catalytic efficiency of the reaction is above the threshold

I/o, the reaction is installed in the catalyzed reaction graph.

Note that with this rule, for a given critical specificity s there is a critical

size for n that must be reached to be above the critical threshold. Thus, short

polymers can only be weak catalysts. However, it is worth keeping in mind that

assigning a critical threshold I/o for the catalytic velocity is only a matter of con

venience. At the beginning of a simulation, when the only polymers present are

short and therefore not very specific, a low threshold I/o is used to compensate for

the fact that only weak catalysts are present. As the system grows in length, as

suming it is able to add longer polymers, the velocities associated with the fastest

reactions will be larger. Then the threshold I/o is raised to take the dominant

reactions into account.

2.4.5 Ignition of the autocatalytic set

It is not likely that the species of the food set had sufficient catalytic

strength to initiate the growth of an autocatalytic network [70J. Instead, it is

possible that a polymer of some minimal length had to appear before such auto-
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catalytic growth could proceed. This amounts to simulating the model without

catalysis until a polymer of some critical length Ie appears in sufficient concentra

tion to be capable of catalyzing reactions.

With the match rule, this effect is achieved when the catalytic efficiencies

vi and the unbinding constants k~ for reaction i are a function of specificity. For

a given specificity threshold Se, only polymers of a length greater than or equal

some length Ie will have a catalytic efficiency as large as the efficiency threshold

ve• Thus, we must supply the network with a food set of polymers which are

sufficiently long to ignite graph growth.

It is important to note that even without catalysis, some polymerization

reactions are naturally favored over others, implying the presence of a network of

uncatalyzed interactions which are weakly better than the rest in the background

[78]. A long polymer may achieve a concentration much above the mean value

for all polymers of the same length, and this may be the event which ignites the

network.

It has been pointed out [62] that there are many other avenues to be

explored in the study of prebiotic synthesis, such as the importance of mineral

catalysts like montmorillonite. Also, the catalytic capacity of proteinoid micros

peres [29] needs more consideration. In general, little is known about the catalytic

potential of the prebiotic environment, and it may be that ignition was facilitated

by ambient factors.

2.5 A source of variability

Uncatalyzed reactions within the parent autocatalytic set leading to species in the

background provides a source of variation for a network which has reached a graph

ical steady state. Such species form a set of candidates for possible inclusion in

the network. This set is termed the shadow of the autocatalytic network, and the

process is one of autocatalytic mutation.

The dynamical fixed point characteristic of the differential equations

which live on the graph of an autocatalytic set (Figure 3.3) implies that one form
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of behavior is associated to every network with a defined structure and defined

parameters. The metadynamical fixed point reached when the application of the

rules of chemistry upon the network does not result in a change in the network

implies that there is a fixed course of development for the network in a particular

environment (Figure 2.1).

From the point of view of evolution, the graphical steady state implies

stagnation. The network may be sitting in a kind of minimal well, where locally it

has decidedly the best properties. But the network will never have the potential

to explore the function space in order to find a better maxima. Should a second

network appear which is indeed sitting at a better maxima, then the first network

is vulnerable to competition. Even more important, should the environment itself

change, the network will not have the possibility to adapt through variation in the

network structure. Living organisms often rely upon variation of their genome to

generate innovations which will respond favorably to a change in the environment.

Does the autocatalytic network have a source of variability?

The source of variability is the uncatalyzed reactions between members of

the network producing polymers in the background. This is analogous to the error

rate of template replication, which threatens to reduce the information retained by

successive generations to zero, but also supplies the species with the opportunity

for change. Without both, the species cannot evolve.

The approximation that all background polymers of a given length have

the same concentration is not quite correct. A very small subset of these polymers

are being produced at a much higher rate than the rest of the background, due

to the fact that they are produced by members of the network, which are termed

parents. The descendants in turn react and produce progeny which are still above

the rest of the background in terms of concentration, but much lower than the

first generation. Thus we may visualize the world of the autocatalytic network

and background not just in terms of a massif (the network) sharply rising from the

background sea, but with an irregular, steep slope connecting the two representing

the spontaneously created descendants of the network.

A pool of such descendants is associated with every autocatalytic set.

The stronger the network, i.e. the higher the concentration of its population
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of polymers, the richer the pool of descendants in terms of mass. It may be

possible that a few descendants are produced in a concentration corresponding

to the existence of one or two polymers, but it is more likely that a descendant

appears due to a positive fluctuation in its production, allowing it to catalyze

its own production or the production of another descendant. If such an event

leads to its inclusion in the network, this process is referred to as an autocatalytic

mutation. Since the likelihood of such an event is dependent upon the spontaneous

reaction flux from the parent set and which diminishes rapidly with succeeding

generations of descendents, only the first generation of descendants which are

directly produced by members of the autocatalytic network are considered as a

source of variability and which are collectively called the shadow of the network.

2.5.1 The shadow is a directed graph

An autocatalytic mutation corresponds not just to the inclusion of an

individual polymer via a reaction node. Instead, the mutation refers to both the

reaction node or nodes, and the polymer or polymers produced by these nodes.

It is the entire substructure which is to be added on the parent autocatalytic set

which is the mutation.

An essential condition is that the reaction node or nodes which are a

part of the autocatalytic mutation must be initially catalyzed by one or more

polymers in the mutation. That is, the mutation must be self-catalyzed. This

condition is required because the reaction nodes of the mutation, being as they

are direct reactions between species in the network, have already been considered

for catalysis by the rules of chemistry without success. Thus, the only possibility

for the reaction to be catalyzed is for the catalyst to come from outside the

network. We further require autocatalysis in the mutation, since the continued

presence of the catalyst is required to sustain the production of the polymers in

the mutation. If the catalyst which has appeared due to a fluctuation is not part

of the mutation, it will be washed away in the environment with flux.

The fact that the products of the reaction nodes of the autocatalytic

mutation are also the catalysts for these nodes allows us to make a very useful
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reduction in the graphical description of the mutation. In the parent autocat

alytic network, the graph must explicitly have two kinds of vertex, the reaction

node and the polymer, and two kinds of edges indicating the reaction and the

catalytic relationships. With the autocatalytic mutation, a graph with only one

kind of node and one kind of edge is used without loss of information. The node

corresponds to both the reaction and the potential source of a catalyst, while a

directed edge from one node to another means that a product of the reaction node

at the base of the edge catalyzes the reaction at its tip. Thus, to have a complete

graphical description of the shadow, we need only to enumerate the reaction nodes

and their corresponding products which can be made via spontaneous reaction be

tween members of the autocatalytic set, and to apply our rules of chemistry to

this set of nodes to determine the catalytic relationships. The result is a directed

graph [100].

The density of edges in the shadow will reflect the level of ambient cat

alytic strength. With the random chemistry, the density of edges will be a function

of the probability of catalysis, while with the match rule, the presence of an edge

will be determined by the specificity of the match between substrate and catalyst.

Thus, the rules of chemistry applied to the shadow are the same as those applied to

the network. Since we are considering all possible spontaneous reactions between

members of the parent autocatalytic network, we may make a quick estimate of

the number of nodes in the shadow N:

(2.27)

P is the number of polymers in the network, and Ii is the length of polymer i.

From this equation, those few such reactions which actually produce

something in the network must be subtracted. Since every catalyzed reaction

also has a spontaneous component, a better estimate for the number of nodes in

the shadow would be N - 2N, where N is the number of reaction nodes in the

network.
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2.5.2 Trees and cycles as templates

The graphical criteria for identifying candidates for autocatalytic muta

tion is simple. Since each reaction node of a mutation must be catalyzed by a

product of at least one of the nodes in the mutation, any graphical representation

of a mutation will require that each node has at least one incoming edge. Figure

2.2 represents all such legal mutations having one, two or three nodes.

The details of the algorithm for finding and installing autocatalytic mu

tations are in appendix F. However, there is one aspect of the algorithm which

is worth commenting on here, and which relates to our numerical techniques for

modeling metadynamics. Recall that the the data structures corresponding to

an autocatalytic network serve as a template upon which we build equations of

motion with terms appropriate to the type of interaction and participants.

To enumerate the autocatalytic graphs in the shadow, the required infor

mation is a list of reaction nodes and a list of edges between these nodes corre

sponding to catalytic relationships as determined by the rules of chemistry. The

first task is to find the pure cycles and trees in the shadow graph (see appendix

F). Each such graphical structure is stored as a list of pointers to the appropriate

nodes in the list of nodes, and of pointers to the edges in the list of edges. Once

this list of simple structures is found, these cycles and trees are used as templates

upon which the more complicated graphical structures shown in Figure 2.2 are

built. Thus, when a particular graphical structure is to be examined, it is rebuilt;

when no longer being used, it disappears. Like the previous application of this

technique, the burden is shifted towards computational capacity, and in this case,

away from memory storage.Further, the calculation of a specific subgraph's dy

namical viability begins with constructing the equations of motion, again using

the data structure corresponding to the subgraph as a template.

2.6 The environment

Several environmental factors included in the model have already been described.

These faetores include the source of starting material, the mass and energy flux,
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Figure 2.2: A list of graphical structures which are legal candidates for autocatalytic

mutation. The structures are selected from the shadow, which may be represented as

a directed graph, with each vertex of the graph representing a reaction node and the

reaction products which are in the shadow. An edge represents a catalytic connection,

meaning that a polymer from the reaction node at the base of the edge may catalyze

the reaction at the tip of the edge. A circle around a node indicates that the reaction

is an autocatalytic one-cycle. The numerals in the upper right corner is a count of the

permutations of the structure which are possible given the addition of autocatalytic

one-cycles.
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temperature and the concentration of water. We also have described systems which

are essentially in competition or cooperate with the network, such as the back

ground and the shadow. The network also provides an environment for its con

stituent polymers, which are cooperating and competing with each other for the

resources available.

There are several ways to simulate variance in properties of the environ

ment. The amount of mass in the species of the network and the amount of energy

retentive compounds for the activation of polymers may be varied. We may also

vary the amount of water in the environment. Since the formation of bonds in

many biopolymers result in the expulsion of a water molecule, then a reduction in

hydration would favor condensation by virtue of Le Chatelier's principle of mass

action. However, polymers degrade in dry environments, and it is likely that the

polymers of the prebiotic earth needed the protection offered by solvation. Thus,

we do not vary the water concentration, rejecting it as a dead end. Also, note

that the term for water h appears at our equations everywhere that the reverse

rate constant kr does, so that they may be effectively reduced to one variable.

As will be shown, taking advantage of the adversity introduced by the

rate of mass flux 8 through the environment is crucial to the success of the net

work. Thus, the dependence of the behavior of our model upon 8 will be studied.

Here another problem with our modeling technique of using continuous differen

tial equations to describe the processes of the network is encountered. Not only

can we calculate a concentration corresponding to. a fraction of a polymer, we can

calculate fractional reaction fluxes as well. To respond to the latter danger, we

need a number which is a function of 8, but which is also related to the internal

processes of the network, and which tells us when the flow through a particular

reaction node is below a realistic level. One such parameter is r;, the reaction

number for polymer i:

r; = [Lk 14>1;1 +Lj 14>{IJ (2.28)
8w;

W; is the weight of polymer i, equal to the product of the concentration and the

length of the polymer. 4>1; and 4>{ are the reverse and forward reactions fluxes for
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when 8 is being varied as a measure of a realistic regime for the simulation.

The spatial coupling of networks is described.

a given reaction, where for the reaction of Eq. (2.3), the fluxes </> are defined:

(2.30)

(2.29)

1 N
(! = - L:r;

N;

",f _ ",f
'f'A - ·'f'B

- vEkfAB X (lA + IB)

</>0 - vEkrCH x Ie

2.7 Spatial coupling

Spatial heterogeneity within natural systems exists on several spatial

scales. On one scale defined within a chemostat, the concentrations of each poly

mer may depend upon position. It is not tractable to study partial differential

equations at the level of description in the model. The approximation that the

chemostat is well stirred is viable for small enough enclosures. On a larger scale,

we may consider that many autocatalytic networks emerged near to one another

but experienced somewhat different environmental conditions. To study the inter

action of a population of autocatalytic reaction networks, chemostats are arranged

as cells on a lattice. Each chemostat may vary in the network it contains or in the

environment it is in, and each chemostat is open to its immediate neighbors on the

lattice. Networks from neighboring chemostats will compete for food and phos

phates. One goal for such a study is to determine the better network topologies

for a particular environment through competition.

The coupling between cells is accomplished with a discretization of Fick's

first law of diffusion [10], which assumes that the rate of diffusion is proportional

1; is the length of polymer i. The reaction number for a polymer is a rough

estimate of the number of reactions which the polymer will participate in, either

in being produced or producing another polymer, before it is swept away by the

mass flux. We have often referred to the mean reaction number,
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to the concentration gradient. The gradient for a polymer is expressed

difference in the concentration of a polymer in two cells:

.j _ + D "n (i j)X A - ••• L"ii'j x A - X A .,.

as the

(2.31)

D is the diffusion constant. n = 2d , where d E {I, 2, 3} is the dimension of the

square lattice upon which the chemostats are arranged.

2.8 The composite algorithm for the model

The description of the different levels of dynamics found in the model

is complete, and we can now outline the sequence of computations performed.

Referring to Figure 2.3, a simulation begins with a food set F which represents

resources that spontaneously form. The rules of chemistry C are applied to F, and

if successful, implying that one or several members of the food set had sufficient

catalytic ability, one or several reactions will be created. The equations of motion

corresponding to this first autocatalytic network Aa are solved for the dynamical

fixed point, and the rules of chemistry are again applied. Further success in

extending the network depends not only on the catalytic capacity of the members

of the network, but also the concentration of the polymers. This latter criteria

is not an issue with the food set which is always in relatively high concentration.

After every solution to the equations of motion and before the application of C,

the networked is trimmed (7) of any polymers which are below the concentration

threshold for the system. When the rules of chemistry can no longer effect a change

in the structure of the network, a graphical steady state has been reached. At

this point, the mutational algorithm (M) searches for an autocatalytic mutation

to add to the network. If successful, the extension of the network provides the

potential for new interactions upon the application of the rules of chemistry.

The simulation is an artificial world much simpler than anything in na

ture. It is largely populated by strings of letters corresponding to linear polymers,

with the remainder being energy retentive polyphosphates. In Figure 2.4 the man

dala first drawn by Kauffman [7J now has more detail with the domains of the

network, the background, and the shadow demarcated.
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Figure 2.3: The sequence of operations in simulations of autocatalytic networks. :F rep

resents the food set assumed to be provided by abiogenetic synthesis and a concentration

mechanism. C represents the metadynamics, the application of our rules of chemistry

for creating reactions and thus changing the graph. Ai is an autocatalytic network of

given topology with a set of associated equations. These equations are solved to find

the steady state of the network, which is then operated on again by the metadynamics.

This process will continue until a graphical fixed point is reached. At such a fixed point,

our rules for adding an autocatalytic mutation to the network represented by M will

be applied. If successful, the ensuing network will again be subject to the application

of the rules of chemistry.

2.9 The code

The software which has been developed during this study is itemized. In addition,

some suggestions about alternative approaches are made.

Here we outline what software was inherited from previous work. Previous

studies [8J led to the development of a program which introduced and utilized the

technique of modeling dynamical systems of variable dimension, the method of

modeling intermediates, and a random artificial chemistry. The following have

been introduced and implemented with this work:

• The background.

• Energy coupling and activated polymerization.

• The shadow.

• Match chemistry.

• Modification and implementation of an iterative Newton's method.

• Graphics applications.

• Multicellular environment.
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Figure 2.4: With a full description of the autocatalytic network, the background of

uncatalyzed processes, and the shadow, the source of variability, we can offer a more

detailed schema of our world, using the example of the network of Figure 1.1. The

polymers of the network are in white type upon a black background, the species of the

shadow are in white type upon a gray background, and the species of the rest of the

background are in black type. The reactions are indicated with solid lines. The catalytic

relationships are not indicated.
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• Optimization methods (to be discussed below).

• Most measures of network dynamics and metadynamics (to be discussed

below).

In addition, the basic elements of the code have been extensively rewrit

ten. In particular, we have converted to the use of lists to differentiate between

various subsets of the populations of species in the network. This makes the

variation of the rules of chemistry less difficult to implement. The network of

data structures has been enlarged. We also have improved our metadynamics

algorithms to allow the deletion of catalytic links, reaction nodes, and polymers.

Our software is written in C, a structured programming language [101J. C

has several features which simplify the task of modeling metadynamical systems,

including user-defined data types, dynamic memory allocation and the referencing

of variables with pointers.

An improvement in the choice of language for our code would be an object

oriented language [102,103,104], where procedures and functions which operate on

a particular data type are included in the definition of that data type. With an

object oriented language, code modification is easier since any changes to the

definition of a data type will not affect the rest of the program. In our studies of

metadynamical systems, modifications to the simulation usually require changes

in the definitions of data types. When such a change has been made with a

program written in C, Fortran, or many other standard languages, we often must

revise every procedure which referenced the data type. As with our simulation

of autocatalytic networks, many details of a complex system under study are not

known. And since the systems are usually not amenable to analysis, ideas can

only be tested by rewriting and simulating the program. With object oriented

languages, the process of investigating many possibilities for the system via code

modification is simpler.

There are also a number of problems we might define with regards to our

study which are difficult, if not impossible, on a serial processor. One such problem

is the simulation of diffusion limited processes. Our scheme for discretizing our

space into cells cannot be pursued for a large number of cells, especially since each
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network corresponds to a large number of differential equations. A computational

approach to this study is best performed on a parallel processor, such as the

connection machine [105]. To reduce the computational cost further, we would

simulate the interactions between species stochastically, implementing a weighted

tree in a molecular simulator. In this way, we might simulate a physically larger

environment where we would not have to assume homogeneity.
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Chapter 3

Self-organization and

autocatalysis

Compulsory labour under capitalism, wrote Bukharin, was quite the re
verse of compulsory labour under the dictatorship of the proletariat: the first
was 'the enslavement of the working class', the second 'the selforganization
of the working class'.

Paul Johnson, Modern Times, p. 92

When applied to the development of autocatalytic networks, the term

self-organization implies that a subset of species can be distinguished from the

background of all other possible species. The identification can be made either on

the basis of concentration, or upon whether a particular species participates in a

closed network of catalyzed reactions. In fact, one criteria implies the other. A set

of reactions whose species have concentrations which are the same as those in the

background means either that the reactions are not being catalyzed, or that catal

ysis is not having any effect, and a network of reactions cannot be distinguished

from all other possible reactions which are occurring in the background.

In our model of autocatalytic networks, the self-organization of a network

of catalyzed reactions from an initial set of small species is solely dependent upon

the capacity of the species in the network to catalyze reactions. In this chapter,

the assumption that catalytic activity can motivate self-organization is supported

with arguments which consider reaction kinetics. In particular, two aspects of the

self-organization of autocatalytic networks are considered here: the production of

69
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large polymers, and the significance of achieving species concentrations which are

greater than they would be in an equilibrium regime.

Due to the way in which the model of autocatalytic networks has been

conceived and implemented, the dynamics of the model proceeds along two dif

ferent time-scales. Metadynamics, the variation of the network, proceeds along a

slow time-scale relative to the time required for each network to achieve a steady

state with regards to its properties. Clearly, the properties of a network are im

portant in determining how it will continue to vary. Therefore, the properties of

static networks will be considered in this and other chapters.

This chapter concludes with a digression on the nature of the solutions

to the equations which describe the reactions of an autocatalytic network.

3.1 The production of large polymers

Successful self-organization implies the catalyst enhanced synthesis of the specific

polymers of the network. This section begins with a simple argument demonstrat

ing this effect. In addition, the longer the polymer, the more difficult it is to

produce in large quantities. Yet, large polymers are desirable. The greater the

concentration of the large polymers of the network, the greater the degree of self

organization. Also, improved functionality is associated with long polymers, an

effect which influences the variation of the network. Understanding the means by

which large polymers are synthesized in quantity is a central issue in this and later

chapters.

3.1.1 Catalytic boost

We begin with an elementary discussion of how catalysis in an environment un

dergoing flux affords catalyzed reactions an advantage over uncatalyzed processes.

This advantage is nullified in an equilibrium regime.

A principle assertion of this work is that autocatalysis affords an emer

gent network of reactions an advantage over the uncatalyzed reactions of the
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background. This advantage is due to the fact that catalyzed reactions proceed

faster than uncatalyzed reactions, while in an environment which includes mate

rial flux, all products are flushed away at the same rate. This results in a net gain

for the species synthesized in the autocatalytic network.

As will be discussed in the following chapters, catalysis and the catalytic

connectivity influence the growth of the graph and the population of polymers.

Further, the appearance of new catalysts shapes the potential for graph variation

and for mutation. Catalysis also controls the flow of mass through the network

and contributes to the metabolic properties of the network. However, this section

is focused on the purely kinetic advantage due to autocatalysis over uncatalyzed

processes. This includes the advantage given to individual reactions as well as to

the network as a whole.

If we consider the following reaction which has an externally provided

catalyst:

e
a + a .= aa + h

we find the steady state ratio of concentrations to be:

(3.1 )

v is the efficiency of the catalyst e. f = 1 + ve, and v is the efficiency of the

catalyst e. For a spontaneous, uncatalyzed reaction f = 1. a is provided as

influx, while both a and aa are subject to efflux or dissipation.

The ratio of Eq. (3.1) is important, because it provides us with an indi

cation of how well the network is pushing the mass from the food towards longer

polymers. In an environment with mass flux (8 > 0), this ratio increases with

increasing f' In this simple example, catalysis is counteracting the dissipation

due to the mass flux.

However, the highest value for the ratio of the concentration of long to

short polymers is achieved when 8 = 0, that is, at equilibrium. If we label the

ratio of Eq. (3.1) without catalysis or mass flux as REquilibrium, that with mass

flux but not catalysis as RNonequilibrium,Nonca'alyzed, and that with both catalysis
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and mass flux as ROatalyzed, we find the following relation:

REquilibri1l.m ;::: RCatalyzed ~ RNonequilibrium,Noncatalyzed (3.2)

For the simple example discussed in the section, the equilibrium distribu

tion in this example will always be superior to open systems with regards to the

production of large polymers. This result will often hold true for autocatalytic

networks, in that it is possible to do worse than equilibrium with respect to the

production of large polymers.

Anyone of the curves presented in Figure 8.5 is derived from the solution

to a static network. Each curve plots (C;), the mean concentration of all polymers

of length i in the network. The slope of such a curve, A, will be used throughout

this thesis as measure of network behavior, and in particular, a measure of the

production of large polymers.

3.1.2 Equilibrium distribution of polymers

The essential features of the Flory-Stockmayer theory are described and adapted

to equilibrium autocatalytic networks. Deviation from the Flory-Stockmayer result

is a measure of the nonequilibrium nature of the network. The production of large

polymers at a level greater than the Flory-Stockmayer result indicates a desirable

nonequilibrium regime.

A study of polymerization at equilibrium can provide some insight into

what is required for the production of large polymers. During the course of the

discussion, a simple expression is appropriated which approximates the mean con

centration of polymers with respect to length at equilibrium.

We defer to the classical theory of equilibrium polymerization as devel

oped by Flory and Stockmayer [107,108,109]. Given some assumptions, such as

that reactions are rate limited, and of equal reactivity for all functional groups

during condensation, the degree of polymerization can be described by one pa

rameter p, the extent of reactivity, which is the fraction of all functional groups

which have condensed.
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p(t) = So - S(t) (3.7)
So

we may insert Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.7) for an expression for the mean reactivity

at steady state:

The appearance of a linear polymer of length x means that x-I monomers

are bonded to a monomer to its right, while 1 right end is left free. The likelihood

of such a polymer appearing may be expressed as a probability, (1 _ p)pX-1.

This term multiplied by the total number of molecules N gives an estimate of

the number of molecules of length x present. Since the ratio of the number of

molecules N to the total mass No is just (1- p), the number of polymers Nx can

be expressed as a function of the extent of reactivity and the total mass:

(3.3)

(3.5)

(3.8)

(3.6)

(3.9)

So that Eq. (3.3) may be applied to autocatalytic networks at equilib

rium, an expression for p which is a function of the global rate constants kf,kf
of the model is required. We follow the treatment of Macken and Perelson [1l0],

which considers an aggregation process by describing the time evolution of free

sites S(t):

S = -kfS + kr(So - S) (3.4)

So is the total mass. At steady state, S = 0, and the solution [1l1] of Eq. (3.4)

S _ (1 +4I<ESO)~ - 1
8S - 2I<E

where the equilibrium rate constant I<E = i;-. More approximately,

1

So'
Sss ~ I<E

1
_ 1 (1 +4I<ESo) , - 1

Pss - - 2I<ESo

or again, more approximately,

1S:

Since
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An increase in pss corresponds to a shift towards increased production of large

polymers. From Eq. (3.9), the only way to favor polymerization in an equilibrium

environment with a constant amount of mass is to increase J{E.

Whether approximated or numerically computed, the equilibrium distri

bution of concentrations provides a benchmark with which to compare the be

havior of the network in a nonequilibrium state. It is worth noting that the

concentrations of individual polymers in reaction networks may deviate substan

tially from that predicted by expressions such as those of Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.9).

This is because we have assumed equal reactivity, while we will simulate net

works with diverse reaction rates. If we impose equal reactivity, the distribution

of concentrations at equilibrium will obey the expressions above (See Figure 5.7).

3.2 Steady state solutions

The equations we generate can be of arbitrarily high dimension. All equa

tions have cubic and quadratic nonlinearities, and have dissipation and driving

terms. They are also highly coupled. Since there are no general analytic methods

for solving such a system of equations, we are forced to seek a numerical solution.

One might expect a range of behavior from such equations, but repeated integra

tion of various networks for a range of parameter values always results in a unique

fixed point (Figure 3.3) as a function of initial conditions and parameters.

The equations are stiff over a large portion of the trajectory, since the

introduction of a new species is accompanied by a fast rate of change compared to

solution trajectories corresponding to components which are varying more slowly.

Another way of understanding Figure 3.3 is to think of the intial condition as a

fixed network with all mass in the food set. Then we are seeing a "wave" of mass

passing through the network. The approach to steady state is not always mono

tonic. The fact that the solution is a simple fixed point, and that the approach to

the fixed point is fairly direct does not reduce the time of integration sufficiently.

If we assume steady state behavior, we may set the time derivatives of

all variables to zero, Xi = 0, so that we have a system of polynomials of degree
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Figure 3.1: Several computed equilibrium solutions for the network of Figure 3.2. At

equilibrium, the mass flux 8 = 0, and the efficiency of the catalysis (vG ) is irrelevant. In

the top figure, the loglQCi is plotted for each polymer i, arranged in order of increasing

length. Ci is the concentration of polymer i. In the bottom figure, the lOglO(Ci) is

plotted against polymer length i. Each solution differs in the rate constants for each

reaction. For solution (a), the rate constants were chosen to favor the production of

large polymers in a nonequilibrium regime. For solution (b), the rate constants were a

linear function oflength, with ky E [10,102
, and k;! E [1, 10J. For solution (c), ky = 10

and kf! = 10. For solution (d), ky = 104 and k? = 10.
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babbbaabbbaabab'.

bbabababbba

bbabbabbba

bbbabbba

bbaababbabbba

babbbaababbabbba

Figure 3.2: The reaction subgraph of an autocatalytic reaction network of 22 polymers.

The catalytic links for the catalysts of each reaction are not drawn. The food set,

{a,b,ab,bb} is circled. The fat dots represent reaction nodes, and the lines connecting

the reactants to the nodes point in the direction of condensation.
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Figure 3.3: The time evolution of the concentrations of each species exhibiting an

approach to a dynamical steady state for the network of Figure 3.2, plotted against

integration steps. Both axes are plotted logarithmically. The equations of motion are

integrated using a Runga-Kutta-Fehlberg [1] path following method with variable time

step. The simulation is initialized with all of the mass in the food set. Thus a wave

of mass passes through the network. The equations can be seen to be stiff, as there

is a very large rate of change for the polymers which are far from steady state, while

those closer to steady state vary much more slowly. If we did not begin with a fixed

network, but added polymers through application of the rules of chemistry, the time

series would show the same qualitative features. Parameters: ky = 102 , kf = 10,

v G = 104, kr;j = 104, H = 1, 8 = 102 , Mass =3.
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Figure 3.4: The time evolution of the solutions to the equations which describe the

background of uncatalyzed reactions. Each solution curve represents the sum of the

concentrations of all species of the background of a given length. Parameters: kt =

102
, kf! = 10, v G = 104

, k? = 104, H = 1, 6 = 102
, Mass =3.
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3.2.1 Is there a Liapunov function?

We discuss the conjecture supported by simulation that autocatalytic networks of

arbitrary dimension are characterized by a unique fixed point.

and consider· the steady state solutions a = 0, the result is a polynomial in a.

We have studied the solutions to this polynomial, finding only one real solution

branch.

(3.10)
a

a+a,,=c

Given the high degree of nonlinearity and coupling in the systems of

equations which describes the processes of autocatalytic networks, it is interesting

that we find generic fixed point behavior. Examination of the eigenvalue spectrum

of the linearization of the flow (Figures 3.5 and 3.6) and the variation of the leading

eigenvalue with variation in parameters (Figure 3.7) confirms that our solutions

are asymptotically stable [87,112J. The spectrum of imaginary eigenvalues shows

an increase in structure as 5 is increased, indicating that trajectories spiral into

the fixed point. As the complex eigenvalues increase in magnitude, the transient

time is extended. Conversely, the solutions grow more stable as 5 is increased.

We report some preliminary results regarding this behavior. We are at

tempting to verify our conjecture by studying networks of increasing dimension

while isolating parameter subtrees. For example, if we begin with the reaction:

3. Such a system will have a number of solutions corresponding to the degree

and dimension of the system, but we conjecture that there is only one positive,

real (physically relevant) solution. A Newton-Raphson iterative method is used

to contract to the zero of the function [1]. Though we provide the algorithm with

an positive, real initial vector, the algorithm may still contract to a negative or

complex solution. Of course, if we integrated the differential equations, the tra

jectory could never pass from the positive to the negative solution space. We use

the fact that the vector field always points away from a physically unmeaning

ful solution space to construct a correction to the solution vector of the iterative

method should it appear to be approaching a negative or complex solution.
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Figure 3.5: The spectrum of real part of the eigenvalues for the jacobian matrix of the

network of Figure 5.1 at steady state plotted against variation in loglQo E [-2, 6J. The

values are logarithmically scaled, so that a value of -4 indicates an eigenvalue of -104 •

All values are negative, indicating that the solution is asymptotically stable. Stability

increases with increasing O. Parameters: ky = 3.02 x 10\ k;: = 2.70, v G = 5.26 X 105,

k;: = 7.11 x 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 3.6: The spectrum of the imaginary part of the eigenvalues for the jacobian

matrix of the network of Figure 5.1 at steady state plotted against variation in loglO" E

[-2,6]. As " increases, there is an average increase in the magnitude of the imaginary

component, indicating that transients increase. To achieve the logarithmic scaling, all

values between -1 and 1 are set to 1. Parameters: kt = 3.02 X 104, kf = 2.70,

vG = 5.26 X 105, k;: = 7.11 X 104, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 3.7: The leading (largest) real component of the eigenvalues for the jacobian

matrix ofthe network of Figure 3.2, plotted against variation of vG E [0,6] and 8 E [0,6].

The values are logarithmically scaled, so that a value of -4 indicates an eigenvalue

of -104 . The leading eigenvalue is always negative, indicating that the solution is

asymptotically stable. Parameters: k7 = 102
, k;? = 10, kr;! = 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food

Set = {a,b}.
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In general, autocatalytic networks are represented by sets of polynomials

in n variables which admit n solutions, but at least when the parameters are

limited to the positive orthant of solution space, these equations generically admit

only one positive, real solution. As any of the parameters are varied to some

extreme, we observe a limiting behavior to all solutions of the polynomial. In

particular, the one real positive solution retains this character, and none of the

other solution branches show any indication of becoming both positive and real.

Our numerical experience suggests that a Liapunov function [112,113] ex

ists for these networks. At equilibrium, each reaction node is essentially decoupled

from the others, and the free energy as a function of the extent of reaction is a

potential function which may be minimized [114,115]. Once the flux is turned on,

the network becomes coupled and a Liapunov function in terms of a free energy

is no longer apparent. We leave pursuit of a Liapunov function for autocatalytic

networks for future study.



Chapter 4

Artificial chemistries and

metadynamics

It was all a nothing and a man was a nothing too. It was only that and
light was all it needed and a certain cleanness and order.

Ernest Hemingway, "A Clean, Well-Lighted Place"

During the course of a simulation, the network is varied by adding or deleting re

actions and catalysts. The set of rules for varying the network has been collectively

termed the artificial chemistry of the model under study, and have been described

in section 2.4. Two explicit chemistries which are different from each other were

described in detail: the random and the match chemistries. The chapter begins

with a description of some of the distinguishing features of the two chemistries.

Results from simulations which use a random chemistry and which use a match

chemistry are then discussed and compared.

4.1 Some contrasting features of two chemistries

As described above, the random and match chemistries differ in several

important respects which are reviewed here. While the random chemistry installs

randomly selected reactions and chemistries into the autocatalytic network, the

match rule installs only those reactions which have some predetermined degree of

84
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matching between the catalyst and the substrate. Therefore under a match rule

there is an assignation of properties to a polymer as determined by the sequence

of the polymer. In this latter respect, the match chemistry is more like a real

chemistry than the random chemistry. Another way of looking at this contrast

is in terms of information. While the structure of a network which is varying

under a random chemistry can be said to retain information, the relationships

between catalysts and substrates are randomized and do not have any information

content. With a match chemistry, the information content in a catalyst-substrate

relationship is high.

Compared with another aspect of real chemistry, both the random and

match chemistries exhibit some extreme behavior albeit in differing ways. With

the match chemistry, a smooth variation in the sequence of a catalyst implies

an equally smooth variation in its properties. By "smooth", we mean changing

the string representing the polymer one letter (monomer) at a time. However,

real enzymes will often suffer a drastic change in their capacity to catalyze a

reaction from replacing just one residue. At the opposite extreme is the random

rule of chemistry, where there is no correlation between variation of sequence and

performance. Since it is difficult to simulate the more realistic middle ground in

rule space, it is instructive to compare and interpolate the results of applying the

two rules of behavior.

Another point of contrast between the random and match chemistries is

the possibility for predicting the structure of successive networks in the simula

tion. With the random rule, the probability of catalysis allows some estimate of

the rate of growth and hence of the size of the successive network, while the actual

changes to the network are random and unpredictable. In the case of a match

ing chemistry, the model is entirely deterministic. The results of chapter 3 show

that every network corresponds to a dynamical system with a unique fixed point.

Further growth of the graph depends upon the concentrations of the polymers of

the network at this dynamical fixed point, and the degree of interaction between

the catalysts and reaction nodes, old and new. These latter interactions are also

uniquely defined by the strings of the network under a match chemistry. It should

be possible in principle to predict under such circumstances the graphical steady
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state which ensues. More plainly, for any set of initial conditions, chemical prop

erties, environment, and rules of interaction, there is a unique graph. However, at

present the only means of determining successive networks under the operation of

a match chemistry is via direct simulation.

4.1.1 Autocatalytic closure

When Kauffman [7] first introduced the autocatalytic networks studied

here, he was concerned with establishing a graphical criteria for autocatalytic clo

sure. Autocatalytic closure means that every reaction node in the network is

catalyzed by at least one polymer in the network. Closure is required because in

a simulation with kinetics, every catalyst must be produced via a reaction and

every reaction node must be catalyzed, or the catalyst and the polymers produced

by the reaction will recede into the background. With the random chemistry, the

question becomes that of finding the degree of ambient catalytic strength as pa

rameterized by the probability of catalysis, Pc, which will lead to a network which

is closed with respect to catalysis. With the match chemistry, it is the tuning

of the minimum specificity of match coupled with the specific sequences of some

population of strings which determines the catalytic linkages between polymers

and reactions.

Another of Kauffman's findings of relevance to this work is the discov

ery of a critical threshold in Pc below which the graph stops growing and above

which the graph grows to infinity. Repeating from section 2.4.2, the rate of ad

dition of new reactions to the graph under the random chemistry is a function

of the number of new reactions from the previous step, all other reactions, and

Pc. In a purely graphical regime, the growth of the graph decays to 0 well below

the threshold, while this growth increases monotonically well above the thresh

old. Near the threshold, the rate of addition is very erratic. Though it must be

pointed out that even in the purely graphical case, the growth threshold can only

be estimated since there is a distribution of growth curves possible for any choice

Pc and foodset, the threshold still exists in the model with kinetics [8]. Simi

larly with the match chemistry, there is a point in the simulation where all the
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possible catalyst-substrate combinations between polymers in the network have

been exhausted, and it is no longer possible to synthesize any new polymers above

threshold concentration and thus creating a potential new catalyst.

4.1.2 Chemistry and complexity

kfeature of self-organizing phenomena is that new behavior emerges in

a system whose most elemental units are all acting in accordance with a set of

fundamental rules. An important relationship to study is between the complexity

of the initial condition and the resultant behavior. With the model of autocatalytic

networks, the basic set of rules are the rules of the artificial chemistry. The makeup

of the food set and the properties of the species in the food set provided by the

artificial chemistry are the initial condition for a simulation.

Qualitatively, the match chemistry is more complex than the random

chemistry. With the former, more computation is required to assess each catalyst

substrate interaction. The match chemistry is like a language, with rules of gram

mar. And similar to the difference between a language as opposed to gibberish,

the match chemistry is much more restrictive than the random chemistry in the

kinds of reactions which are allowed.

While considering the following results, it is worthwhile to keep in mind

some questions regarding the issue of the complexity of the initial conditions. In

simulations which use a match chemistry as opposed to a random chemistry, is a

difference in the results due to a difference in the complexity of the basic rules?

How does the greater restrictivityof the match chemistry affect the results? Would

another rule which is equally restrictive lead to a result which is more or less self

organized? Consider the inverse question of one mentioned above: given a degree

of self-organization, what possible initial conditions might have preceded it?

4.2 Mass limitations and graph growth

As a graph grows, the inclusion of new polymers must necessarily place

demands upon the supply of resources. In particular, if the newly added reaction

nodes maintain a higher flux due to the superior properties of the reactants and
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catalysts of these nodes, or just as likely, if these new polymers are more compatible

with the rest of the network than some other set of polymers in the network,

then these latter polymers may be unable to compete and may drop below the

concentration threshold. In such cases, these polymers have effectively "died".

Such polymers and all of their interactions are deleted from the network. If these

polymers which were once "alive" had been in the network for several graphical

steps, then they have had the time to become highly integrated into the network,

and portions of the network will have become increasingly dependent upon them.

Their removal will often cause a local collapse of the network, forcing the removal

of other polymers as well.

There are several reasons for this effect. A polymer which drops below

threshold may be the only catalyst for a particular reaction, in which case the

reaction node must be deleted. If this reaction is the sole source of production

for any polymers, then those polymers too will dissipate away. A second source

of the effect is if the polymer originally deleted is a crucial reactant in a reaction

pathway, leading to the death of all those polymers which rely on this pathway.

Often, the autocatalytic networks we study have a plurality of reaction pathways

and catalysts for most reactions. In this case, a collapse induced by the deletion

of a polymer can be indirect, the loss impeding the production of several polymers

enough to push them below threshold. And a third source is when, through the

attempt of pushing mass into the production of polymers which are near or below

threshold, the polymers weakly above threshold are sufficiently depleted so as to

die. Clearly, this phenomenon can propagate through the network in a cascade of

deletions. All of these effects have been observed in simulations.

In order to restrict the size of the network so that basic phenomena can

be observed with less computation, more artificial means of restricting the size

of the network are employed. One method is to limit the number of polymers

in the system, applied at either the point in which new polys are introduced

(rules of chemistry), or after all interactions are evaluated (solving the equations

of motion). As the network approaches this limit, it behaves in a similar way as

when networks approach their natural steady state constrained by a fixed amount

of mass in the system. The difficulty of including another polymer into the network
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becomes more acute, since the polymer will require some portion of the total mass.

If a polymer is to be included at or near steady state, it must compete against

other polymers in the network for mass, with the result that some polymers will

be below threshold and deleted.

4.2.1 Chemistry and population composition

An interesting question to pose is whether the process of building up
•a network of autocatalytic reactions may be detected in the sequences of the

population of polymers which comprise the network. And if so, is it possible to

distinguish between the action of a random chemistry versus a match chemistry?

A first step to answering such questions is to look for regularities, or conversely,

deviations from randomness in the populations of polymers during simulations,

and some results of this approach are reported in this section.

Before considering the results of simulations, one might think that a suc

cessful method for detecting evidence of development within an autocatalytic net

work may be applied to modern day molecules. In particular, tRNA molecules

are considered to be very old, in the sense that they have not varied very much for

a very long time. Also, many tRNA sequences have been experimentally deter

mined. If the first biopolymers were part of an autocatalytic network, might some

trace of this be found in tRNA sequences? A reasonable hypothesis, but probably

impracticable. Even with sequences as old as tRNA are purported to be, there

has been plenty of opportunity for variation due to more standard mechanisms

such as recombination and point mutation to occur in the modern day pool of

tRNA.

Generalizing from many simulations, the population of polymers which

results from the use of the match chemistry show a high degree of regularity.

A small number of subsequences occur disproportionately. This result is not

surprising, given that the match chemistry in effect puts restrictions on the sort

of sequences which can be combined. In Table 4.1, a sequences which populate an

autocatalytic network which has grown under the direction of a match chemistry

are presented. The sequences are arranged in the order in which they appeared in
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the simulation. Many of the sequences are simple combinations of the foodset (i.e.

25 baabbaaabbbaa), which are the first four sequences listed. As the simulation

progresses, more of the sequences do not bear an exact resemblance to the species

of the food set (i.e. 49 babaaa), but instead originates in relatively large pieces

of food set polymers. This latter trend results in a reshuffling of the original

sequences of the food set.

For the results of Table 4.1, the specificity of match for the match chem

istry was set so that the smallest substrate "~indow which could be considered for

a possible reaction was 6, with a minimum of 5 matches required. If the require

ments of match are relaxed so that, for example, only 4 of 6 matches are required,

the reshuffling process will certainly proceed more quickly. It is a matter for fu

ture work to find if this reshuffling will result in a population which satisfies the

criteria for randomness.

However, it is unlikely that simple deviation from randomness can be

used to distinguish populations which have developed within differing chemistries.

Even the. application of a random chemistry can result in a population with a high

degree of regularity (See Table 4.3). This is because the simulation proceeds by

creating new reactions, and hence new polymers, from what already exists. The

more slowly the graph grows (the lower the probability of catalysis), the higher

the degree of regularity.

It is possible to accentuate the action of the random chemistry leading to

a deviation from randomness in the population with an asymmetry which can be

introduced into the initial conditions and which will be amplified. For the results

of Table 4.3, the asymmetry has two forms. First, the constitution of the food

set was {a,b,aa,bb,ab,ba,aaa,baa}, with only 2 of the 8 possible 3-mers. Second,

the affinity table was skewed so as to assign the highest rate of reactions to those

which joined ... a + a ... (See Table 4.2).

The simulation resulted in a steady state of 37 polymers, predictably

biased towards combinations of the monomer a. We can quantify this statement

by calculating the conditional probability for all subsequences which occur, a ratio

of the number of incidences of a particular subsequence to the total of incidences
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1 baaaaa 26 baab 51 aabbbabaaaaa
2 aabbba 27 baabb 52 ababbbbaaaaa
3 ababbb 28 baaa 53 baaaaaababbb
4 baabba 29 abbb 54 abbbab
5 aabbbaaabbba 30 abbbaa 55 aabbbaaababbbabbbaa
6 baabbaaabbba 31 abbbaaa 56 baaaaaababbbababbbabbbaaa
7 baabbaa 32 bbbaa 57 baaaaabaaaaa
8 abbba 33 bbbaaa 58 babaaaaa
9 baabbaaa 34 baaabb 59 abaaaaa

10 bbba 35 aaabb 60 ababbbbaabbaabaaa
11 aabb 36 baaabbb 61 baaaaabaabbaaabbbabaaaaa
12 baaabbba 37 aaabbb 62 aabbbabababbbbaaaaa
13 aabbb 38 aaab 63 aaaaa
14 aaabbba 39 aaabbbaa 64 aabbbabaaaaaababbb
15 aabbbaa 40 bbaa 65 baaaaabaaaaabaaaaa
16 aabbbaaa 41 baabbaaab 66 ababbbababbb
17 baabbaaaabbba 42 baaab 67 baabbbaaaaa
18 abbbaaabbba 43 baabbabaaa 68 baabbaaababbb
19 bbbaaabbba 44 baabbaababbb 69 baabbaabaaaaa
20 aabbbaaabbb 45 abbbababbb 70 baabbababbb
21 aaabbbaaabbba 46 aababbb 71 ababbbbaa
22 baabbaabbba 47 babbb 72 baaaaaabbba
23 baabbaaabb 48 baabbaab 73 aaaababbb
24 baabbaaabbb 49 babaaa 74 aaa
25 baabbaaabbbaa 50 abaaa 75 baa

Table 4.1: A population of polymers in an autocatalytic network at the 57th meta-

dynamical step varying under the direction of a match chemistry. The polymers are

listed in the order in which they appeared in the network. Parameters: k} E [10,102],

k~ E [1,10], vi E [103 ,107], kr;j = 1.00 X 104 , {j = 102 , Mass = 1.6 X 10-1, Food Set =

{baaaaa, aabbba, ababbb, baabba}, threshold = 10-5 .

a b
a 1.0 0.5
b 0.7 0.1

Table 4.2: The reactive affinity table for the simulation described above.
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Subsequence Incidence Conditional Probability Total Incidence
a 343 7.6906e-01
b 103 2.3094e-01 446

aa 262 6.6162e-01
ba 50 1.2626e-01
ab 52 1.3131e-01
bb 32 8.0808e-02 396

aaa 222 6.3793e-01
bab 26 7.4713e-02
abb 24 6.8966e-02
bba 25 7.183ge-02
aab 19 5.4598e-02
aba 13 3.7356e-02
baa 17 4.8851e-02
bbb 2 5.7471e-03 348

aaaa 186 6.1184e-01 304
aaaaa 154 5.8555e-01 263

aaaaaa 123 5.5405e-01 222
aaaaaaa 93 5.0543e-01 184

aaaaaaaa 66 4.4295e-01 149
aaaaaaaaa 45 3.9130e-01 115

aaaaaaaaaa 34 3.9535e-01 86

Table 4.3: Conditional probabilities for subsequences in the steady state population of

an autocatalytic set generated by a simulation under the rules of a random chemistry.

Parameters: k~ E [10, 102], k~ E [1,10], vi E [103 ,107], k';j = 1.00 X 104, 8 = 102, Mass

= 1.6 X 10-\ Food Set = {a,b,aa,bb,ab,ba,aaa,baa}, threshold = 10-5, pc = 6 X 10-3•

for a given length which appear in the population (Table 4.3). With the match

chemistry, the sequence of symbols which represents a polymer can be said to

retain information. A simple measure which makes use of conditional probabilities

of subsequences is the entropy [117J:

(4.1 )

Pi is the conditional probability of the ith monomer in a population which contains

m monomers. For this example, the computed value is 0.796 bits. The lower this

value, the greater the divergence from equiprobability, log2m = log22 = 1.

There are a number of ways of measuring the correlations in a population
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of strings. In particular, we are also investigating a measure of the channel capacity

or mutual information and the divergence from independence for all subsequence

lengths [118]. This point is left for future study.

4.3 Chemistry and self-organization

The networks which form under the action of the match chemistry are

different in many respects from those networks whose growth is directed by a

random chemistry. Figure 4.1 presents the results of a simulation with a random

chemistry for a network which has achieved a graphical steady state, while Figure

4.2 presents a similar result for the match chemistry.

With all such simulations presented, "failures" refers to polymers which

have been introduced to the network, but cannot achieve a concentration which

is above a set threshold. The term "species" refers strictly to the number of

polymers which are above threshold in the network. "New species" accounts

for the polymers which have crossed the threshold on a particular metadynamical

step, while "extinctions" refer to those polymers which were once above threshold,

but have since dipped below threshold and are deleted from the simulation.

The match chemistry often leads to a very high degree of connectivity,

meaning that the mean number of catalytic links per reaction node is usually

greater than 1.

4.4 Summary

This chapter has largely been a qualitative introduction to many charac

teristics of networks which are the results of simulations. In the following chap

ters, more quantitative evidence for the underlying dynamics which affect the

self-organization of networks will be presented, followed by a return to the con

sideration of behavior at the level of metadynamics.
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Figure 4.1: A simulation which reaches steady state with a random chemistry. a plots

the number of polymers above threshold in the network (Species) and the number of

polymers which were candidates for inclusion into the network but which could not

achieve threshold (Failures). b plots the number of new polymers added (New Species)

to the number of polymers once above threshold which have fallen below threshold

(Extinctions). Parameters: k~ E [10, 102], k~ E [1,10]' vi E [103 ,107J, k';j = 104,

8 = 102
, Mass = 10-1, Food Set = {a,b,aa,bb,ab,ba}, threshold = 10-5 , Pc = 6 X 10-3 •
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Figure 4.2: A simulation which reaches steady state with a match chemistry. a plots

the number of polymers above threshold in the network (Species) and the number of

polymers which were candidates for inclusion into the network but which could not

achieve threshold (Failures). b plots the number of new polymers added (New Species)

to the number of polymers once above threshold which have fallen below threshold

(Extinctions). c plots the length oflargest polymers, the average length of the polymers

in the network, and the variance about this average. d plots the number of catalytic

links, the number of reaction nodes, and the number of polymers. A limit of 75 polymers

was imposed upon the network. Parameters: k} E [10, 102], k~ E [1,10], vi E [103 ,107],

k';! = 106 ,8 = 102
, Mass = 2.4, Food Set = {baaaaa,aabbba,ababbb,baabba}, threshold =

10-4



Chapter 5

Emergence from the background

Where small groups with common interests are concerned, then, there is
a systematic tendency for "exploitation" of the great by the small!".

Mancur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action, p. 29

The network must sufficiently dominate uncatalyzed processes as one of the first

criteria for viability. The results of the competition between the network and the

background are presented.

The reactions of an autocatalytic network do not occur III a vacuum.

The network represents those reactions which are catalyzed, but there are other

reactions. In Figure 2.4, the members of the autocatalytic set are arrayed against

many of the possible types of species. A proper simulation of the autocatalytic

network must also include a simulation of the uncatalyzed or spontaneous reactions

which are occurring. Allowing for the creation of polymers up to a given length L

and with m different monomer types, there are Ef=l n l different polymers which

are possible, participating in Ef=l (1- l)d different reactions. In section 2.3.2,

the model for the background of spontaneous reactions was described.

As has been discussed, the degree of self-organization of an autocatalytic

network may be measured in terms of the concentration of the species in the

network. A minimal requirement for self-organization is that the species of the

network are in greater concentration than the species in the background; other

wise, the network cannot be said to exist as it would not be distinguishable from

96
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the background. Thus, the inclusion of the model for the background is important,

because the autocatalytic network must in effect compete with the background

for the mass in the system so as to redistribute the mass of the system in a way

to favor the network.

In the previous chapter, the growth of an autocatalytic set under the di

rection of an artificial chemistry was described. The latter discussion emphasized

graphical criteria for the self-organization of autocatalytic sets. In this chapter,

the additional criteria of emergence and dominance over the background of un

catalyzed processes is presented and investigated.

More precisely, the reactions of the network are sufficiently catalyzed

when they outcompete spontaneous reactions, which is a matter of the efficiency

of the catalyst, i.e. the degree to which the reaction rate is enhanced. However,

a catalyzed reaction which by itself may not proceed at a sufficient rate may still

survive because of its place in the network. Our criteria for success must be that

the network as a whole dominates over the background.

It is important to note how some structural features of the autocatalytic

network affect the competition between the network and the background. If the

network is "dense", implying that there are many species in the network, then

the mass in the network is effectively distributed among many polymers. The

network has more reactions to compete with against the background, but it must

aggrandize nearly all of the mass in the system to achieve a contrast with the

background in terms of concentration. The more dense the network, the more

unlikely that larger polymers will attain significant concentrations. At the limit

of this trend of increasing density, the network and the background are the same.

At the opposite limit, the network has only a few reactions to compete with against

the background. To dominate the background, those few reactions of the network

must be very effective.

In order to understand how catalysis may lead to concentrations for

species of the network which are much greater than the concentration of species

in the background, consider the simple network of Eq. (5.1). The equations of
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motion are solved at the steady state:

E
A+B ? C+h

B+A ? D+h

A+A ? F+h

B+B ? G+h

C _ 1+,8
D+F+G - 3(1+~)

(5.1)

(5.2)

,8 = k~h and I = 1 + vE.
In an environment without mass flux ,8 = 0, catalysis only serves to

accelerate the approach of C to steady state but cannot change the nature of

equilibrium. In this case, the concentration of C is equivalent to the concentrations

of the other species of the same length.

In a previous example (Eq. (3.1)), it was demonstrated how the dual con

ditions of an open system and catalysis were required to improve the production of

large polymers within the network. Here we find that the same conditions are re

quired for polymers of the autocatalytic network to dominate over the background.

The stronger the flux of mass, the greater opportunity there is for the catalyst to

increase the concentrations of the catalyzed polymers relative to spontaneously

created polymers.

The cooperative relationship between the mass flux and catalysis is

demonstrated in Figure 5.2. In this result, a static network was chosen (Fig

ure 5.1). The mass flux was varied, and for each value of the flux, the system

was solved. There is an explicit range in 8, or in this case, the mean reaction

number which is inversely related to 8, where the mass in the polymers of the

autocatalytic network as a percentage of the total mass of the system is much

greater than that of the background and the food set combined. For the purpose

of demonstrating emergence and dominance over the background, the food set is

distinguished from the rest of the autocatalytic set. This is because the food set

is composed of species which are provided via spontaneous reactions. If the mass

in the network sans the food set is high, and the mass in the background and the
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food set is low, the network is very successful in dominating the background and

in making use of the resources of the food set to make larger polymers.

Note that several parameters may be varied for each reaction, as in the

case of the reaction rate constants kf and kr • Other parameters may be varied for

every catalytic link, as with the rate of unbinding k" and the catalytic efficiency v.

In the results presented in this chapter and the rest of the thesis, a G superscript

will imply that a single value has been used for all variations of a single parameter.

Thus, the appearance of vG implies that the catalytic efficiency for all catalytic

links in the network have been set to the same value. A i superscript implies that

the parameter was varied for all reaction nodes i, or for all catalytic links i.

It is important to demonstrate that the dominance of the autocatalytic

set over the background extends over all lengths. In Figure 5.3, a solution is

chosen from near the maximum of curve N in Figure 5.2 (a). For this latter

result, the longer a polymer is, the greater its concentration can be distinguished

from polymers of the same length in the background.

The degree of dominance of the network over the background is influenced

by both the mass flux and catalysis. Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 plot the percentage

of the total system mass in the network, the background, and the foodset as a

surface against variation in the mass flux 8 and the catalysis v.

One test of whether the model of the background, and the coupling be

tween the network and the background, is accurate is made at the equilibrium

limit. At this limit is approached, the mass flux 8 -> 0, catalysis cannot afford

the network an increase in concentration, and the network polymers should in

terms of concentration recede into the background. Figure 5.7 demonstrates the

approach to equilibrium, where A for the background is the same as that for the

network.

The relationship between the network and the background as 8 is varied

is more graphically depicted in Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15,

5.16 and 5.17. The network of Table 7.1 has been solved for successive values

of 8. Each polymer of the network is positioned in a way similar to that shown

in Figure 2.4. In particular, the distance of a polymer from the center is an
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Figure 5.1: An autocatalytic network of 15 polymers. This network was drawn to have

a small number of reactions and catalytic connections so as to minimize the number

of terms in the associated differential equations. The network was also drawn to be

focused, so that there is rarely more than one polymer of any length. The food set

{a, b} is circled. This network and several variations of it will serve as our E. Coli

for many of our studies, including comparisons to networks generated by our rules of

chemistry.
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Figure 5.2: The domain of dominance of the autocatalytic set. The fraction of the total

mass for the network (N), the background (B), and the food set (F) is plotted as a

function ofthe mean reaction number (R) (Eq. (2.28)), which is analogous to a residence

time and inversely related to the mass flux (8). The simulation is performed for the

networks of Figure 5.1 (a) and Table 7.1 (b). An infinite reaction number corresponds

to equilibrium. Parameters for (a): k7 = 6.49 x 102
, k;! = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105 ,

k;; = 5.00 X 10\ 8 E [10-2 ,106
], Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. Parameters for (b):

k7 = 3.02 x 10\ k;! = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105 , k;; E [100 ,1010],8 E [10-2 ,106], Mass

=2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 5.3: Dominance of an autocatalytic set. Mean concentration is plotted as a

function of length. The solid line (N) corresponds to the network; the dotted line (B)

corresponds to the background; the dotted-dashed line (E) corresponds to the Flory

Stockmayer equilibrium prediction. The dashed line (N + B) i5 the average over all

polymers, both those of the network and ofthe background. The simulation is performed

for the networks of Figure 5.1 (a) and Table 7.1 (b). Parameters for (a): k7 =

6.49 X 102, k;: = 2.50, v G = 8.97 X 105, kr;j = 5.00 X 10\ 8 = 1.79 X 101], Mass = 2.0,

Food Set = {a,b}. Parameters for (b): k7 = 3.02 X 10\ k;: = 2.70, v G = 5.26 X 105,

kfj E [100 ,1010J, 8 = 1.41 X 102 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 5.4: Good regions in parameter space. The fractions of the total mass in the

network plotted against loglOO E [0,6] and loglOv E [0,8]. The combination of catalysis

in an nonequilibrium environment and the saturation of the catalysts of the network

defines a closed bubble in parameter space where the network is dominant. The solutions

are for the network of Table 7.1. Parameters: ky = 3.02x 104, k;! = 2.70, vO E [1, lOS],

kfj = 7.11 X 104, 0 E [1,106], Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 5.5: The fractions of the total mass the background plotted against loglQo E [0,6]

and loglQv E [0,8]. The solutions are for the network of Table 7.1. Parameters:

k? = 3.02 x 104, kf = 2.70, vG E [1, lOS], kC: = 7.11 x 104, 0 E [l,106J, Mass = 2.0,

Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 5.6: The fractions of the total mass in the food set plotted against loglO,) E [0,6J

and loglov E [0,8]. The solutions are for the network of Table 7.1. Parameters:

kf = 3.02 x 104, kf = 2.70, v G E [1, lOS], k;: = 7.11 x 104, ,) E [1, 106J, Mass = 2.0,

Food Set = {a;b}.
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Figure 5.7: The approach to equilibrium. (A) is plotted against variation in 8, the

mass flux. The solutions for both the background (B) of uncatalyzed processes and the

autocatalytic network (N) of Figure 5.1 are shown. Each point on the curves represents

a steady state solution of the network and the background. The slopes become equal

as lims_a, since catalysis no longer affords the autocatalytic network an advantage

in a static environment. At equilibrium, the network blends into the background. (E)

represents the predicted value of the slope at equilibrium from Flory-Stockmayer theory.

Parameters: kj = 6.49 X 102, k? = 2.50, vO = 8.97 X 105, k'! = 5.00 X 104, 8 =
1.79 X 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 5.8: The emergence of the autocatalytic set. This and the following set 'of

pictures displayed with increasing 0, the mass flux, shows the increasing dominance of

the autocatalytic set over the spontaneous background. The height of each polyhedron

represents the logarithm of the concentration of a polymer in the network. The food set

is placed in the center, and each concentric ring represents an increase in the length of

the polymer. The logarithm of the mean concentration of the species in the background

for each length is plotted in steps. These solutions are generated for the network of

Table 7.1. For this value of 0, the network is indistinguishable from the background.

The system is effectively at equilibrium. Parameters: ky = 6.49 X 102 , k;! = 2.50,

vG = 8.97 X 105, kr;j = 5.00 X 104, 0 =E [10-2 ,107], Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.

increasing function of its length, and the annular position is a crude function of

the monomeric composition of the polymer. The mean length of the species in

the background for each length has been plotted in successive steps.
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Figure 5.9: The autocatalytic set is visible, though the longer polymers are in low

concentrations.

"j

Figure 5.10: The network continues to emerge.

lDg .. 6_..s

Figure 5.11: The network may be clearly distinguished. Though the network is winning

the competition for the resources of the food set, the background is at a higher than

expected concentration due to spontaneous degradation from the species of the network.
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Figure 5.12: The concentrations of the polymers of the network are continuing to in

crease, while those of the background recede.
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Figure 5.13: The concentrations of the largest polymers are roughly equivalent to those

of the food set.
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Figure 5.14: Note the deformation of the background. At this value of 6, the mean

concentration of species in the background is irregular. The more efficient reactions

of the network are using so much of the food set that there is little left over for the

reactions of the background.
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Figure 5.15: The highest degree of dominance of the network over the background.
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Figure 5.16: Both the network and the background are beginning to recede, as even the

catalyzed processes of the network cannot keep pace with the rate of mass flux. For this

and higher values of 0, the food set increasingly dominates. Note that the ratio between

the network and the background remains high.
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Figure 5.17: Though it appears that the network is still strong, note the scale of con

centration and compare it to the previous pictures. The network is still dominant over

the background, but both have negligible concentrations.
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Chapter 6

Catalytic connectivity

The importance of the catalytic connectivity to the dynamics of the model is dis

cussed.

The catalytic connectivity of an autocatalytic network indicates the poly

mers which are the catalysts for each of the reactions. There are two reasons to

support the conjecture that the catalytic connectivity is important to the dy

namics of the network. The first reason is that some polymers should be better

catalysts for a particular reaction. This latter quality may be thought of in terms

of the strength of a catalytic link, and is quantified by the value of the catalytic

efficiency. The second reason is more subtle. Since the terms in the equations

of motion which represent the amount of catalysis is a product of the catalytic

efficiency and the concentration of the catalyst, it is obviously important that the

catalyst be in appreciable concentration.

Figure 6.1 demonstrates the dependence of network dynamics upon the

catalytic connectivity. The network of Figure 3.2 was solved for several different

connectivities, with the further restriction that each reaction node could have only

one catalyst. The catalyst for each reaction was randomly chosen. All catalytic

links had the same weight, i.e. all catalysts were assigned the same catalytic

efficiency. Note that even when the curves resulting from different connectivities

appear to have a similar dependence in terms of length, implying that they have

similar slopes, the concentrations of individual polymers vary widely.
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Figure 6.1: The logIQCi versus polymer i for several solutions to the reaction network

of Figure 3.2. Ci is the concentration of polymer i. The polymers are arranged on

the x-axis in order of increasing length. The catalytic connectivity is different for each

solution, with the caveat that each reaction node has only one catalyst. All other

parameters are held constant. Parameters: ky = 102 , k;: = 10, vG = 10\ k';l = 104 ,

0= 1,8 X 103, Mass =30, Food Set = {a,b,bb,ab}.
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Depending upon the artificial chemistry employed, and the population of

polymers in the network, each reaction node may have more than one catalyst.

How important is this feature to the dynamics of the network?

Figure 6.2 presents the results of 5000 solutions to the reaction network

of 5.1. Each distinguishable solution represents a different catalytic connectivity.

The number of links was randomly sampled, and then the network was arbitrarily

assigned the indicated number of links. All links were assigned the same catalytic

efficiency. A fuzzy sigmoidal dependence of the slope upon the degree of connec

tivity is observed, with the result that the higher the number of links, the greater

the slope.

A great number of links implies that almost all polymers catalyze almost

all reactions, a situation which implies a great lack of specificity among the pool

of catalysts. Such a low level of specificity would have prevented the network from

self-organizing in the first place, since the catalysts could not have been selective.

Because of this, such regimes of low specificity are not or much interest. It is

important to observe that the results of Figure 6.2 do not preclude the possibility

of relatively large slopes with a moderate number of links.

A more relevant regime is where there is a moderate level of specificity.

This condition is interpreted for our model as when each reaction node may have

more than one link, but where the total number of links is still a small fraction of

the number of links possible. In another experiment which samples the number

of links (Figure 6.3), the effect of allowing the catalytic efficiencies to vary is

pronounced. Even if the network has a small number of catalytic links, it can

achieve the same value for A as networks with many more catalytic links provided

it has an appropriate distribution of catalytic efficiencies.
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Figure 6.2: A versus polymer length i for 5000 solutions to the reaction net~ork of

Figure 5.1 is plotted against the number of catalytic links in the network, which may

range from 13 to 195. The samples were generated by first choosing at random some

number of links, and then randomly picking a catalytic connectivity which satisfies

this number. All parameters are global and held constant. Parameters: kj = 102 ,

k? = 10, vG = 102 kr;j = 10\ 8 = 102 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 6.3: Similar to Figure 6.2, A versus polymer length i is calculated for 5000 solu

tions to the reaction network of Figure 5.1, and plotted against the number of catalytic

links in the network, which may range from 13 to 195. The samples were generated

by first randomly choosing a degree of connectivity, and then randomly picking a cat

alytic connectivity which satisfies the degree. The principal difference between this

result and that of Figure 6.2 is that the catalytic efficiencies for each solution are not

equivalent for all catalytic links and all connectivities, but are randomly chosen in the

range [102,101j. All other parameters are global and are held constant. Parameters:

kj = 102
, k'; = 10, kfj = 10\ 8 = 102

, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Chapter 7

Parameters and behavior

... a simplification touching upon the truth, but cheaply, is of no more
value than a lie.

Stanislas Lem, His Master's Voice, p. 5

Falling short of providing exact parameter values to experimentalists, ranges of

parameter space are found which lead to desirable properties. The intersection

of these ranges provides a substantially reduced estimate of the parameter space

which needs to be explored. The simple parameter dependences of the model are

discussed, including the influence of the saturation of catalysts.

The production of large polymers, the shift towards a desirable nonequi

librium regime, and the dominance of the network over the background provide

useful criteria for the evaluation of network behavior. The first of these effects

can be roughly measured by the slope of the loglo (Ci ) versus polymer length i, de

noted with the symbol A, which will become more positive as the longer polymers

in the network increase in concentration. The general shift from equilibrium can

be measured by the mean flux ratio, T. An indication of a desirable nonequilib

rium regime is quantified by a positive difference between A the and slope of the

equilibrium distribution of polymer concentrations (which may be estimated with

the theory of Flory and Stockmayer). The last effect is measured by the ratio of

the sum of the mass in the network not including the food set to the amount of

mass in the background and in the food set. This last measure will be denoted by

117
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the ratio %A/(%S + %F), where %A measures the fraction of the total mass of

the portion of the autocatalytic network which does not include the food set, %S

measures the fraction of mass in the spontaneous background, and %F measures

the fraction of mass in the food set.

Each network is represented by a system of coupled equations, and the

behavior of the network is governed by a set of parameters (Table A.2) which are

briefly reiterated here:

{j Dissipation

kf Forward reaction rate

kr Reverse reaction rate

v Catalytic efficiency

ku Unbinding rate

Mass

The network is a dynamical system, and the parameters are tunable

"knobs" which can be adjusted to vary the behavior of the network. The param

eters represent physical properties, and it is important to make the connection

between the parameters of the model and what an experimentalist would measure

as explicit as possible. An immediate goal is" to find values for the parameters

which result in desirable properties and which can be viewed as physically rea

sonable. Since the model is a simplification of a most complicated situation, it is

more likely that ranges in the multidimensional parameter space will prove to be

more meaningful. In particular, relationships between parameters which lead to

constraints on finding good behavior are sought.

This chapter presents the results of some broad parameter sweeps of auto

catalytic networks, as well as attempts to explain much of the behavior observed.

The reaction rates, the catalytic efficiencies and the unbinding rate can be varied

for each individual reaction node and catalytic link. But as a simplifying assump

tion, all parameters for the studies of this chapter are global, i.e. every reaction
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node has the same reaction rates, every catalytic link has the same efficiency and

unbinding rate. A parameter which is global is indicated by a superscript G. By

doing this, the effect of varying one parameter, and hence the property which

the parameter represents, upon the behavior of the network is isolated and rough

relationships between properties are established. The results of varying global

parameters will be compared to studies in later chapters which allow variation

among the rates of reaction and catalysis.

In the previous chapter, the importance of the catalytic connectivity was

motivated. In particular, a network with many catalytic links per reaction node

often behaves differently than links with only one catalytic link per reaction node.

Therefore, two networks of differing catalytic connectivity have been chosen to

study. The first network (Figure 5.1) was drawn by hand, and serves as an "E.

Coli" for many investigations of network dynamics. This network has a minimal

connectivity of 13 links. This means that each reaction is catalyzed by only one

polymer. The second network of Table 7.1 has the same reaction structure as

the network of Figure 5.1, but with 118 links has a greater degree of catalytic

connectivity.

Numerical studies have indicated that when global parameters are be

ing used, a global optimum in A exists. Capitalizing upon this observation, the

method for investigating the parameter spaces of the two networks described above

has two parts. First, a set of parameters which causes the networks to be at or

near their hypothetical optimal As are found. Second, one and two dimensional

sweeps of the parameter space through the chosen optima are conducted, with all

other parameters set to the values found for its "best" A. The latter values are

the starting point of the parameter sweeps.

These starting points in parameter space are found in a simple way, by

randomly sampling the space of global parameters for both these networks. Figure

7.1 shows the results of sampling the global parameters of both networks 5000

times in the range {5,vG,k~,kf,k7} E [1,106
]. The range was arbitrarily chosen.

The parameters which cause the networks to attain the greatest slope are selected

as the starting points for the parameter sweeps.
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Polymer Pi Reaction Node nj

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
b 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

ab 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
aab 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

baab 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
aabab 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
baaba 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
baabb 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

abbaab 1 1 1 1 1 1
baabaab 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

baabaabb 1 1 1 1
aababbaab 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

aaababbaab 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
baababaabaab 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

baabbaababbaab 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Total Links 8 14 9 3 6 5 13 10 5 13 11 12 9 118

Table 7.1: Specification of the catalytic connectivity for an autocatalytic network with

the same reaction structure as Figure 5.1, but which has 118 catalytic links (of a possible

195) instead of 13. The polymers of the network are arranged vertically in order of size

from smallest to largest. The reaction nodes are arranged horizontally in order of

increasingly larger condensate. If polymer Pi catalyzes the reaction node nj, then a 1

will appear.
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7.1 Surfaces in parameter space

Several surfaces in parameter space which provide an immediate quali

tative understanding of the behavior of the networks as pairs of parameters are

varied are first presented. Then one dimensional cross-sections are presented,

In Figure 7.1, the shape of the distribution of As is steep near the highest

values of A. If there is a global optima for the networks, it is reasonable to guess

that the best sample from this distribution is near this optima. This reasoning

is somewhat mitigated by the disjoint method of sampling, the small number of

samples, and the prescribed parameter range.

Figure 7.1: A histogram of randomly sampling the global parameter space of the net

works of Figure 5.1 and Table 7.1. The parameters, {5, ky, k;!, vG, k::'}, were sampled

in the range [1,106]. For each bin, the number of samples is plotted against fitness. In

this case, the fitness is A.
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Figure 7.2: A plotted against loglOo and loglov'for the network of Figure 5.1. Param

eters: kJ = 6.49 X 102
, kf = 2.50, v G E [1,106

], k'[j = 5.00 x 104, 0 E [1,106
], Mass

= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.

demonstrating the effect of varying individual parameters. When a parameter is

not being varied, it is set at the value found for the parameters which caused

near-optimal behavior with respect to A.

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 compare the dependence of the slope upon 8 and

v for the two networks. Both networks show a clear maxima in the parameter

subspace, though multiple minima appear in the network with higher connectivity.

This figure explicitly shows the effect of autocatalysis in an open environment

demonstrated previously with a simple schema. (See Eq. (5.1) and following

discussion. )

Figures 7.4 and 7.5 presents parameter sweeps with respect to 8 and v,

but with different criteria chosen to measure behavior: the ratio of the mass in the

network to that of the background and the food set, a measure of the dominance
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Figure 7.3: A plotted against loglOD and loglOv for the network of Table 7.1. Note

the nonmonotonicity in the slope indicating the appearance of multiple minima in the

parameter space. Parameters: k1 = 3.02 X 104, k? = 2.70, vG E [1,108], k'J =

7.11 X 104 , DE [1, 106J, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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8

Figure 7.4: %S~1oF plotted against IOglO<5 and loglov for the network of Figure 5.l.

Note the two local maxima in this parameter subspace. Parameters: kt = 6.49 x 102 ,

k;> =2.50, vG E [1,106], k;: =5.00 x 104, <5 E [1, 106J, Mass =2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.

over the background. Some simple arguments can explain how {j and v may

combine to produce a small ratio. When both {j and v are low, the reactions of

the network are not much faster than the reactions of the background, and the

network cannot be distinguished from the background. A more subtle argument

must be made when {j is low and v is high. The dominance of the network is

directly related to the net production of polymers relative to the net production

of the background. 'When <5 is low, the difference in the net production cannot be

very great. If v is low and <5 is high, the network is in a highly nonequilibrium

regime where the network and the background polymers are being swept away at

a rate which dominates the rate of their production.

The optima in Figures 7.4 and 7.5 do not occur for the same parameter

values, even though the studies are of networks with the same reaction structure.
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Figure 7.5: %1~F plotted against IOg100 and loglOV for the network Table 7.1. Pa

rameters: k7 = 3.02 x 10\ kr;! = 2.70, v G E [1,108], k;; = 7.11 x 10\ 0 E [1,106J,
Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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The difference is in the number of catalytic links. The result for the more highly

connected network (Figure 7.5) indicates that the peak is at a higher value of the

catalytic efficiency v. In addition, the peak has a greater value than that of the

network with minimal connectivity. The network with more links in effect has

more reactions which are more productive than those of the background, allowing

this network to wrest more of the resources which are generally available. The

network with more links can also tolerate a higher degree of mass flux.

Observe that the dominance of the network with the greater connectivity

begins at a higher value of the mass flux than with the network of minimal connec

tivity (See 7.4 and 7.5). This is perhaps contrary to expectation. But the greater

number of catalytic links acts to equilibrate the reactions of the network. Con

trast this fact with the conjecture that both relative rates of production between

the network and background and between reactions within the network itself are

important to self-organization of the network. A greater mass flux may be needed

to differentiate the reactions of the network of higher. connectivity.

Figures 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8 presents the dependence of slope for three other

subsets of the parameters for the network of Table 7.1.

7.2 Cross sections of the parameter space

The simple dependence of the dynamics of autocatalytic networks upon

the variation of single parameters will now be examined. In the previous section,

the cooperative relationship between pairs of parameters leading to optima in A

was established. In this section, it will be clear that the parameter values which

produce the largest A are not at an extrema of the range. For example, it is not

desirable to have reaction networks with infinitely large catalytic efficiencies.

The results of each of the parameter sweeps discussed in this section will

be presented in figures with the following format1:

a A = the slope of the IOglO(Gi ) versus polymer length i for the network or the

background. (Gi) is the mean concentration for all species of length i in the

1Note that with respect to the fractions of the total mass, two different symbols are used, Le. N =
%A.
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Figure 7.6: A is plotted against lOglOV E [0,8] and loglOk" E [0,8]. Parameters:

ky = 3.02 X 10\ k';! = 2.70, 6 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 7.7: A is plotted against loglOkJ E [0,6] and loglOkr E [0,6] for the network of

Table 7.1. Parameters: vG =5.26 X 105, kr;j = 7.11 x 10\ 8 = 1.41 X 102, Mass =2.0,

Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 7.8: A is plotted against loglO" E [0,6],loglO kj E [0,6J for the network of Table

7.1. Parameters: k;! = 2.70, vG =5.26 X 105, k'/j = 7.11 x 104, Mass = 2.0, Food Set

= {a,b}.
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network or the background.

• N = denotes the autocatalytic network

• B = denotes the background of spontaneous reactions

b • N = fraction of the total mass in the portion of the autocatalytic network

which does not include the food set

• B = fraction of the total mass in the background of spontaneous reac

tions

• F = fraction of the total mass in the food set

• S = fraction of the mass in the autocatalytic network which is in a

bound complex

c (1) = mean reaction flux of the autocatalytic network

d • %%~;F = the ratio of the fraction of the total mass in the portion of the

autocatalytic network which does not include the food set to the fraction

of the mass which is in the background and the fraction in the food set

• ~ = the ratio of the absolute amount of mass in the portion of the

network which does not include the food set to the absolute amount of

mass in the background

The variation of {j The dependence upon 8 shown in Figure 7.9 exhibits the

following limiting behavior. In liIIl,s_o, the network approaches equilibrium and

the autocatalytic network disappears into the background. In liIIl,s_oo, even the

catalyzed reactions of the network cannot make enough product to compete with

the mass flux. The values of 8 which lead to self-organization of the network are

in between these extremes. There, the catalyzed reactions are productive enough

to maintain the concentrations of polymers against the dissipative effect of the

mass flux. A hint of nonmonotonicity appears, indicating that variation of 8 is

causing some factor to compete against the overall rate of catalysis.
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Figure 7.9: Dependence upon the mass flux. Variation of network dynamics (a,b,c,

and d) for the network of Table 7.1 with respect to loglOO E [-2,7]. Parameters:

k1 = 3.02 X 10\ k';l = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k';j = 7.11 X 10\ 6 E [10-2,107], Mass

= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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The variation of v. Since it is the relative difference in the rates of synthesis

between the network and the background which affords the network an advantage,

and this difference is entirely due to the catalysis of the network, one might

immediately conjecture that the higher the catalytic efficiency, the better. Here it

is important to remember that the model contains a crude description of reaction

complexes (section 2.2.3) which dissociate at the rate k". One feature of the

model is that it allows for the possibility of saturation of catalyst. This is unlike

saturation in an equilibrium situation as described by Michaelis-Menton kinetics

which results in an monotonic approach to an asymptotic rate of production.

Saturation in this model of autocatalytic networks has a more pronounced effect.

In Figure 7.10, variation of v exhibits an interesting maxima in the slope of the

concentration versus length curve.

Examining the saturation effect. The explanation of this effect is best made

in reference to a series of three toy networks which have three, four and five

polymers respectively. The larger nets are constructed by successively adding on

one polymer to the previous net. In these equations, A and B comprise the food

set.

B
A+B.=C+H

B
A+B.=C+H

c
B+C.=D+H

B
A+B.=C+H

c
B+C.=D+H

D
C+D.=E+H

(7.1 )

(7.2)

(7.3)

Performing a parameter sweep of v for each of these networks (Figure

7.11) suggests an explanation. With just the network of Eq. (7.1), the effect of
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saturation is evident. The concentration of the free portion of the concentration

of C decreases, while the concentration of the bound portion increases. The

sum of the two reaches an asymptote, and but for the slight nonmonotonicity

in the total concentration curve, this is what one would expect from equilibrium

enzyme kinetics. The next more complicated network, Eq. (7.2) shows a similar

response for C, but for D, the total mass reaches a maximum, and decreases to an

asymptote. Finally, in Eq. (7.2) we see the effect of a saturation induced collapse

in the concentrations of the larger polymers in the network. C and D continue to

behave as before, but the total concentration of E vanishes with increasing v. The

concentration of D is entirely in the bound state, catalyzing the final reaction,

meaning there is no free D to react with C to make E.

The other essential element to this explanation is that once polymers are

in a bound state, they must dissociate or be carried away by the mass flux. In

Figure 7.10, the transition in the portion of the mass in the bound state occurs

near the downturn in the slope. A system with very large ku corresponding to

instantaneous dissociation does not show this saturation collapse (Figure 7.6).

In Figure 7.12, the free and bound concentrations for each polymer are

plotted for successive values of the catalytic efficiency. The degree of saturation is

not the same for all polymers as the catalytic efficiency is varied, indicating that

the requirements for the production of large polymers is tolerant of higher levels

of saturation in some polymers than in others.

The variation of ku ' The results of Figure 7.13 show that a fast rate of com

plex dissociation is advantageous to the production of large polymers and thereby

attaining a large value for A. Examining the percent bound curve (Figure 7.13

b, curve S), note that the maxima of the mass ratio occurs as the network is

approaching saturation. Once saturation has occurred, the dominance of the net

work over the background has already sharply decreased. Meanwhile, the peaks

in A occur just as the amount of mass in the bound state starts to dramatically

increase. This effect is not entirely explained, but it is clear that the dynamics of

our model afford protection for polymers while they are in bound complexes, since

while they are in this state, they cannot engage in a reaction. However, bound
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Figure 7.11: The variation of the free, bound and total concentrations of polymers

plotted agains IOglOVG E [0,10]. The variation of the food set with respect to the

catalytic efficiency is not shown, since the food set is being constantly replenished and

will not show a high degree of saturation. Row 1 presents the behavior of C from Eq.

(7.1), row 2 presents the behavior of C and D from Eq. (7.2), and row 3 presents

the behavior of C, D and E from Eq. (7.3). Parameters: k7 = 102 , kif = 10,

vG E [1,1010], kr;] = 10\ 8 = 1.0 X 102 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {A,B}.
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= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.

complexes are not immune to loss through the dissipative effect of the mass flux,

which must ultimately cause the collapse of the network if the reaction flux IS

obstructed by a paucity of free polymers.

[

[

r
I

The variation of the rate constants kf and kr • The variation of k7 (Figure

7.14) also causes a pronounced maximum in the slope. Since the percentage of

network mass in the bound complex is decreasing with increasing k7, the reason

for this maximum cannot also be due to saturation from the formation of bound

complexes. One reason for this effect is the competition from the background.

This is because an increase in the forward rate constant for the network requires

a concomitant increase in the parameter for the background as well. Also observe
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Figure 7.14: Dependence upon the forward rate constant. Variation of network dynam

ics (a,b,c, and d) for the network of Table 7.1 with respect to loglOkf E [0,8]. Param

eters: ky E [1,108], k';! = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k;: = 7.11 X 10\ 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass

= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.

that the slope for the background follows the slope for the network in the regime

of large kY. This is a parameter regime where a large amount of the synthesis

of background species comes from the uncatalyzed reactions of members of the

network. Since the network is dominant in the environment, the concentrations

of the species in the background are also enhanced by the global increase in kf.

Variation of the reverse rate constant shows a very sharp peak in the

dominance ofthe network over the background (Figure 7.15 b, curve N), indicating

a low tolerance of the network for changes in this parameter. The variations of

the slope become nonmonotonic at very large k;>, a regime where the slope is

very steep and negative. A very large 8 also results in such a slope with a similar

nonmonotonicity for A. For both the reverse rate constant and the mass flux,
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Figure 7.15: Dependence upon the reverse rate constant. Variation of network dynamics

(a,b,c, and d) for the network of Table 7.1 with respect to loglOk;' E [0,10]. As with

extreme values of 8, increase of k;' leads to a regime which is not physically meaningful

and which is beyond the precision of our computational methods. Parameters: ky =

3.02 X 104, k;' E [1,1010], vG = 5.26 X 105, kr;j = 7.11 X 104, 8 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0,

Food Set = {a,b}.

these irregular portions of the results are inaccurate, caused by exceeding the

limits of numerical precision.

The variation of the mass. The variation of the amount of mass in the system

shows a clear maximum in A for the network (Figure 7.16). Since the equations of

motion which describe the reactions of the network are derived from the principles

of mass action, it is not immediate why a surplus of mass would inhibit the

production of large polymers. However, it is important to remember that the

mass in the system is continually circulating: mass is input into the food set,
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distributed by the reactions of the network, and removed by the mass flux. Thus,

all polymers have to be continually recreated, and anything which perturbs the

chain of reactions leading to the synthesis of large polymers in the network may

cause a decrease in A. In other studies, an increase in mass does not necessitate

a decrease in A as long as the other parameters may be varied. In particular, the

reaction rates and catalytic efficiencies must be increased to allow for an increased

rate of reaction flux through the network.

An analogy with a problem in economics (one which is currently threat

ening to cause the collapse of the Soviet Union) is that of the distribution of

goods, and in particular, food. If the distribution system does not readjust to

accommodate differences in supply, then problems such as food rotting on wharfs
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will ensue. Worse, adjusting only portions of the network will cause more prob

lems. Meanwhile, any expenditure of resources in a losing cause (since the failure

is the same whether the food rots on the docks or in transit) can only cause neg

ative feedback on the entire system. The inability to predict the outcome of the

expenditure of resources is liable to lead to the collapse of the system.

The analogy to autocatalytic networks is useful when we remember that

the network is driven by the influx of mass. Its "decision" to try to distribute

greater or less amounts of mass than it was designed for is automatic. In attempt

ing to force more mass through reaction pathways whose controlling parameters

were chosen for a lighter reaction flow, blockades are encountered due to oversat

uration. If the network is provided with less mass than originally expected, the

forces for distribution decay due to lack of reaction flux.

7.2.1 Parameter range for dominance of the background

Tables 7.2 and 7.3 list the parameters chosen as the starting points in

parameter space for the parameter sweeps discussed above. These tables also

record the range in parameter space where the fraction of the total mass in the

portion of the network which does not include the food set was greater than or

equal to the fraction of the total mass in the background.
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Global parameters Description Optimum Range

k't Forward reaction rate 6.49 x 10" [< lOu, 104•5]

k';.' Reverse reaction rate 2.50 Not computed
/lei Catalytic efficiency 8.97 x 10· [101.0, > 101U]

k';; Unbinding rate 5.00 X 104 [lW, 1O~'.]

6 Mass flux 1.79 X 101 [101
, > 106

]

Table 7.2: Global parameters and the network of Figure 5.1 with minimal connectivity.

The parameter values listed in the first column are the starting point for the parameter

sweeps discussed in this chapter. The parameter cross-sections through this optima are

represented as a range within which the network dominates over the background and the

food set, a condition defined to be when %I+;F > 1. Note from the results presented

in this chapter that the optima for the maximization of A for the network often falls

outside of the range for dominance.

Global parameters Description Optimum Range

k't Forward reaction rate 3.02 X 104 [< 1, 105J
kU Reverse reaction rate 2.70 [10",10"·2]r
/lu Catalytic efficiency 5.26 X 105 [< 1, 104J
k';; Unbinding rate 7.11 X 104 [107

, > 1010J
0 Mass flux 1.41 X 102 [102,> 106J

Table 7.3: Global parameters and the network of Table 7.1 with 118 catalytic links.
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Chapter 8

Diversity and optimization

Optimization methods are employed to find the parameters and catalytic connec

tivity associated with "optimal" behavior. Diversity with respect to parameters,

and a medium degree of catalytic connectivity give the best response.

The preceding chapter (7) demonstrated the dependence of the behavior

of the network upon each parameter in the model. In addition, the meaning of each

parameter, i.e. the chemical property each parameter represents, was clarified.

These latter studies were performed with what was defined as global parameters,

which further implies that all species have identical chemical properties. Since

the network is composed of polymers whose properties are determined by the

monomers which constitute the polymer, use of global parameters implies that

the monomers in the network have identical properties. Diversity in chemical

properties means further variation in the parameters of the model. Each reaction

node i may have distinct reaction rates (k} and k;). Further, each catalytic link

j may have distinct catalytic efficiencies and rates of dissociation (v; and k{).
While it is likely that any network of randomly chosen reactions occurring

in nature will have varying rates associated with each reaction, the parameters of

any particular network must be fixed as they represent the physical properties of

the species in the network. Both the random and match chemistries described in

previous chapters include rules for assigning reaction rates and catalytic efficien

cies. During a simulation of graph dynamics, chemical properties are consistently

143
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assigned by one of the chemistries. However, the sole purpose of this chapter

is to examine how diversity in chemical properties affects the dynamics of the

autocatalytic network. To accomplish this end, a static network is chosen, and

the equations describing the network dynamics are studied with different sets of

parameter values. Each set of values in effect attributes different properties to

the polymers of the same network. And since the same network is being studied,

differences in the dynamics of the network are not due to the reaction structure

or the catalytic connectivity, but instead are due to the variation in chemical

properties.

A simple motivation for studying diversity is that it would be very useful

to understand how chemical properties determines network behavior. For ex

ample, which chemical properties are best for producing large polymers in large

quantities? The result of this study have proven useful in the creation of other

artificial chemistries, since we gain a better idea of the distribution of properties

in the network which are favorable to self-organization.

Some evidence for the importance of diversity to network dynamics has

already been presented. Figure 6.3 shows the results of 5000 solutions to networks,

and like the result of Figure 6.2, each solution is for a different catalytic connec

tivity. There is an added difference in the former result, in that the catalytic

efficiency attributed to each link is randomly chosen in the range vi E [102 -107J.
Comparing the range of A from these two results, we see a striking difference:

whereas just varying the links results in a range of -.52 ---+ -.24 in slope, varying

the links and the catalytic efficiencies gives a range of -.8 ---+ -.031. Also note

the fuzzy shapes of the respective distributions: Figure 6.2 result has a sigmoidal

character, excluding most networks of low connectivity from the higher domain

of A, whereas diversity allows networks of almost all connectivities to achieve the

apparent asymptotic best value of A.

Diversity is also essential for the process of self-organization. Unless there

are differing properties among the basic monomers which are available, and hence

different properties among the larger polymers made from these basic monomers,

there is no possibility for a subset of such species to be distinguished from others.

This means that an autocatalytic network without diversity cannot emerge from
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a background of spontaneous reactions.

From a more abstract point of view, autocatalytic networks are inter

esting dynamical systems. The reaction rates, catalytic efficiencies and rates of

dissociation control the flow of mass through the network. Another goal for a

study of diversity is to understand the degree of control the internal regulation of

flows affords the network.

Finally, there is also the question of whether the conjecture about the

fixed point nature of the system of nonlinear differential equations will remain

unmitigated with the addition of diversity.

8.1 Optimization and dynamical systems

A thorough search of the parameter space is not tractable .for large net

works. If a linear variation in parameters always lead to a linear difference in

response, then a highly reduced list of points in parameter space may be sampled.

Behavior at other points could then be extrapolated from these few samples. Ref

erence to the results of section 7 will convince the reader that the dependence of

the behavior upon variation of parameters is nonlinear, and occasionally discon

tinuous. How can a statement about the range of possible behavior be made when

it is not possible to fully explore the parameter space, nor predict the outcome of

such a search?

If a particular aspect of the behavior of autocatalytic networks can be

identified, then the parameter search becomes an optimisation problem. Chapters

3.1 and 5 motivated the choice of two such measures of "fitness". The first, the

slope (A) of the concentration versus length curve, reflects the degree of success

the network has in producing large polymers. The second, the ratio of mass

in the network to the mass in the background and the foodset, measures the

dominance of the network over the background. The task becomes that of varying

the parameters so as to optimize the chosen fitness. Any degree of correlation in

the parameter space with respect to fitness is an opportunity to be capitalized

upon by an algorithm to conduct a restricted search.

There have been a number of recent additions to this extensive field of
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optimization motivated by study of physical systems [121], each of them with

a characteristic way of exploring the parameter space. However, optimization

methods appear to be still underutilized in exploring large parameter spaces with

complicated correlations. Optimization methods:

• make rational parameter searches possible in systems with rugged fitness

landscapes where calculus based methods fail

• often are much faster than conventional parameter sweeps or enumerative

[122J searches

• often reveal significant information about the fitness landscape

Barring the appearance of a universal optimisation algorithm superior to

all other algorithms for any problem, it is useful to compare the application of

several different algorithms to the same problem. The behavior which any specific

optimization method exhibits while pursuing a task coupled with the knowledge

of how the method works can reveal much about the function under study.

8.2 Genetic algorithms

The optimization studies began with the application of the genetic al

gorithm to autocatalytic networks. The genetic algorithm [123,122] requires a

representation in the form of a binary string of Os and Is which contains all of

the details about what is to be varied. Such a string might represent a set of

real parameters or of a rule space. The problem of how to represent what is to

be varied is up to the user of the algorithm. The only requirement is that the

correlation of the fitness landscape in the original representation be captured by

the new representation modulo some simple transformation.

The genetic algorithm begins with a family of individual strings, each one

a coding of some point in the multidimensional parameter space of the system

under study. The fitness of each of these strings is evaluated by returning the

representation to the function, which responds with some measure of fitness. The

next generation of individuals is created from those of the previous generation
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8 IVI IV
2
~

all . . . 101. .. 010.. . . ..

Table 8.1: Representation of the real parameters of our model. The number of bits

associated with each individual parameter is decided upon by the user of the algorithm,

and corresponds to the "graininess" of the search.

through the biologically inspired operations of point mutation and crossing over.

The sites of mutation and crossing over are randomly chosen. The better the

fitness of any string from the previous generation, the more likely that portions

of this string will be used to create new strings in the new generation, with the

object of finding one which may have an even better fitness.

This method was chosen because of previous success of the genetic al

gorithm as applied to other dynamical systems [124]. Particularly inspiring was

a study of leakage minimization in a network of oil pipelines [125]. This study

used a more sophisticated model of search called classifiers [123,126,127]. The

optimizer had control over the flow of oil at a number of points distributed all

over the network. Should a leak occur somewhere in the pipeline, the task was to

reconfigure the flow so as to minimize oil loss and still transport oil. Analogously,

k}, k~, vi and kui are parameters which control the flow of mass through the

autocatalytic network.

In addition to the parameters which control reaction flux, other param

eters such as the overall mass flux 8 and the total mass of the system are also

studied. The real values are converted to a binary string in graycode, which has

the advantage over straightforward coding in base 2 that two strings which differ

in value by 1 also have a Hamming distance of 1. Such a binary representation

might appear as in Table 8.1.

Since the network dynamics shows a strong dependence upon the catalytic

connectivity (Figure 6.2), this connectivity has been subjected to optimization as

well. Since there are not any a priori preferences for the way in which to encode the

topology, initially the simplest method is chosen. For any network, the catalytic

connectivity is specified with a table. To favor a sparse matrix and hence a sparse
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Polymer Reaction Node
nl n2 n3 ...

Pl 000 111 000 ...
P2 110 001 110 ...
P3 101 000 010 ...
: :

Table 8.2: Specification of the catalytic connectivity for an autocatalytic network. The

polymers of the network are arranged in order of size from smallest to largest in the left

most column. The reaction nodes are arranged from left to right in order of increasingly

larger condensate. If polymer Pi catalyzes the reaction node nj, then a binary string of

field length t is must have a number of 1s 2: s. Each column is sequentially packed into

a linear string, resulting in a one-dimensional representation of the connectivity (Table

8.3).

011 ...
PlP2P3·· .

101 ...

PlP2P3·· .

010 ...
PlP2P3·· .

Table 8.3: Binary representation of the catalytic topology.

connectivity, each binary value is expanded into a field of t bits, and some number

s of t bits must be 1 before a link is made (Table 8.2).

It is unlikely that this method of representing the catalytic connectivity

corresponds with any notion of "nearness" on the space of connectivities. Perhaps

a metric exists in the fitness landscape associated with some other representation

of the connectivities. The correlation between the behavior of a dynamical system

and the graph which represents the coupling of the system is a question for future

work.
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8.3 Characterizing the search

A simple picture of the space of possibilities which the optimization

method must explore is presented in Figure 8.1, which shows the results of ran

domly sampling various subsets of the parameter space and space of connectivities.

The distributions for the subsets of real parameters are essentially unimodal. By

examining the results for parameter samples which represent different subsets of

the parameter space (i.e. the top left and top right charts for Figure 8.1), we can

see the contribution that variation of each parameter makes to the shape of the

distribution for all parameters (lower left chart of Figure 8.1). The sharp hump

at a high slope is due to the {vi, k~}; the broader hump at low fitness is due to

the rate constants {k}, k~}; and the broad low tail stretching in the direction of

low fitness is due to variation in 8.

Figure 8.2 shows the time evolution of the best and mean fitness of the

. population of strings each representing the full parameter set. The observed suc

cession of sharp improvements followed by periods of relative stasis is a common

phenomenon in the application of genetic algorithms.

A hillclimbing algorithm which takes successive steps on the fitness land

scape in the direction of steepest descent has also been applied to the study of

the parameter space. A direct hillclimbing method is used which considers all one

bit variations of a representation,._takes the variation with the best fitness, and

continues until an optimum is rea~hed. Figure 8.3 presents the results of a num

ber of optimizing walks, each beginning with a different, randomly chosen initial

condition in parameter space. The observed convergence strongly suggests that

there is a global maximum on the fitness landscape when the fitness is A. If this

observation is true for all real parameters of the model, then the computational

expenditure of a genetic algorithm is not required. However, multiple maxima

in various subspaces with respect to other choices of fitness functions have been

observed.

In Figure 8.4, a comparison of two different choices of fitness is made. An

optimizaton computation is depicted which is using A as the fitness. Clearly, the

dominance of the network over the background and food set does not smoothly
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Figure 8.1: The results of randomly sampling several subsets of the parameter space of

the network of Figure 5.1, showing a smoothed histogram of incidence against fitness.

The headings for each plot indicate which parameters were varied. For the top left figure,

{vi} for each reaction node i. For the top right figure, {vi,k~,6}. For the bottom left

figure, {vi, k~, k}, k~, 6}. For the bottom right figure, the catalytic connectivity. The

fitness has been defined as a linear transformation of A: j(A) = l.O-A. The parameters

were varied in the range E [1,106]. Parameters which" are not varied assume the following

values: Parameters: ky = 102
, kif = 10\ v = 102

, k';j = 104, 6 = 102
, Mass = 2.0,

Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 8.2: Statistics from the genetic algorithm optimization of the parameter set {

vi, k~, k}, k~, 0 } for the network of Figure 5.1. Plotted are the mean fitness (dashed)

and the best fitness (solid) against generation from the search which produced a best

fitness (A) of +1.04 x 10-2 • The algorithm which is used [2] is encoded to require that

an improving fitness means reducing it from the positive domain towards O. Since A is

to be increased, f(A) = 1.0 - A. Parameters: Total Trials = 27500, Population Size =
250, Structure Length = 530, Crossover Rate = 0.600000, Mutation Rate = 0.000140.
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Figure 8.3: Use of a direct hillclimbing algorithm to optimize the set of parameters

{vi} E (1,106
] for the network of Figure 5.1. The fitness = 1.0 - A, plotted against

the number of steps taken. Each step corresponds to considering all one bit variations

from the representation at the previous step. The several curves begin with randomly

chosen initial representations corresponding to a random point in the parameter space.

The observation that all paths lead to the same optimum strongly suggests, but does

not prove, that there is a global optimum in this parameter subspace with this choice

of fitness. Parameters: k; = 102, k;! = 10, kfj = 10\ 8 = 102, M~ass = 2.0, Food Set

= {a,b}.
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vary with A.

8.4 The results of the search

Figure 8.4: For a computation which optimized the slope for the network of Figure 3.2,

the ratio of mass in the network to that in the background and the food set, as well as

the mean flux ratio are also plotted.

In order to gain intuition regarding the capacity of the network to im

prove with parameter variation, a number of computations were conducted, each

optimizing a different subset of the parameters. The results of these computations

are shown in Tables 8.4 and 8.6, and Figure 8.5.

It is important to note that the values for the slopes reported in Tablefg

8.4 correspond to solutions which are not necessarily the most optimum value. The

dynamic of the genetic algorithm which leads to a constantly varying population

is a strength in searching the fitness landscape, but often prevents it from reaching
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Curve Description Network Slope Background Slope
A {ki,k;} -2.69 X 10 -1 Not computed
B {v'} -1.61 X 10 1 -4.35 X 10 -"
C {v',k~} -5.59 X 10 -. -4.48 X 10 1

D {v', k~, 8} -6.02 X 10-" -4.38 X 10 1

E {v', k~, ki, k;, 8} +1.04 X 10-" -3.29 X 10 1

Table 8.4: Table of slopes corresponding to the solutions represented in Figure 8.5.

Each curve represents the result of optimizing the autocatalytic network of Figure 5.1

over a different subset of the parameters for the dynamical system. For all results, the

parameters were varied in the range [1,106].

the exact optimum.

The results of Table 8.4 show that the value for the best slope improves

as more parameters are included in the set being optimized. Note that opti

mization of the reaction rate constants (Curve A) alone does poorly. One might

suppose that a large ratio of kf/kr would ensure a large slope, a condition that

could easily be satisfied during the search of the genetic algorithm. However, since

the rate constants reflect the properties of the chemical species, the variance of

the rate constants must be reflected in all reactions, including those of the back

ground. To approximate this, we set the forward reaction rate constant for all

background reactions to be the mean of the forward reaction rate constants of

the autocatalytic network, < k} >, and similarly for the reverse rate constants.

Thus, varying the rate constants to favor condensation in the network does the

same for condensations in the background as well. This is an undesirable effect

for the self-organization of the network. Yet, when the reaction rate constants are

added to the search (Curve E), there is a sharp improvement. Clearly, the other

parameters can be tuned so as to negate this competition from the background

enhanced by an increase in the reaction rates (Table 8.5).

Figure 8.5 shows the distribution of mean concentrations versus length.

It is less surprising to see the production of certain polymers favored over others.

It is more interesting to see several lengths of polymers depressed away from a
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Curve < v' > < k~ > < k', > < k; > 8
A 1.00 X 102 1.00 X 104 8.29 X 105 1.43 X 102 1.00 X 102

B 1.67 X 105 1.00 X 104 1.00 x 10" 1.00 X 101 1.00 x 10"
C 2.04 X 105 2.74 X 105 1.00 x 10" 1.00 X 10' 1.00 x 10"
D 2.29 x 100 1.98 X 10· 1.00 x 10" 1.00 X 101 7.30 X 10'
E 2.26 x 100 7.67 X 104 1.38 X 105 1.00 X 103 1.16 x lOu

Table 8.5: Table of the mean of each of the parameters found in Table 8.4. The values

for 8, which always assume one global value, is added for completeness. All parameters

were varied in the range [1,106].

linear dependence or smooth dependence. The most striking result is curve F,

which has satisfied the criteria for increasing the slope of the curve by depressing

the concentrations of polymers of medium lengths so that the production of large

polymers is strengthened. Examination of the steady state concentrations for this

latter result provides some insight into how the slope is increased. The bound

concentrations of the larger polymers are very high, while the bound concentra

tions for those of medium length are low. The mass-action principle incorporated

into the rate equations responds to the amount of free concentration. Tuning the

parameters so as to keep most of the concentration of large polymers in bound

complexes effectively reduces the amount of polymer which can participate in a

reverse, cleavage reaction. The equations respond by continuing to produce large

polymers.

A large A implies that the flux of material through the network is efficient

enough to outcompete the dissipation of all species as well as the constant influx

of the food set, both of which favor the food set and weaken the flow through

the network. Figure 8.6 presents a set of histograms which detail the parameter

values for each of the optimization results. The array of parameters for curve F

shows a curious gap in the set of reaction rate constants which correspond to the

middle reactions of the network. In fact, the forward and reverse rate constants

for these reactions have been set to the minimum of the range of the parameter

space explored, [1,106
].
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Figure 8.5: Sensitivity to parameter variation. The IOglO(Ci) versus polymer length i

curves for the result of optimizing over several subsets of the complete parameter set

for the network of Figure 5.1 are compared. Ci is the sum concentration of all polymers

of the network of length i. The labels of the plots correspond to those of Table 8.4. For

parameters which were not optimized, the parameter values were constant and global.

Parameters: k7 = 102
, k;: = 10, vG = 102

, k;; = 104 , 0 = 102
, Mass = 2.0, Food Set

= {a,b}.
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Figure 8.6: The parameter values which are the result of optimizing the network of

Figure 5.1 for different subsets of all parameters. The logarithms of the parameters are

arranged in the following sequence:

{mass, ,5, VI ,k;" v2 ,k~, ... ,k},k;, k}, k;, .. .}.
Parameters not optimized assumed the following values: Parameters: ky = 102, k? =

10, vG = 102
, kCj = 104, 8 = 102

, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Curve Description Network Slope Background Slope Total Slope
A Equilibrium -3.97 X 10 =r -3.97 X 10 C1 -3.97 X 10 1

B Default net -4.93 X 10-1 -4.46 X 10-1 -4.51 X 10 1

C Link optimized -2.35 X 10 -1 . -4.32 X 10-1 -4.42 X 10 -1

Table 8.6: Table of slopes corresponding to the solutions represented in Figure 8.7.

The statistics of the search in Figure 8.2 indicate that the genetic al

gorithm is successful, if not the most efficient, at tuning the parameters of the

network. Other choices of the range in parameter space to be investigated some

times led to problems of premature convergence.

Given the arbitrariness of the method of representing the catalytic con

nectivity, it is interesting that the genetic algorithm does well in finding an optimal

connectivity. Table 8.6 and Figure 8.7 show the results of catalytic link optimiza

tion on the network of Figure 5.1. Comparing the network slope (-2.35 x 10-1 )

with the range of slopes achieved through random sampling in Figure 8.1, Curve

D, ([-0.5, -0.25]), the genetic algorithm was successful in finding a significantly

improved fitness.

Figure 8.7 compares the solutions to the link optimized network (Table

7.1) and the default network of minimal connectivity (Figure 5.1). The new net

work has 118 links, and concurs with the sample of links discussed previously

(Figure 6.2) that when all parameters are constant and global, i.e. without diver

sity, networks of higher connectivity have better fitness. Equilibrium corresponds

to an environment without flux (" -t 0). In such circumstances, catalysis should

not affect the final steady state of the reaction network. Thus the network with

118 links should have the same equilibrium steady state as the network with the

minimal 13 links. The Equilibrium curve represents the overlaying of the equi

librium solutions to the two networks, showing them to be identical and verifying

one important limit of the equations of motion for the network.

Table 8.7 and Figure 8.8 show the result of optimizing the network of

Figure 5.1. The Global Optimum curve (C) corresponds to the set of global

parameter values listed in Table 7.2 The Diversity solution corresponds to a
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Figure 8.7: Optimization of the catalytic connectivity. The mean logarithm of the con

centration of the polymers of the network (loglO(Gi)) is plotted against polymer length

i. The Minimal curve corresponds to the network of Figure 5.1. The Quasi-Optimal

curve corresponds to the network of Table 7.1, and is the result of the application of the

genetic algorithm to the optimization of the catalytic topology. The Equilibrium curve

actually represents two results which are identical: all other parameters being equal,

both the Minimal net and the Quasi-Optimal net behave identically under equilibrium

conditions (.5 = 0). Parameters: ky = 102
, e! = 10, vG = 102

, kr;} = 10\ Mass = 2.0,

Food Set = {a,b}.
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Curve Description Network Slope Background Slope
A Uncatalyzed -3.87 X 10 1 -3.21 x 10-1

B Equilibrium -2.99 x 10-1 -2.96 x 10 1

C Global Optimum -6.66 x 10-" -3.01 x 10 1

D Diversity +1.04 x 10 -" -3.29 x 10 1

Table 8.7: Table of slopes corresponding to the solutions represented in Figure 8.8.

Curve Description Network Slope Background Slope
A Uncatalyzed -4.10 X 10 1 -3.14 x 10 1

B Equilibrium -2.22 x 10 -1 -2.22 x 10 1

C Global Optimum +2.89 x 10-L. -2.39 x 10 -1

D Diversity +5.24 x 10-" -2.42 x 10 1

Table 8.8: Table of slopes corresponding to the solutions represented in Figure 8.9.

computation optimizing over all parameter values except the mass, with diversity,

allowing the attainment of a positive slope.

Finally, Table 8.8 and Figure 8.9 show the result of optimizing the network

of Table 7.1, which has 118 catalytic links. A positive slope is attained when

merely the global.parameters are near optimal. Further attempt to optimize this

solution by adding diversity is difficult, as the representation for the parameter

space for a network with 118 links must by much larger than that for a network

of 13 links. Still, diversity was added only to the vi resulting in a significant

improvement in the slope (Diversity).

Both the results of Table 8.7 and Table 8.8 show that the slopes for the

background and the network are different in the Uncatalyzed limit, (vG = 0). Of

course, this should not be the case, since in this limit, the reactions of the network

should not be distinguishable from those of the background. This inaccuracy is

mostly due to the manner in which the background is modeled. To reduce the cost

of computation, the background is simulated onlyu up to a length twice that of the

longest polymer in the network, so that any contribution to the background due to

the spontaneous condensation of any polymer in the network may be computed.
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Figure 8.8: Optimization of a network with minimal connectivity. The mean logarithm

of the concentration of the polymers of (IOglO(Ci)) is plotted against polymer length i.

for several solutions to the network of Figure 5.1. No Catalysis is the solution under

the condition that all reactions are uncatalyzed: v G = O. Equilibrium represents

the equilibrium solution: 6G = O. The dashed line is the solution to the global quasi

optimum, while the solid line is the result of optimizing the full parameter set with

diversity: {vi, k~, k}, k~, 6}. But for these stated variations, the parameter values were

constant and global. Parameters: k7 = 6.49 X 102, k? = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105,

k;: = 5.00 X 10\ 6 = 1.79 X 10' , Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 8.9: Optimization of a network with an optimized connectivity. The mean

logarithm of the concentration of the polymers (loglO(Ci)) is plotted against polymer

length i for several solutions to the network of Table 7.1. No Catalysis is the solution

under the condition that all reactions are uncatalyzed: vG = o. Equilibrium represents

the equilibrium solution: 8G = o. The dashed line is the solution to the global quasi

optimum, while the solid line is the result of optimizing the parameter subset {vi} for

i E [1, 118J with diversity. Except for these stated variations, the parameter values were

constant and global. Parameters: ky = 3.02 x 10\ k? = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105,

k<;j =7.11 x 10\8 = 1.41 x 102 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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In addition, figures 8.8 and 8.9 report Uncatalyzed solutions which show

a mean concentration greater than that of the Equlibrium solutions throughout

the length range of [1,14]. How can this be if both solutions account for the same

mass? The effect is due to the fact that the mass in the background (which is com

puted for lengths [15,28]) is not reported. In this interval, the equilibrium curve

dominates the uncatalyzed curve. The beginning of this trend can be observed at

length 15.

Another apparent discrepancy can also be explained. The equilibrium

solutions presented in Tables 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 must be different, even though they

have the same reaction network structure. This is because they have differing

reaction rate constants.

At equilibrium, there should be an equivalence of the mean concentration

of species in the background and the mean concentration of the polymers in the

network. This must be the case when catalysis does not afford a process an

advantage over uncatalyzed processes. The results of Table 8.6 and Table 8.8

show agreement to at least three significant digits and that of Table 8.7 shows

agreement to two significant digits, validating the model at this equilibrium limit!.

1 A note about numerical methods. Some slight discrepancies in the agreement between the network
and the background at equilibrium are due to the way in which equilibrium is actually simulated. This
method entails approaching 8 = 0 with successively smaller values, using the solution from the previous
iteration as the starting condition for the ensuing calculation. This is necessary since the jacobian
derived from the equations of motion becomes singular at 8 = O. Implementation of the method known
as singular value decomposition would solve this particular difficulty. Values for 8 '""" 10-3 effectively
represent equilibrium, but in the case of the results of Table 8.7, this value for 8 may have to be decreased
further to attain a better estimate of equilibrium.



Chapter 9

Composition of the food set

In order to continue living, life must feed on order, but because there is no
order - none highly organized - other than life, it is condemned to consume
itself.

Stanislas Lern, His Master's Voice, p. 107

In this chapter, the response of a static network to variations in the food set is

studied.

A consideration of the scenario for the origin of life motivates the focus

for this chapter: self-organization in a potentially variable environment. Two

simple parameters, the mass flux and the total mass, capture important aspects

in the environment. In previous chapters, the response of the dynamics of an

autocatalytic network to variations in the mass flux and the total mass has been

considered. In this chapter, the response of the network to variations in the

composition of the food set is studied.

Roughly speaking, the response of the network may take two forms. Ei

ther the dynamics of the network changes, or the network is varied by adding or

subtracting to its structure. The former response has been labeled an adjustment,

while the latter response has been labeled an innovation [96]. In this chapter,

only adjustments within the context of a static network are considered. vVith

out a change in the structure of the network or the parameters of the network

which quantify chemical properties, adjustment will entail a change in reaction

flows. Therefore, this chapter is an appropriate place to consider some of the flow

164
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properties of the network.

9.1 Varying the proportion of monomer type

1 For the numbers which quantify monomeric composition or the fraction of the total mass which
belongs to one monomer, the symbol % will be used to indicate a fraction, and not a percentage.
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Figure 9.1: Variation in the amount of monomer provided to the networks of Figure 5.1

and Table 7.1. A is plotted against the fraction of the total mass which is supplied in

the form of a. Each point on the curve represents a unique steady state solution of the

network. Since these two networks have the same populations, the composition is the

same: {%a = 0.543,%b = 0.457}. Parameters for Figure 5.1: ky = 6.49 X 102 , k? =

2.50, vG =8.97 X 105, k;; =5.00 X 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. Parameters for

Table 7.1: ky = 3.02 x 104, k? = 2.70, vG =5.26 x lOS, k;; = 7.11 x 104, 8 = 1.41 X 102,

Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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is possible that the peak shown in Figure 9.1 may be shifted somewhat. This is

because the catalysts are a crucial subset of the network as a whole, and it may

be best for the network if their synthesis is favored. However, these synthesis are

embedded in the network as a whole, so that the need for polymers for reaction

competes with the need for polymers for catalysis. In such a situation, the network

must balance the need to synthesis all members of the network with the need to

emphasize the synthesis of catalysts.

For the networks of Figure 5.1 and Table 7.1, the monomeric composition

of the population of polymers is roughly the same as the composition of the sub

population of catalysts. The measure of the composition of a particular catalyst

is weighted by the number of reactions it catalyzes. A polymer which catalyzes

four reactions is counted four times. The composition of the subpopulation of

catalysts for the network of Figure 5.1 is %a = 0.535, and %b = 0.465, while for

the network of Table 7.1, the composition is %a = 0.541, and %b = 0.459. Neither

is significantly different from the composition of the population as a whole.

Figures 9.2 and 9.4 for the network of Figure 5.1, and Figures 9.3 and 9.5

for the network of Table 7.1 show the more complicated dependence of A upon

variation of the monomeric composition and either the mass flux or the catalytic

efficiency. Where A is relatively large, neither variation of the mass flux nor the

catalytic activity moves the peak behavior away from the value dictated by the

monomeric composition. Inspecting the results more closely, the peak disappears

in regions near equilibrium 5 = 0, or where the flux is extremely high or the

catalysis is very low. There is also a marked difference in the dynamics between

the network of minimal connectivity and that with 118 links.

To consider the competition between a network population and its sub

population of catalysts, an alteration of the network of Figure 5.1 has been devised

which has a different monomeric composition for its catalysts: %a = 0.302, and

%b = 0.698, while the composition of the population as a whole is nearly the same

as with the network of Figure 5.1: %a = 0.520, and %b = 0.480. With such a

difference in composition, the peak behavior does vary with 5 and 1/, occurring

between the "optimal" composition values of %a = 0.302 and %a = 0.520.
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Figure 9.2: Dependence upon the input and the mass flux for a network of minimal

connectivity (Figure 5.1). A is plotted against loglOo and the fraction of the total mass

which is provided as monomeric a. For this simulation, the food set is composed of

{a,b}, while the network is composed of %a = 0.543. Parameters: k1 = 6.49 X 102,

k'; = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105, kr;j = 5.00 X 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}, %a E [.2, .8J.
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Figure 9.3: Dependence upon the input and the mass flux for a network of high connec

tivity (Table 7.1). A is plotted against loglQo and the fraction of the total mass which is

provided as monomeric a. For this simulation, the food set is composed of {a, b}, while

the network is composed of %a = 0.543. Parameters: kJ = 3.02 x 10\ k? = 2.70,

vG = 5.26 X 105, k;: = 7.11 x 10\ 0 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b},

%a E [.2, .8].
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Figure 9.4: Dependence upon the input and the mass flux for a network of minimal

connectivity (Figure 5.1). A is plotted against loglov and the fraction of the total mass

which is provided as monomeric a. For this simulation, the food set is composed of {a,b},

while the network is composed of %a = 0.543. Parameters: k7 = 6.49 X 102, k;! = 2.50,

v G = 8.97 X 105, kfj = 5.00 X 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}, %a E [.35, .75].
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Figure 9.5: Dependence upon the input and the mass flux for a network of high con

nectivity (Table 7.1). A is plotted against loglQY and the fraction of the total mass

which is provided as monomeric a. For this simulation, the food set is composed of

{a,b}, while the network is composed of %a = 0.543. Parameters: kt = 3.02 X 10\

kf! = 2.70, y
G = 5.26 X 105

, k;: = 7.11 X 10\ 0 = 1.41 X 102 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set =

{a,b}, %a E [.2, .8].
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Figure 9.6: A is plotted against logloo and the fraction of the total mass which is

provided as monomeric a. The network studied is a variation of the network of Figure

5.1, designed to have catalysts which have a different monomeric composition than

that of the entire population. For this simulation, the food set is composed of {a,b},

while the network is composed of %a = 0.543. The competition between the differing

compositions of the population and the subpopulation of the catalysts (%a = 0.302) is

evident. Parameters: kJ = 6.49 X 102, k': = 2.50, ,;0 = 8.97 X 105, k'J = 5.00 X 104,

Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}, %a E [.35,.75].
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Figure 9.7: A is plotted against 8 and the fraction of the total mass which is provided

as monomeric a. The network studied is a variation of the network of Figure 5.1,

designed to have catalysts which have a different monomeric composition than that of

the entire population. For this simulation, the food set is composed of {a,b}, while the

network is composed of%a = 0.543. The competition between the differing compositions

of the population and the subpopulation of the catalysts (%a = 0.302) is evident.

Parameters: kf = 3.02 X 104, kr;! = 2.70, ,p = 5.26 X 105, k;; = 7.11 X 104, 8 =

1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}, %a E [.2, .8].
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9.2 Nonequilibrium and the loss of detailed balance

In previous chapters, network dynamics has been studied in terms of the

concentrations of the polymers, which are in fact the state variables for the equa

tions of motion of the network. Further understanding about network dynamics

can come from a study of the reaction flow. This section is a digression on network

flow properties necessary to motivate further discussion.

The equilibrium state is a useful reference point III the study of self

organization, since self-organization is essentially a non-equilibrium phenomenon.

In terms of the concentrations of the species of the network, equilibrium is a state

at which the species of the network cannot be distinguished from the species of

the background. Another measure of the distance from equilibrium is essentially

the deviation from detailed balance.

The condition of detailed balance implies that for each reaction in the

network of the form:

(9.1)

has steady state behavior determined by the simple relation:

(9.2)

and is a useful indicator of the distance from equilibrium.

In Figures 9.8 and 9.8, the forward (cPr) and reverse (cPr) reaction fluxes

are plotted for each reaction i node against variation in 8, revealing the variation
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(9.3)

).! > ).,
If't - \fJt

cPr > cPr
~i = {

The mean flux ratio is then:

At equilibrium, the reverse flux through the reaction node must be equivalent

to the forward flux. Note that catalysis is of no consequence at equilibrium. A

net flux in either the forward or reverse direction for a reaction node quantifies

the distance from equilibrium. The flux ratio for a particular reaction node i is

defined:
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Figure 9.8: The reaction flux profile for the network of Figure 5.1. The forward (lOglO¢{)

reaction fluxes per reaction node i are plotted against loglOo E [-2, 6J for the network

of Figure 5.1. The nodes are arranged in order of increasingly larger condensate. To

achieve the logarithmic scaling, all values for the flux between 0 and 1 are set to 1.

Parameters: kr = 6.49 X 102, k;: = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105, k~ = 5.00 X 10\ Mass

= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.

in the overall flux profile as the system approaches equilibrium. Note that the

reaction fluxes for many of the reaction nodes decrease at high values of the

flux, indicating that the production of polymers can no longer compete with the

dissipative effect of the flow of mass through the environment. Figure 9.10 plots

the ratio of the forward and reverse fluxes explicitly revealing the nature of detailed

balance. All flux ratios --> 1 as the system approaches equilibrium (.5 --> 0).

The dependence in the proportion of monomer supplied to the network

also results in changes in the network reaction flow. Figures 9.11 and 9.12 show

the dependence of the reaction flux per node as the mass fractions of the food set
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Figure 9.9: The reverse (-loglO1>D reaction fluxes per reaction node i are plotted against

loglOo E [-2,6] for the network of Figure 5.1. The nodes are arranged in order of

increasingly larger condensate. To achieve the logarithmic scaling, all values for the

flux between 0 and -1 are set to 1. Parameters: kf = 6.49 X 102, k? = 2.50,

vO = 8.97 X 105, k;; = 5.00 X 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 9.10: The flux field for the network of Figure 5.1 demonstrates the shift from

equilibrium due to the increase in mass flux. The flux ratio (loglO'Pi) per reaction node i

is plotted against loglO<5 E [-2,6]. A negative ratio indicates that the reverse flux is the

greater, but in this example, the forward flux appears to be dominant for most nodes.

As <5 -> 0, the ratio 'Pi approaches 1, demonstrating detailed balance. Parameters:

k7 = 6.49 x 102
, k;! = 2.50, vG =8.97 X 105

, k';j =5.00 X 104
, Mass = 2.0, Food Set =

{a,b}.
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is varied for one value of 8.

In Figure 9.13, the dependence of the mean flux ratio is plotted against

variation in 8 and the mass fractions of the food set. In the parameter range

where the forward and reverse fluxes are the largest (Figures 9.11 and 9.12), the

mean flux ratio T and thus the shift from equilibrium is the smallest.

Many measures of entropy production in a chemically reacting system

include terms for the rates of synthesis of chemical species. The rate of synthesis is

exactly our reaction fluxes. In addition, other measures of chemical and structural

information in chemically reacting systems have been proposed [128,129]. To what

extent are measures of entropy production minimized during the process of self

organization? Pursuit of these considerations are left for future study.

9.3 The network as a metabolism

Contemporary organisms have evolved the capability to find the necessary

materials for its own synthesis in the materials available in the environment. For

example, contemporary organisms can reduce proteins which are ingested in order

to provide a supply of essential amino acids which cannot be synthesized by the

organism. The reduction of more complicated materials to more basic units which

are ready for reuse is the activity of a metabolism. In this section, the way in which

an autocatalytic network can act as a metabolism is considered.

Consider the network of Figure 3.2 which has a food set consisting of

four species: {a,b,ab,bb}. Under the ordinary circumstances of a simulation, the

network would be supplied with these species in an equal amount. But what

would happen if b in monomeric form is no longer supplied? If the network is to

remain stable to this variation, it must metabolize bb or some other source of b in

the network.

It is possible to vary the food supply without varying either the propor

tions of basic monomer or of the total amount of mass provided to the network.

For example, a reduction in monomeric b could be countered by increasing the

amount of bb supplied. If the network is producing large polymers in high con

centrations, a favorable condition from the point of view of evolution, then any

I
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Figure 9.11: The forward (loglO<P{) reaction fluxes per reaction node i are plotted

against variation in the food set. The network of Table 7.1 is studied. The fraction

of mass added into the system which is in the form of monomeric a is in the range

[.2, .8J. To achieve the logarithmic scaling, all values for the flux between 0 and 1

are set to 1. Note that the largest fluxes occur in the vicinity of the optimal forcing

value for %a = 0.543. Parameters: ky = 3.02 X 104, k? = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X lOs,

kr;} = 7.11 X 104, {j = 1.41 X 102, Mass =2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 9.12: The reverse (-loglO<PD reaction fluxes per reaction node i are plotted

against variation in the food set. The network of Table 7.1 is studied. The fraction of

mass added into the system which is in the form of monomeric a is in the range [.2, .8].

To achieve the logarithmic scaling, all values for the flux between 0 and -1 are set to

1. Parameters: ky = 3.02 X 10\ k;: = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k;: = 7.11 X 10\

8 = 1.41 X 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 9.13: The mean flux ratio (loglOT) plotted against 8 E [-2,6] and the fraction

of the total mass which is provided as monomeric a E [.2, .8]. The network of Table 7.1

is studied. Note that that the minima of the surface with increasing 8 is at the optimal

forcing value for a = 0.543, implying that the shift from equilibrium is minimized

although the forward and reverse fluxes are strongest at this value. Parameters:

k7 = 3.02 x 104, kf = 2.70, v G = 5.26 X 105, k':;f = 7.11 x 104, Mass = 2.0, Food

Set = {a,b}.
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a b ab bb slope T
Default 5 5 5 5 -1.25 X 10 -~ 1.11 X 10~

I 5 0 5 7.5 -1.44 X 10 -1 1.57 X 101

II 0 0 10 5 -3.84 X 10-1 1.07 X 10"
III 10 20 0 0 -1.60 X 10 -1 1.14 X 10"
IV 0 10 10 0 -4.11 X 10-~ 1.13 X 10"

No Catalysis 5 5 5 5 -3.59 X 10-~ 8.63 X 1W

Table 9.1: An experiment in varying the food set of the autocatalytic set of Figure 3.2.

The table shows the four species of the food set, and the concentration of each that

is supplied externally per unit time. Default is the initial condition. I, II, III and IV

represent four changes made to the food set once the autocatalytic set is established. II

and IVkill the autocatalytic set, while I and III sustain it with only minimal alteration,

as shown in Figure 9.14.

significant "collapse" of this curve is a metabolic instability. Conversely, successful

metabolism implies robustness to this type of variation in the food supply.

Figure 9.14 presents the results of varying the food set of the network of

Figure 3.2 in four ways as described in Table 9.1. Note that the sum amount of any

basic monomer supplied to the network does not vary, but that each simulation

puts a different metabolic demand upon the network. The results show robustness

in two cases, collapse in two others. In particular, the network cannot metabolize

a.

Some insight into the cause of this metabolic breakdown can be provided

by examining the pattern of reaction fluxes for each node of the network, the

flux field. The forward and reverse fluxes for each reaction node were defined in

equation 2.29. In figures 9.16 and 9.17, the pattern of fluxes for each simulation

is shown. The network with the food sets I,III show a strong reversal in the

reaction flux for the smaller reactions as compared with Default, indicating that

the production of smaller species is being favored. This strong reverse flux for the

reactions which produce small species is a predictable outcome of a network which

is metabolizing species to produce needed monomers. Nevertheless, the forward

flux for the longer polymers remains robust, and the overall concentration curves
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Figure 9.14: An experiment demonstrating the robust properties of an autocatalytic

set. The solutions are for the network of Figure 3.2. The food set is originally a, b,

ab, bb. The food set is altered in four different ways, as shown in Table 9.1. For each

alteration of the food set the concentrations of all 22 polymers in the autocatalytic set

are plotted against the "polymer index". (The polymer index assigns a unique label to

each polymer. It is ordered according to length, but is otherwise arbitrary.) Two of

the alterations of the food set cause the autocatalytic set to die, while the other two

hardly change it. Like a robust metabolism, the autocatalytic set can digest a variety

of different foods. For comparison, the solution to the network without catalysis is also

plotted. Parameters: k r = 10, k f = 102
, k u = 10\ 8 = 103

.
25

, V = 10\ Total kfass

= 30.
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Figure 9.15: A is plotted against loglOO E [0,6] for five variations of the food set (see

Table 9.1) of the network of Figure 3.2. This parameter sweep reveals that the collapse

of the network due to a variation of the food set is confined to a subregion in parameter

space, and is in turn due to an inability of the catalyzed processes of the network to

compete with the increase in dissipative mass flux. Parameters: kr = 10, kf = 102 ,

ku = 10\ v =10\ Total Mass =30.
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Figure 9.16: The absolute forward and reverse reaction fluxes for the results of Figure

9.14. The logarithms of both the forward flux IOglO<P{ (top) and reverse flux loglQ<Pi

(bottom) fluxes are being plotted for each node i. The nodes are arranged in order of

increasingly larger condensate. Note that the food sets which failed (II, IV) show a

large general reduction in the forward flux. N corresponds to the Default of Table 9.1.

Parameters: kr = 10, kf = 102 , k" = 104, {j = 103.25 , V = 10\ Total Mass = 30.

do not change much. Conversely, the experiments II,IValso show a similar reversal

of flow for the reactions producing small species. However, these networks are not

successfully generating needed monomer, as the synthesis of larger polymers is

"starved" as indicated by the reduction of forward flux for nearly all reactions.

Another characteristic of the collapse in Figure 9.14 is its apparent sharp

ness. The variations in the food set (Table 9.1) were chosen to be severe; some of

these had little effect, while others drove the network to complete collapse. How

sharp is this transition? Figure 9.18 shows the result of a number of experiments

where the food set has been smoothly varied from that of I to that of II as Tal is
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Figure 9.17: The reaction flux field for the results of Figure 9.14. Each chart plots the

flux ratio (loglO'Pi) per reaction node i for each variation of the food set N,I,II,III,IV.

A positive differential indicates that the forward flux (in the direction of condensation)

is greater that the reverse flux (in the direction of cleavage). The food sets which

succeeded (I, III) managed to metabolize larger polymers into needed basic ingredients.

An indication of the "strain" on the food sets which failed (II, IV) is the large negative

flux ratios in the reaction nodes which synthesize the food set. N corresponds to the

Default of Table 9.1. Parameters: kr = 10, kf = 102 , ku = 104, 0 = 103 .S, V = 104,

Total Mass = 30.
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decreased. For this particular experiment, the network is fairly stable to reduc

tions in the supply of a until the amount of a supplied in monomeric form is very

small.
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Figure 9.18: The parameter range for robustness. A is plotted against variation in the

fraction of the total mass which is monomeric a. As the driving for a (Ta) is decreased,

the driving for the rest of the food set is altered so that the food set of I is being

continuously deformed into that for II. (See Table 9.1.) The results indicate that the

network is reasonably stable to perturbations in the supply of essential resources very

close to absolute deprivation of pure monomeric a. Parameters: kr = 10, kf = 102 ,

ku = 104, 8 = 103 , V = 102 , Total Mass = 30.
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Chapter 10

Perturbations to network flow

Changes in the environment will often act to effectively change the param

eters of the network. For example, most reaction rates are temperature dependent,

so that a variation in the temperature would certainly affect the network. Another

possibility is that the reactions of the network can be perturbed by the poisoning

of some catalysts or reactants, thereby effectively reducing their capacity to inter

act. This scenario would also be reflected in a reduction of the relevant catalytic

efficiencies or rate constants.

Figure 10.1 shows the result of varying catalytic efficiencies individually

over a range. So that the dependence of the network upon the strength of a

single catalytic link is isolated, the catalytic efficiency for one link at a time is

varied through the range [1,106]. All other catalytic efficiencies are set to one

global value. Figure 10.2 shows a similar experiment with a network of greater

connectivity. In both instances, the variation of some catalytic efficiencies leads

to a sharp decrease in the production of large polymers, though the network of

minimal connectivity is much more sensitive. Decrease of A due to an increase

in a single catalytic efficiency is still partially due to the saturation of catalyst

effect reported in section 7.2 In addition, for many efficiencies there is a wide

range which roughly result in the same value for A. This result is corroborated by

the optimization studies described in chapter 8. Both the genetic algorithm and

the hillclimbing methods showed that there is often a wide range of values for a

particular catalytic efficiency which produces a nearly equivalent value of A.

189
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Figure 10.1: The effect of varying catalytic efficiencies for a specific reaction while

keeping all other efficiencies constant. A is plotted against the variation of vi E [1,106
]

for each reaction node i for the network of Figure 5.1. The vi for j -I i are held at

the value for vG at the global quasi optima for the network. The nodes are arranged in

order of increasingly larger condensate. Parameters for Figure 5.1: kj = 6.49 X 102,

k;: = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105, k'J = 5.00 X 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 10.2: A is plotted against the variation of vi E [1, 106] for each reaction node i

for the network of Table 7.1. The vi for j t- i are held at the value for vG at the global

quasi optima for the network. The nodes are arranged in order of increasingly larger

condensate. Parameters for Figure 5.1: ky = 3.02 X 104, k? = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105,

k;; = 7.11 x 104
, 8 = 1.41 X 102 , Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 10.3: Analogous to Figure 10.2, the forward reaction rates k} of a single reaction

node are varied while assigning a global value to all other forward reaction rates for the

network of Figure 5.1. Parameters: kl = 6049 X 102, kf = 2.50, zp = 8.97 X 105,

k;; = 5.00 X 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.

The variation of individual forward rate constants (Figure 10.3) shows a

degree of dependence which changes with the node. Increase of any individual k}
to a high value will cause A to sharply decrease, though the effect is less sharp

with the network of higher connectivity (Figure lOA). In this case, a reaction

node which is increasing its productivity must also absorb more resources, an

effect which is detrimental to the overall production of large polymers. Both

networks also are stable to decrease in some k}, while highly sensitive to decrease

in others.

In Figure 10.5, a similar experiment to those with the catalytic efficiencies

and the forward rate constants is performed on the basic catalytic connectivity.

To perform this experiment, a network of minimal connectivity (Figure 5.1) is
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Figure 10.4: Variation of individual forward reaction rates k} for the network of Table

7.1, while assigning a global value to all other forward reaction rates. Parameters:

kt = 3.02 x 104, k!( = 2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k;; = 7.11 x 104, 6 = 1.41 X 102 , Mass

= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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chosen. The actual connectivity of this network will be considered the default

linkage. A reaction node is then isolated, its default catalytic link is removed, one

polymer from the network is allowed to catalyze the reaction, and the network is

solved to return a value for A. With this same reaction node, the catalytic link is

again broken, and another polymer is allowed to catalyze the node. This process

is continued for all nodes and polymers. But for the reaction node which has been

isolated, all reactions have the default catalytic linkage. In addition, all links have

the same strength, i.e. the same catalytic efficiency.

Note that Figure 10.5 does not even represent a search of all minimal

connectivities, much less all possible connectivities. Further, the conclusions which

can be drawn are constrained by the fact that all links had the same strength.

Nevertheless, it is interesting that there are many connectivities in this sample

which result in a similar value for A. Most of the sharp decreases in A are the

result of catalysis by a large polymer. All catalytic strengths being equal, the

activity of a catalyst is dependent upon its concentration. A large polymer in

small concentration will then be a liability to the network as a catalyst, insuring

the failure of the network to produce large polymers.
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Figure 10.5: Variance of the source of the link for the reactions of the network of

Figure 5.1. Isolating the first reaction node, the first polymer in the list of polymers is

allowed to be the reaction catalyst and A is recorded. This link is then removed, and

the second polymer in the list is then the catalyst. This process continues through the

list of polymers and the list of reaction nodes. Except for the reaction node which is

being considered, all other nodes have the catalytic connectivity of the original network.

Parameters: ky = 6.49 X 102, k':; = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105, kfj = 5.00 x 104, Mass

= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.



Chapter 11

Inclusion of autocatalytic

mutations

The gods had condemned Sisyphus to ceaselessly rolling a rock to the top
of a mountain, whence the stone would fall back of its own weight. They had
thought with some reason that there is no more dreadful punishment than
futile and hopeless behavior.

Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, p. 88

In this chapter the mutational shadow and the dynamics of autocatalytic

networks with mutability are studied. The shadow provides a source of variability

to the network. Mutations offer a double edged sword. A species buffeted by

mutation is destabilized, but in this very effect lies the opportunity to improve

and an increased chance for survival.

11.1 Mutation meter

An estimate is made of the number of candidates for mutation as a function of

the state of the network.

The source of variability provided by the shadow is dependent upon the

state of the network. Given that the continued evolution of the network will

depend upon the shadow, it would be useful to have a simple way of describing

196
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the potential for the appearance of mutations short of enumerating and assessing

the entire shadow.

The mass in the shadow is largely due to the spontaneous outflow of mass

from the parent autocatalytic network, reduced to some degree by the overall

mass flux through the environment (8). The goal of this section is to calculate a

quantity which reflects the number of candidate mutations which are available in

the shadow.

For simplicity, only pure cycles are considered. Pure cycles have a ratio of

one edge per node. All of the structures considered for inclusion into the network

during a simulation are either pure cycles, pure cycles with additional edges, or

trees with nested cycles (see appendix F), so an estimate of the availability of

pure cycles will provide some idea of the potential for autocatalytic mutation.

The approach is divided into two parts. First, the probability that a

cycle of a particular size exists is calculated. Second, an estimate of the longevity

of the fluctuation is made based upon the spontaneous outflow from the parent

autocatalytic network.

The first quantity is a function of the graph of the shadow, depending

upon the number of nodes N and the density of edges e in the shadow. The

number of reaction nodes in the shadow is in turn explicitly related to the number

of polymers and reaction nodes in the parent network. (See Eq. (2.27) and

following discussion.) The number of edges corresponds to the catalytic links in

the shadow and is a function of the chemistry. A third quantity, the number

of polymers P in the shadow, is required. This is because some reactions in the

shadow produce two polymers as a result of the cleavage of a polymer in the parent

autocatalytic set. Both products of the cleavage reaction are potential catalysts

for other reaction nodes in the shadow.

Following Eigen's treatment [34], the probability of the occurrence of a

single pure cycle of length k, pf! is calculated. Pf! is a function of purely graphical

quantities: N, the number of reaction nodes, e, the density of catalytic edges,

and P, the number of polymers in the shadow.

The probability that a pure cycle of length k (i.e. k reaction nodes) exists



k(P - k)!

possible cycles with k nodes, requiring:
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is simply £k, and there are:
PI

(ILl)

G k PI
Pk = £ k(P _ k)! (11.2)

Though the connectivity of the shadow graph is represented with edges

between reaction nodes N, note that the number of shadow polymers P is used

in the calculation of the number of cycles. This is because the chemistry which

determines the edge density is dependent upon the properties of the polymers,

meaning that a reaction node often has two chances that it will be the source of

an edge.

The second quantity to be calculated is a function of the outflow, which is

in turn dependent upon the dynamical properties of the network and background.

As an approximation, it is assumed that the forward reaction rates are the same

for all spontaneous processes. This number is the average of all forward reaction

rates for the network. The same approximation is made for the reverse reaction

rates for the background. The total outflow from the network is:

(11.3)

The subscripts i and j are indices which label the species in the network, while

Ci is the concentration of species i. The superscript P is the number of polymers

in the network, indicating that all possible condensations and cleavages leading

to species in the shadow are considered. L i is the length of species i, while Ni

is a correction factor accounting for the products of spontaneous cleavages that

produce a species in the network.

The amount of the total outflow received on average by each node in

the shadow, E = D/N, is attenuated by the dissipative influence of the mass

flux. To reflect this, E is divided by 8. The resulting quantity is converted into

a probability by requiring that if this number is greater than the concentration

threshold then the probability is unity. This normalization is consistent with the

model, since the crossing of this threshold is exactly the criteria for determining



is a function of just three quantities, the number of nodes and edges in the shadow,

and the mean spontaneous outflow from the network.

It is important to note that a rough estimate of the number of candidates

Figure 11.1: The estimated availability of mutation for cycle lengths of 1,2,3 plotted

against the graphstep for a developing network. The simulation was performed with a

random chemistry. Parameters: kf E [101, 102], kr E [1,10], v E [103 ,107], ku = 106 ,

Total Mass = 10-\ m = 2, threshold = 10-4, Pc = 4.5 X 10-3, Polymer Limit = 75,

Mutation cycles E [1,2,3].
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whether a mutation is suitable for inclusion into the network. Otherwise, the

normalized outflow per node is divided by the concentration threshold to achieve

a dynamical probability per node, pD. The dynamical probability for a cycle of

length k is PI! = (pD)k.

The resulting availability of a cycle of length k for mutation:
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for mutation, and not the rate of mutation, has been made. The rate of mutation,

which is the rate of successful inclusion into the network, can only be determined

through direct simulation. The rate of mutation is dependent upon the dynamic

properties of the network which at present cannot be predicted. Moreover, the ad

dition of a mutation will often cause the rejection of another polymer or polymers,

a "dieback" effect which is also difficult to predict.

It is interesting to contrast the definition of a mutation for autocatalytic

networks and that usually associated with systems which store information in

templates. In the latter, the "pool" of variability is directly related to the capacity

to store information, say the size of the genome, whereas the pool of variability

associated with the network itself varies with the state of the network. The rate of

mutation in templating systems is just the rate at which the genome varies due to

crossover, point mutation, or the most typically modeled, errors in the replication

process. The evaluation of the usefulness of this mutation is later, and unrelated

to the rate. For autocatalytic networks, the rate is calculated from mutational

inclusions that have been evaluated and are successful.

11.2 Autocatalytic mutations

In most cases, what was involved was not so much positive elements, but
rather the reduction in the number of hindrances which checked economic
growth and political diversity. Europes's greatest advantage was that it had
fewer disadvantages than the other civilizations.

Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, p. 30

The chemical properties of the food set, under the operation of the rules

of chemistry, drives the network towards self-organization. A steady state in the

growth of the graph is arrived at when all of the possibilities for making new

reactions have been exhausted. The possibility of mutation provides a means of

moving from one steady state to another. Within the context of the model, a study

of "evolution" is to compare these steady states, to understand the dynamics of

moving from one to another, and to measure indirectly that which is internal to

the model. As the details of the model are changed, and the way in which the
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chemical properties of the species in the network as defined by the rules of artificial

chemistry change, the behavior of the network varies. Of particular interest is a

choice of chemistry which results in a simulation which mimics at least some of

the features of the emergence of life.

The results of several simulations under a random chemistry with muta

bility are presented. Figure 11.2 shows the result of a simulation where mutations

based upon 1,2 cycles were considered for inclusion into the network. In order to

restrain the size of network, a maximum of 50 polymers are allowed in the network.

Curve A shows that the network has been jarred from its steady state with the

inclus"ion of a mutation, adding potential to create new reactions. As the network

approaches the limit on the number of polymers allowed in the network, the num

ber of new polymers added is comparable to the number of polymers which were

once above threshold and which have been deleted (B). Curve C indicates that

despite the variability, an asymptotic behavior has been achieved with regards to

the distribution of concentrations. Both C and D show that sharp change from

previous behavior is becoming less frequent.

A second simulation (Figure 11.3) further demonstrates activity as re

source limitations are confronted. Mutations become the principle source of new

polymers over time (A), but the resistance to adding further mutations increases

(Figure 11.4). The addition of the properties of each mutation is no longer suf

ficient to instigate graph growth. Thus, while the network may be buffeted by

mutations for an indefinite period, its properties do not change for a large span,

though it tolerates small variances C,D. Curve B plots the variation in the mean

catalytic efficiency and strength, the latter a measure of the average reduction

in the activation energy barriers for the reactions of the network. This repre

sents the evolution of an important aspect of its functionality, and has reached an

asymptotic value here.

This simulation is somewhat more interesting because it is more "active".

There are sharp variations in the overall population, including several collapses as

the result of graph growth. In addition, the behavior of curve C shows a damping

of variation of the difference in the angle between successive concentration vectors,
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Figure 11.2: A simulation with a random chemistry. a plots the number of polymers

(dotted) and the introduction of mutants (solid) over time. Each triangle represents

the successful addition of one mutant. b represents the number of nodal inclusions

(dotted) and the number of extinctions (solid) over time, whether by autocatalytic

mutation or as a result of the rules of chemistry. c plots the difference in the angle of

the concentration vector between that of the present step and the previous step (solid)

or the initial condition (dashed). d A versus polymer length i curve. Parameters:

ki E [10\ 102], kr E [1,10], v E [103 ,107], ku = 105 , {j = 102 , Total Mass = 10-\

m = 2, threshold = 10-4, Pc = 4.5 X 10-3, Polymer Limit = 50, Mutation cycles

E [1,2].
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as with C of Figure 11.2, but then initiates a period of increasing variation. It is

possible that this is a harbinger of a strong variation in the upper curve indicating

true variation in behavior, but this is speculation. At this point in our studies,

we are only beginning to understand this process.

The relationship between monomer composition and behavior of a net

work was considered in section 9.1. In particular, the production of large polymers

seems to be optimal when the monomeric composition of the polymers in the net

work matches the proportions monomers are provided as food. If we were going

to crudely describe an internal fitness function for the network on the basis of its

behavior, can we say that this hypothetical fitness function encourages behavior

which leads to large polymers? There is no evidence of such a trend in curve A of

Figure 11.5, since the network explores a wide range of monomeric composition,

reflected in the variance in slope B.

The results of this section suggest that the properties of a random

chemistry may be inadequate to drive emergence. One conjecture about self

organization which results in something as complicated as life is that such pro

cesses follow a self-directed and narrow path from initial conditions to the final

state. The random chemistry has a low degree of self-direction. A chemistry such

as the match chemistry which assigns distinct properties to the polymers of the

network is probably required for a better simulation of self-organization.

Another effect of interest is included here. During the course of a simu

lation, many polymers are tested, and some polymers which had once been above

threshold fall below and are ejected. In Figure 11.6, the memory the network may

have of such polymers is measured by looking for incidences of (deleted) polymer

sequences in the present population. Memory occurs in the following manner.

Before a polymer has been deleted, it may have participated in a number of re

actions leading to new species. As the network varies, other reaction pathways

to these new species may have been formed. Thus when a polymer is deleted, its

derivative polymers continue to be synthesized because of the added pathways.

In the figure, a negative value indicates that though a polymer has been removed,

the network "remembers" to some extent the polymer which has been deleted.
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Figure 11.3: A second simulation with a random chemistry. a plots the number of

polymers (dotted) and the introduction of a mutant (solid) over time. b plots the mean

efficiency (v) (solid) and the mean catalytic strength (vei) (dashed) versus graphstep,

where ei is the concentration of catalyst e. c plots the difference in the angle of the

concentration vector between that of the present step and the previous step (solid) or

the initial condition (dashed). d plots one measure of network behavior, the dominance

of the network over the background and the food set. Parameters: kJ E [10\ 102],

kr E [1,10], v E [103,107
], ku = 106 , 8 = 102, Total Mass = 10-\ m = 2, threshold =

10-4 , Pc = 4.5 X 10-3, Polymer Limit = 75, Mutation cycles E [1,2,3].
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Figure 11.4: The resistance to mutation. For the simulation of Figure 11.3, the number

of mutations which were rejected before one was accepted is plotted. Parameters:

kf E [10\ 102
], k r E [1,10], v E [103,107

], k" = 106
, 8 = 102

, Total Mass = 10-\

m = 2, threshold = 10-\ Pc = 4.5 X 10-3 , Polymer Limit = 75, Mutation cycles

E [1,2,3].
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Figure 11.5: A third simulation with a random chemistry. a plots the monomeric

composition of a in the population over time (solid) as compared to the amount of

monomeric a which is provided (dashed). b plots the slope of the IOglO(Ci) versus

polymer length i curve. Parameters: kf E [lOt, 102], kr E [1,10], v E [103 ,107],

ku = 106
, 8 = 102

, Total Mass = 10-\ m = 2, threshold = 10-\ Pc = 10-2 , Polymer

Limit = 30, Mutation cycles E [1,2,3].
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Figure 11.6: The homology, the fraction ofthe total string composition which contains a

particular string, is plotted against an index which labels all strings which have been in

the network. A negative value for the homology of a particular index indicates that the

string labeled by this index is no longer in the network. Parameters: k f E [101 ,102],

kr E [1,10], v E [103 , 107J, ku = 106 ,8 = 102 , Total Mass = 10-1 , m = 2, threshold =

10-\ Pc = 10-2 , Polymer Limit = 30, Mutation cycles E [1,2,3].
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11.3 Open ended variability

With the inclusion of a source of variability, the network is capable of continuous

variation. Though the network is anchored at the food set, the number of possible

graphs and populations is so large as to be practically infinite. The inclusion of a

mutant corresponds to the acceleration of search by the network though string and

topology space. This is possibly an example of evolution and heritability without a

genome.

The network with mutability exhibits the potential for open-ended evo

lution [132J, though the network is always anchored at the food set. The profile of

candidates available for mutation (see Figure 11.1) indicates that the spontaneous

outflow of mass into the shadow will usually provide endless opportunity for vari

ation. It is less clear what the actual rate of successful mutation will be. In the

simulations presented with one network restricted to small size, it may actually

be possible to explore all possible networks through variation by mutation. There

may be a "best" set of polymers and reactions, at which point there will be no fur

ther successful mutations. In a larger simulation, which includes more polymers,

and several networks in competition with each other, the range of possibilities is

practically infinite.

We have demonstrated that at the least some of the dynamics of evolu

tion can be studied with autocatalytic networks. In this sense, it is an alternative

to templating systems which directly self-replicate. There is an interesting com

parison to a model of templating, the quasi-species. Solutions to this latter model

show a population of strings distributed about a wild-type. The non-wild type

strings provide the quasi-species with ready made alternative wild-types to re

spond to a change in the environment (or in the replication error matrix).

In the model of autocatalytic networks, the network as a whole is the wild

type. Each variation of the network due to an inclusion of a mutational structure

from the shadow is part of the distribution of non-wild type structures. While

the distribution of the quasi-species is maintained due to the error of replication,

the shadow is maintained by the spontaneous outflow of mass. And similar to the
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error threshold of the quasi-species, beyond which the quasi-species disintegrates,

if the catalyzed reactions of the network are not appreciably faster than non

catalyzed reactions, then these latter reactions will have the effect of submerging

the network into the background.

Some connection can be made between this model and other studies of

evolution which rely upon the notions of "fitness" and "optimization". Both the

background and the shadow are external to the network, and hence part of its

environment. Conversely, the state of the background and shadow are dependent

upon the state of the network. Variation, when variation implies a change in

the environment as well, is termed an adaptive walk. Since the evolution of the

network is occurring in response to its natural (internal) fitness parameters, this

walk is occurring on a variable fitness landscape [133,134,135], which changes with

the environment. The problem with this portrait is that there is not an explicitly

defined fitness, not is it even clear that there is such a quantity.

Study of the model may provide insight into other issues regarding evo

lution. F. Dyson [45] has remarked that the distinction between life and no-life

must have been very weak at the origin of life. In the model, part of this dis

tinction is captured by the difference between the network and the background.

Will mutations sharpen or blur this distinction? Another topic is the abruptness

of change, captured by the term punctuated equilibrium [136]. There is evidence

from the model for both gradual and sharp change, and it would be interesting to

see how the likelihood of both depends upon the state of the network. The simu

lation of a multi-celled environment provides opportunity for speciation, whereby

networks growing under identical rules of chemistry may still differentiate due to

the random aspect of mutation. It has also been suggested that random statistical

variation or neutral mutation [137] may have been the dominant form of variance

in the earliest phase of biological evolution, another notion which can be examined

with the model.



Chapter 12

Competition and cooperativity

We need not assume that there is a complete ordering with respect to the
transcending of limits.

Robert Nozick, Philosophical Explanations, p. 596

Throughout the model there is a coexistence of competition and cooper

ativity. For example, two different reaction nodes producing different polymers

must use the same resources, while the polymers which are the products of these

reactions may contribute to the synthesis of each other through catalysis. As a

second example, both the background and the network are in competition for the

same resources, yet the network must have faster reactions relative to other reac

tions in order to self-organize. Once the network has self-organized, the majority

of the species in the background are produced via spontaneous reactions among

the species in the network. The background, once a competitor for the resources

of the food set, becomes primarily a parasite upon the network. A third exam

ple is that autocatalytic mutations may destabilize the network, or contribute

important chemical properties to the network. In this chapter, competition and

cooperativity in the context of the model are studied further.

12.1 Toy networks

The strong dependence of the dynamics of the network upon the catalytic

connectivity has been demonstrated (section 6). A further question is how the
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connectivity in a chosen network might be arranged so as to maximize the synthe

sis of a chosen polymer in this network. A related question is how does a polymer

affect its own concentration by acting as a catalyst for one or several reactions?

The networks which have been considered are too large to discern the relationship

between the catalyst and the reaction it catalyzes.

In this section, the effect that a catalyst can have on its own concentration

is considered through the study of very small networks, such as those presented

in Figure 12.1. The initial goal of this work is to deduce some rules for varying

the catalytic linkage to favor the production of a particular polymer or groups of

polymers. The larger the network, the more difficult this becomes, and it is also

clear that any change both augments and detracts from all processes in a way

difficult to predict.

Figure 12.1 portrays a network of only four species, along with a table

which describes four different ways to attribute catalysts to the network. The

results of solving the equations of motion for each of these networks is presented

in Figure 12.2. Comparing the connectivity with the result, it appears that at

least in these small networks, catalysts may favor their own production. For

example, network III has aab as a catalyst for both reactions, and of the four

networks displayed, IIlhas the highest concentration for aab. At a higher degree

of saturation, this capability of network III is less pronounced as there is less free

aab to catalyze the reactions of the network. Saturation has the general effect of

leavening the difference in the results due to disparate connectivities.

12.2 Connectivity and the competition for mass

A network can absorb the mass resources of another network by two

means: by winning the competition for the resources of a commonly shared food

set, or by utilizing larger species which are members of both networks. In this

section, the relation between the number of links in a network and this competition

for mass is considered.
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Figure 12.1: Several networks with the same reaction structure, but with different

catalytic linkages. The figure at the top shows the reaction structure and species of

the network. The reaction nodes are labeled 1 and 2. a and b are circled because they

comprise the food set. The table on the lower left indicates the catalytic connectivity for

four networks labeled I,II,III,IV. On the right, a reduction of the autocatalytic network

to a simple digraph is presented. In this scheme, an arrow from one reaction node

to another indicates that a polymer which is being produced in the first reaction is a

catalyst for the second.
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drawn in Figure 12.1. For the results in the first column, ku = 105 • For those of

the second column, ku = 104 • All other parameters are held equivalent. Only the

catalytic connectivity has been varied for each of the four networks marked I,II,III,IV

(See Figure 12.1). On the x-axis, 1 = a, 2 = b, 3 = ab, and 4 = aab. Parameters:

kr = 10, kf = 102
, v = 104, 8 = 102

, H = 1, Totallvlass = 1, Food Set = {a,b}.
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12.2.1 Drawing on a common food set

In Figures 12.3, 12.4, 12.5, and 12.6, solutions for two networks which are

drawing resources from a commonly shared food set are shown. The first network

has 13 links (Figures 12.3 and 12.5) while the second has 118 links (Figures 12.3

and 12.5). As the mass flux (8) and the catalytic efficiency (v) increase, the

greater number of catalyzed reactions in the net with 118 links becomes a distinct

advantage. The network of higher connectivity is draining the food set. As a

result, the A of the network of minimal connectivity is falling, and in fact this

network is losing all of its mass to the network with 118 links. The network of 118

links has effectively 105 more catalyzed reactions than the network of 13 links,

and wins the competition for mass in a manner similar to the emergence of the

network over the background of spontaneous reactions (chapter 5).

12.2.2 Drawing mass from other networks

Figure 12.7 shows the solutions for two networks which are spatially cou

pled. As in the previous section, the two networks have identical populations

but differing catalytic connectivities. As the diffusion constant (D) increased, the

network with the greater number of links is losing mass to the network of mini

mal connectivity. As is indicated by the increase of A as the well-stirred limit is

approached, the greater productivity of the first network is contributing to the

concentration of large polymers for the second network.

Figures 12.8, 12.9, 12.10, and 12.11 extend these results with the varia

tion of both the diffusion constant and the mass flux. Note that an appreciable

value for the mass flux (8) is required before the network with 118 links can begin

to contribute mass to the network in the neighboring cell. This result is another

indication that mass flux affords catalyzed processes the opportunity to outcom

pete spontaneous processes or other networks with a net weaker catalysis. In this

experiment, the network of 118 links is making use of much of the food resources

of the neighboring cell, synthesizing polymers, and returning these products again

to the neighboring cell. The network of 13 links has become dependent upon the

superior productive capacity of its neighbor.
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Figure 12.3: Solutions to the network of Figure 5.1 which is competing with the network

of Table 7.1 for the resources of the same food set. A is plotted against loglOo E [0,6]

and IOglOVG E [0,8]. Parameters: ky = 6.49 X 102, kr;! = 2.50, k;; = 5.00 X 104, Mass

= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}
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Figure 12.4: Solutions to the network of Table 7.1 which is competing with the network

of Figure 5.1 for the resources of the same food set. A is plotted against loglO" E [0,6]

and loglOvG E [0,8]. Parameters: ky = 3.02 X 104, k;! = 2.70, k;: =7.11 x 104, Food

Set = {a,b} [
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Figure 12.5: Solutions to the network of Figure 5.1 which is competing with the network

of Table 7.1 for the resources of the same food set. The total mass of the network is

plotted against loglOO E [0,6] and lOglOVG E [0,8]. Parameters: ky = 6.49 X 102,

k;: = 2.50, k'7f =5.00 x 10\ Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}
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Figure 12.6: Solutions to the network of Table 7.1 which is competing with the network

of Figure 5.1 for the resources of the same food set. The total mass of the network

is plotted against logloo E [0,6] and loglOvG E [0,8J. Parameters: ky = 3.02 X 104,

k? = 2.70, k;; =7.11 X 10\ Food Set = {a,b}
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Figure 12.7: A is plotted against loglOD E [0,7], the diffusion constant, for two networks

which are spatially coupled. The networks are those of Figures 5.1 (solid) in Cell 1

and Table 7.1 (dotted) in Cell 2. Thus, the competitors here have the same reaction

network, but differing catalytic connectivities. Not surprisingly, the two networks have

nearly identical concentrations as the well mixed limit is approached. The network with

118 links can improve the value for A of the other network with relatively little decrease

in its own A. Parameters for Figure 5.1: kt =6.49 X 102, k':;! = 2.50, yG =8.97 X 105,

k;: = 5.00 X 104, 8 = 102, Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}. Parameters for-Table 7.1:

kt = 3.02 X 104, k':;! = 2.70, yG = 5.26 X 105, k;: = 7.11 X 104, 8 = 102, Mass = 2.0,

Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 12.8: A is plotted against loglOD E [0,7], the diffusion constant, and loglOo E

[0,6] for the network of Figure 5.1 which is spatially coupled to the network of Table

7.1. Parameters: ky = 6.49 X 102 , k? = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105 , kr;j = 5.00 X 104 , Mass

=2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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Figure 12.9: A is plotted against 10glOD E [0,7], the diffusion constant, and loglO8 E

[0,6J for the network of Table 7.1 which is spatially coupled to the network of Figure

5.1. Parameters: kJ =3.02 X 10\ k!( =2.70, vG = 5.26 X 105, k~ = 7.11 X 10\ Mass

= 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.I
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Figure 12.10: The mass is plotted against loglOD E [0,7], the diffusion constant, and

log100 E [0,6] for the network of Figure 5.1 which is spatially coupled to the network of

Table 7.1. Parameters: ky = 6.49 X 102, k? = 2.50, vG = 8.97 X 105, k~ = 5.00 X 10\

Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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--
Figure 12.11: The mass is plotted against loglOD E [0,7], the diffusion constant, and

loglOo E [0,6] for the network of Table 7.1 which is spatially coupled to the network of

Figure 5.1. Parameters: kf = 3.02 X 10\ kif = 2.70, v G = 5.26 X 105, kf = 7.11 X 10\

Mass = 2.0, Food Set = {a,b}.
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12.3 Spatial coupling between networks

In this section, the results of allowing networks to dynamically vary under

the direction of a match chemistry while in spatial contact with each other are

presented.

With the coupling between networks that diffusion allows, there are added

possibilities for behavior. Polymers from one cell may diffuse into other cells in

sufficient quantity so that it may catalyze some reactions in these neighboring

cells. Polymers which diffuse into neighboring cells may also be considered as

reactants in new reactions in those cells.

The crosslinking between networks in different cells on the basis of cat

alytic activity alone is most interesting because crosslinking means that a network

is relying on the functionality of another network. In addition, the course of devel

opment of a network under the direction of an artificial chemistry is determined

in part by the catalysts which are available. The fact that networks through dif

fusion make some of their catalysts available to other networks means that the

networks develop in synchrony.

In Figure 12.12, this synchrony is revealed in the time evolution of A

and the mass for two networks which are spatially coupled. Note that for both

measures, neither network dominates over the entire span of the simulation.

For the previous experiment, the two cells were initialized with different

food sets. However, even if several cells are initialized with the same food set with

the same artificial chemistry, autocatalytic mutation provides a means for these

networks to vary. This may be a crude model of speciation.

The studies mentioned in this section are preliminary. The immediate

goal is to identify as much of the behavior in the simulation which corresponds to

what is observed in evolving systems, and to study the dynamics of this behavior.
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Figure 12.12: A (a) and the Mass (b) is plotted against the metadynamical time step

for two networks which are spatially coupled. Each network inhabits a cell which was

initialized with a different food set. The cells are arranged on a periodic one dimensional

lattice, and are diffusively coupled. The networks vary under the direction of a match

chemistry. Parameters: 8 = 102
, D = 102

, kf E [10,102
], kf E [1,10], vG E [103,107

],

k;: = 1.0 x 106 •
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Chapter 13

Conclusions and prospects

"Rabbit's clever," said Pooh thoughtfully.
"Yes," said Piglet, "Rabbit's clever."
"A nd he has a Brain."
"Yes," said Piglet, "Rabbit has Brain. "
There was a long silence.
"I suppose," said Pooh, ''that that's why he never understands anything."

Benjamin Hoff, The Tao of Pooh, p. 15

The results of this thesis are summarized, and the prospects for the continuation

of the work is considered. First, the place this study has in a plausible scenario

for the initiation of biogenesis on earth is considered.

13.1 A scenario for the origin of life

Marduk's heart filled with joy to hear their response. "I will collect blood
and create bones, " he said to Ea, "and from them, I will create a savage and
call him 'man'. His job will be to serve the gods so that they may rest at
ease.

anonymous (Babylonian), Enuma elish

Out of the original emptyness, which was called Chaos, emerged the first
three immortal beings: Gaea (Mother Earth), Tartarus, who ruled the deep.
est, darkest region of the Underworld, and Eros (Love), whose great beauty
inspired the creation of many of the deathless gods.

Hesiod, Theogeny
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In the beginning of creation, when God made heaven and earth, the earth
was without form and void, with darkness over the face of the abyss, and a
mighty wind that swept over the surface of the waters. God said, 'Let there
be light', and there was light ...

The New English Bible, Genesis 1:1,4

The model is founded on the simple premise that the property of catalysis

motivated the selection of a few processes over all of those possible in a way so as to

lead to the emergence of a proto-organism. The results presented have attempted

to demonstrate that catalysis in an environment with energy flow can motivate

the emergence of a network of polymers from an initial state at a much lower level

of organization. Implicit in the assumptions is that a metabolism which catalyzes

• the synthesis of polymers

• the coupling to an energy source

• the breakdown and distribution of raw materials

could have emerged independently of a templating apparatus comprised of poly

mers which store information and which self-replicate directly. Further, given the

dependence of the templating apparatus upon catalysis and energy, it seems likely

that metabolism came first, and that the origin of direct self-replication implying

the capacity to transmit information required a preexisting, or at the least, a

coexisting metabolism.

Several plausible steps leading to the origin of biogenesis are briefly enu

merated.

Step 1. Begin with the spontaneous formation of essential monomers, the exis

tence of a natural energy gradient, and a favorable environment.

Step 2. Through coupling to a primitive energy gradient, energy retentive com

pounds spontaneously form.

Step 3. Ambient catalysis sparks the synthesis of small polymers. This may

include catalytic capacity of the basic ingredients, mineral catalysts, and the
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catalytic properties of surfaces. Ambient structure, such as the geometry of

a surface, may also impart its influence on such synthesis.

Step 4. Polymers concentrate in a natural, partial enclosure, or themselves ag

gregate to form a primitive cell wall. The largest polymers are capable of

catalyzing the formation of a primitive metabolism. One such possibility

is the catalyzed activation of monomers by energy retentive polyphosphate,

leading to enhanced rates of catalyzed polymerization.

Step 5. Polymers which catalyze further synthesis ignite the autocatalytic net

work. The focusing of resources at the expense of uncatalyzed processes

begins.

Step 6. In a pluralistic world populated by an ensemble of autocatalytic net

works, a fraction of such networks continue to evolve better catalytic prop

erties, leading to further improvements in the rates and specificity of the

metabolic coupling and the synthetic processes.

Step 7a. If the basic components of the network are polypeptides, an enzyme(s)

appears which can catalyze the synthesis of polynucleotides. Enzyme(s)

exist or later appear which can catalyze the self-directed synthesis of the

new templates. The strength of the relationship between a catalyst and

template is determined by the effectiveness of the catalyst. If we view this

as a competition among several catalytic "suitors" for the right to catalyze

the replication of a template, the results of the competition may be embedded

in the genetic code. In this version of the origin of templating, templates are

parasites on the autocatalytic network, utilizing their metabolic properties.

Step 7b. If the basic components of the network are polynucleotides, they cat

alyze self-directed synthesis utilizing the properties of base pair comple

mentarity. In addition, the polynucleotides may catalyze the synthesis of

polypeptides, some of which may be better catalysts for replication. In this

alternative to the origin of templating, polypeptides appear which assume

direct control of the metabolic machinery, displacing polynucleotides. The

chemical relationship between a polynucleotide catalyst and the polypeptide
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product becomes information when it can be transmitted by the self-directed

replication of the polynucleotide.

Step 8. New species imply new functionality, including the ability to reconfigure

or modify the basic processes which led to development. An example of such

a process is the synthesis of basic monomers. The scaffolding provided by

the autocatalytic network is no longer needed, and is liquidated or subsumed

within other machinery. Functional self-organization is accelerated by nat

ural selection acting upon information retentive templates which now direct

the proto-organism.

13.2 Implications and results

Amparo was steadfast in her faith. "The particular empirical event
doesn't matter,» she said. "It's an ideal principle, which can be verified
only under ideal conditions. Which means never. But it's still true.»

Umberto Eco, Foucault's Pendulum, p. 161

• We have demonstrated the use of several modeling techniques. Among them

is a method for recalling the equations of motion and associated jacobian

matrices (appendix C), required since the dimension of the system varies

dynamically. The means for reconstructing graphs from the shadow (section

2.5.2) and of selecting rule spaces (section C.2) is described. The iterative

routine for finding the fixed point of our systems includes a modification

which utilizes attributes of the flow (section 3.2) .

• A model of emergence from the prebiotic soup of a proto-organism more com

plicated than a simple dissipative structure (chapter 2) has been proposed.

The network is capable of retaining information about its functional rela

tionships and capable of passing on this information. Implicit in the model

is a definition of an organism (the autocatalytic network, section 1.1) which

includes the environment (the background of spontaneous processes (section

2.3.2), resources, other networks (section 2.7)) and a pool of variability (the

shadow (section 2.5)).
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• Several properties about the network which are interesting from the point of

view of dynamical systems theory and the theory of networks are discussed.

These properties include apparent fixed point behavior for an arbitrarily high

dimensional system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (section 3.2),

global optima in parameter space (chapter 8.3), and several mechanisms for

complex self-regulation (chapter 3).

• A demonstration of the usefulness of optimization techniques in studying

complicated models with many parameters (chapter 8.1) has been made.

• The acute sensitivity of the behavior of autocatalytic networks to their con

nectivity properties has been explored (chapter 8). These results have in

spired us to study the relationship between graph topology and dynamics

further.

• Within the context of the model, some selection criteria for emergence based

upon dynamical behavior have been established. This includes the produc

tion of large polymers (section 3.1), the dominance over uncatalyzed pro

cesses (chapter 5), improvement over equilibrium (section 3.1.2), metabolic

capacity (chapter 9), and stability to variations in resources (chapter 9) and

perturbations to individual processes in the network (chapter 10).

• Study of the relationship between the complexity of the chemistry employed

and the level of self-organization possible (chapter 4) has been initiated.

• The process of functional self-organization has been simulated, since it is

the properties of the network which direct network growth (chapter 4). The

properties of the species in the network are described in the rules of artificial

chemistry. The random chemistry captures some of the collective attributes

of catalysis in the network. A match chemistry (section 2.4.4) associates

characteristic catalytic properties to each species.

• The model also has a characteristic of many hierarchical systems, in that

there is cooperation and competition at all levels. This duality occurs be

tween polymers of the network (chapter 12), between the network and the
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background (chapter 5), and between networks (section 12.3).

• This is also a model for the dynamics of evolution (section 11.2). Simulation

of the model exhibits open ended variability in exploring a potentially infinite

dimensional space. Since the environment is varying with the network, this

may be a model of an adaptive walk on a variable fitness landscape. But

while the network is varying in response to internal constraints which are

dependent upon the choice of artificial chemistry, we are still trying to find

an artificial chemistry which motivates the evolution of the network towards

increased self-organization.

• And though the model has many properties germane to a wider class of

phenomena than the origin of life, the development of the model has been

guided by this problem (sections 1.2,1.3.1). We have described the place

our study has in the historical span of ideas relating to the origin of life

(section 1.3.2), summarized the experimental support or lack thereof for the

assumptions of the model (section 1.3.3), and placed the model in the context

of a scenario for the transition to biogenesis (section 13.1).

13.3 Emergence and alternative media

The results from this study present us with tantalizing evidence which

relates the structure of the environment and the resulting organism. What of the

possibility for life in other media, such as on other planets [140]. Current opinion

holds that life on other planets in our solar system is unlikely, due to harsh global

factors such as temperature. If true, might life be possible if these harsh factors

were improved? Do these planets have the latent potential to self-organize under

better circumstances?

It is important to note that we do not have much or any experience with

organisms that are truly at at much different levels of complexity, and until we

do, it will be difficult for us to recognize what being "alive" means for these

alternatives, and more to the point of our study, what "emergence" means for

these alternatives. In this light, artificial media such as computers become more
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than a resource to help us to understand life as it exists, or a tool to explore

alternative levels of organization, but may actually be sufficient to spawn life per

se. A complete study of emergence must include a study of all types of media to

understand their potential [141J.

A less speculative effort would be to research other chemical media, creat

ing in the laboratory toy chemical worlds which have fewer chemical constituents.

Since most of the biopolymers in contemporary life have coevolved, it would not

do to select some subset of such biopolymers and try to see if self-organization

develops. An attempt at identifying species which attained their current proper

ties at a very early point in evolution as primitive would be interesting. It makes

more sense to design and synthesize a population of species to be placed in some

media with the intent of encouraging self-organization. Among the many things

which might guide such an effort are observations from simulations such as the

one presented here.

13.4 Suggestions for experiment

The subject of prebiotic chemistry has many open questions. At least

three studies which would provide experimental support for the viability of the

mechanisms of the model can be suggested:

• Detection of catalysis in populations of reacting polymers.

• Coupling of chemical processes to an ambient energy gradient.

• Exploration of potential sources for prebiotic catalysis.

13.5 Further study

Clearly, there are many aspects of the model which invite further study.

First, a random and match chemistry has been introduced, and other artificial

chemistries are being considered for study. The important question is the re

lationship between self-organization and the chemistry. Second, the inclusion of

autocatalytic mutations in the simulation provides open-ended variability, and the
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and other replicator equations [48]. Is there any regularity in this relationship

between connectivity and dynamics? If the topology alone is not sufficient to

discriminate between different behaviors, graphs whose edges are weighted by the

The relationship between the behavior of the networks we study and their

connectivity properties is intriguing. There is a broad class of dynamical systems

which may be considered networks whose coupling is described by the topology of

its representative graph. Many models of evolutionary dynamics are of this type,

including coupled Lotka-Volterra equations

results show a wide range of behavior characteristic of evolving systems. Here,

the dynamics of the evolutionary process is of interest. Third, networks which are

dynamically varying and which are spatially coupled is a model of coevolutionary

dynamics. With this model, many aspects of an ecology are exhibited and may

be studied.

The chemical reaction networks which are studied show many interesting

features of self-regulation and flow properties which are of general relevance to a

study of networks. A more analytic approach to a study of the equations of the

network may be fruitful. The conjectures regarding the fixed point solutions to

a network have yet to be analytically verified. A comparison to other nonlinear

models of chemical reaction networks would may also reveal the cause of some of

the unusual properties of the autocatalytic network.

Other models can be studied which are simpler but which retain many

of the important features of the model we study. One model of autocatalytic

networks which is computationally simpler includes stochastic reaction dynamics

between integer numbers of species. Other mathematical models used to study

self-organization and evolution are also simpler than our model, and are amenable

to some degree of analysis [48]. To our knowledge, there does not exist a simple

formulation of functional self-organization which could be treated in a way similar

to, as an example, the quasi-species model. The forthcoming studies of evolution

ary dynamics in our model may inspire the derivation of an alternative, simpler

model.

(13.1)Xi = xi(1 - Xi - L: aexe)
e
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strength of the interaction represented by the edge can be studied. Autocatalytic

networks are models for feedback and self-regulation, and it would be interesting

to understand their relevance to problems in psychology, economics, and sociology.

The overarching goal of future study is to have a better formulation of

self-organization, especially of the type seen in living systems. Much of the work

of this nature which has been done has been in the field of nonequilibrium ther

modynamics, but there is no such work which provides an organizing principle for

living systems.

Living systems maintain themselves at states of low entropy. It is simple

enough to show that living organisms do not violate the second law of thermody

namics when in a nonequilibrium state. This statement falls short of the necessary

and sufficient criteria for the self-organization of living processes. Such a thermo

dynamic law of complexity must be dependent upon the latent potential of the

environment. In the case of our model, this potential rests in the complexity of

the food set and the rules of chemistry which govern interactions between species.

Since this initial complexity is a parameter, we are encouraged to consider the

relation between the complexity of the initial conditions and the distribution of

the final states with respect to complexity.
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Appendix A

Symbols and Parameters

The tables included in this appendix list commonly used symbols and the

parameters of the model.
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~ Symbol IWhere defined IBrief description

A p. 72 Slope of the mean concentration versus length curve

T p. 174 Mean flux ratio
<Pj p. 174 Flux ratio for reaction node j

1/ p. 174 Forward reaction flux for reaction node j
J

1>i p. 174 Reverse reaction flux for reaction node j

(Gi) p.72 Mean concentration for all polymers of length i

Table A.1: Several of the most commonly used symbols, along with the number of the

page where the symbol is defined and a brief description.
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ai bound concentration of polymer in network

ai free concentration of polymer in network

ai· bound concentration of phosphorylated polymer in network

ai· free concentration of phosphorylated polymer in network

Si sum concentration of background polymers of length i

Si· sum concentration of phosphorylated background polymers of length i

Rate constants

kJ Hydrolysis of polymer for reaction jr

kJ Condensation of two polymers for reaction jf

k~. Condensation of activated polymer for reaction j

kr Hydrolysis of polyphosphate

k. Condensation of two phosphates

kr Hydrolysis of activated polymer

k" Disassociation for bound complexes

v" Catalytic efficiency for catalytic link k

Environment

Ti Driving for ith polymer

6 Dissipation for all chemical species

D Diffusion constant
Tp Driving for monophosphates

'Y Energy for synthesis of polyphosphates

H Concentration of water

Artificial chemistry

Pc Probability of catalysis

St Specificity threshold

Ct Concentration threshold

Table A.2: The state variables and the parameters of the model.



Appendix B

Equations of motion

The complete equations of motion for an autocatalytic reaction network

are presented. As outlined previously [8], the equations are written in a compact

notation which sums over all possible reactions. Each reaction in the network is

represented by the following schema:

a+b+e~ ce+h

c+ e+ h ~ abe

ku h-+c+e+
k
~a+b+e

(B.I)

(B.2)

In this symbolic reaction, a and b react to from c and one water molecule, h, in a

reaction catalyzed bye. All polymers in the chemostat can play the role of a, b, c,

or e for a particular reaction. In the following equations, Vabee is a sparse matrix;

each element of the matrix is the catalytic efficiency for a particular reaction and

is nonzero only for those reactions installed in the autocatalytic reaction network.

The position of a polymer's labeling index in the label for an element of the matrix

Vabee indicates the polymers' role in that reaction. In the following equations, a

term which includes Vjk/i indicates that Xj plays the role of a, Xk that of b, x/ that

of the condensate c, and Xi plays the role of the enzyme e.

Xi - L{kj[(Vjki/X/ + VjkliXi)XjXk + Vjkil,X/,XjXk + VjP/'iXiXjXk.j
j,k,l

+ kr [(Vj"'kilXI + Vj+kliXi)Xj.Xk + Vj"'kil-XI-Xj.Xk + Vj-k-/*iXiXj-Xk*]
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X; - - L {kj(X;Xj[(V;jk/ +Vj;kl)Xl + Vjk/;Xk] + X;Xj(V;jkl' + Vj;k/' )X/.
J,k,l

+ XiXj*Vij*k*ZXl + XiX j*V1"j*k*Z*Xl* + XiXj*Vjk*Z*iXk*)

+ krh[x/x;(Vjk;/ + Vjk/;) +X/,X;Yjbl' + Xl,X;Vjk'/';]}

- kjx;pz + kux; - OX; +T;0(x? > 0)

xi· - L{kj[VjkU,X;,XjXk +Vjk'i'IX/XjXk'
j,k,l

+ (Vjk*i*/*X/* + Vjk*l*i*Xi* )XjXk*]

+ (Vj*k*i*l*XZ* + Vj*k*Z*i*Xi* )Xj*Xk*]

+ krh[Vjkli*X/Xi* + Vji*k*ZXk*Xl + Vji*k*/*Xk*Xl'" + Vjk*l*i*XZ*Xi*]}

x;. - - L {kj[Xi,XjVjkU,Xk + X;>XjVj;>k'/X/
i,k,l

+ Xi*XjVji*k*l*XI* + Xi*XjVjk*/*i*Xk*]

+ krh[x/x;,Vjk/;' + X/Xi>Vjk-i'/ + Xl,Xi>(Vjk';'/' +Vjk>/>;')]}

+ kjx;pz - L krhx;> + kuxi> - Ox;.
i

P - L {kr[V;'jk/X;,Xjx/ +Vi'jkl,X;,XjXl'
j,k,l
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(B.3)

(BA)

(B.5)

(B.6)
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+ L {kfXiPZ - khhxi} - OJ)
i

P - L {kr[Vi'jklXi,XjX/ + Vi'jk/,Xi,XjX/,
i,k,l

+ Vi*j*k*/Xi*Xj*XI + Vi*j*k*/*Xi·Xj*XI"']}

(B.7)

+ 2kr hpz - 2,kf p
z +L kfxiPZ +L krhxi' - op + Tp (B.8)
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Appendix C

Data Structures for

Metadynamics

Metadynamics implies that the network, and thus the equations of motion vary

with time. The method for dynamically recalling the equations of motion first

introduced by Farmer, Kauffman, and Packard f8} is summarized. This method

has been applied to the dynamic reconstruction of Jacobian matrices. The spirit of

this innovation lies within the method for the generation of autocatalytic mutations

from directed graphs.

During a numerical experiment, the details of an autocatalytic reaction

network are stored in several types of data structures [142]. Dynamical criteria for

the simulation leads to variation of the network through addition or deletion of

polymers, reactions, and catalytic links, with corresponding changes in the data

structures. From our data structures, the equations of motion are recalled. In this

appendix, some details of this technique are discussed, beginning with a discussion

of data structures. For the purposes of this discussion, a literal representation of

data structures which are a simplification of those we actually employ are included.

A few remarks here about the C programming language will make the

following discussion clearer. A structure is a collection of one or more variables,

each of which can be of one of several basic variable types. In C, these basic

variable types include double, for double precision real numbers, float, for single
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precision real numbers, int, for integers, char, for single characters such as "a",

and str, for a string of characters, such as "abbaba". C allows a data structure to

be defined with the struet keyword, and is equivalent to defining a new data type.

Arrays of all data types, including those defined by the user, may be

created. In fact, str is a one dimensional array of variables of type char. A two

dimensional array of double precision numbers of dimension 10 X 10 called var can

be declared as double var[10}[10}, where the f}[} boxes allow for the placement of

subscripts to identify the element of the array, or as double **var. In the former

case, the memory for the array is explicitly allocated when the variable is declared,

while in the latter case, the memory for the array still needs to be allocated. In

both declarations, var is a pointer. pointers are simply numbers which provide

the address in memory of a particular variable. When memory for this array is

allocated, var will contain the address of the leading block of memory allocated

for this array.

A particularly useful kind of data structure is one which is self-referential,

meaning that it includes within its definition one or more structures of its own

type. This recursive declaration is used to construct hierarchies of structures;

among the simplest of these are trees and linked lists.

C.l Recalling the equations of motion

The data structures used to store the details of the network are now

elaborated. The identifying characteristics of each polymer is stored in a structure

of type Poly:

struct Poly {

struct React *react;

struct Cat *cat;

double cone;

char *str;

};

I
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Poly contains str, a pointer to a character string which represents its monomeric

composition. The real variable cone is the concentration of the polymer.

The details of every reaction between polymers of the network are stored

in a data structure of type React:

struct React {

struct Poly *c,

*a,

*b;

struct Cat *cat;

double flux;

};

React contains c, a, and b which are pointers to the polymers which participate in

the reaction, and flux, a measure of the net mass flux through the reaction node.

In a graphical representation, Poly and React represent the nodes of the

graph (See Figure 5.1). There are also two kinds of connections between these

nodes, reactive links and catalytic links. Since a reaction may have more than one

catalyst, and a polymer may catalyze more than one reaction, information about

catalysts are stored in a linked list of type Cat:

struct Cat {

struct Poly *poly

struct React *react;

double vel;

struct Cat *next;

};

Cat contains a pointer to the polymer which is the catalyst poly, a pointer to

the catalyzed reaction react, and a the value for the efficiency of the catalyst for

that particular reaction. The variable next points to the next catalyst in the list.

Returning to the definition of the data types Poly and React, both structures

contain pointers to Cat. However, the lists of data type Cat referred to by Poly

and React are different. In the case of Poly, all of the reactions catalyzed by a
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particular polymer are listed. With React, the list is of all the polymers which

catalyze a particular reaction.

The network of data structures is accessed and traversed through linked

lists of data structures which are maintained during a simulation. PolyList is an

example of such a list of structures of type Poly:

struet PolyList {

struet Poly *poly;

struet PolyList *next;

} *polylist;

The equations of motion are recalled by traversing the composite data

structure and assigning the appropriate term for each interaction to the differential

equations which describe the time variation of the concentration of the polymers

of the network.

Of course, the method can work only if there is a finite number of terms

which may be attributed. For the reaction:

e
a+b.=c (C.1)

where a,b,c, and e correspond to the unique integer index for the two cleavage

products, the condensate, and the catalyst respectively, the following code would

be used to recall the equations of motion:

1* CONDENSATION *1
du[e] += effe * Kf * u[e] * u[a] * u[b];

du[a] -= effe * Kf * u[e] * u[a] * u [b] ;

du [b] - = effe * Kf * u[e] * u[a] * u[b];

1* CLEAVAGE *1
du[a] += effe * Kr * u[e] * u[e] * H2O;

du[b] += effe * Kr * u[e] * u[c] * H2O;

du[e] -= effe * Kr * u[e] * u[e] * H2O;

l

[
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For these literal representations of the code, Kf = kf , Kr = kr, effe = v, u[a]

corresponds to the concentration of polymer a, and du [a] is the differential for

u[a] .

and compare it to the previous schema (Eq. (C.1)). In the latter schema, the

cleavage products are the same, and the catalyst is the same as the condensate.

The terms in the Jacobian will be different in either eventuality, and thus the code

must accommodate both circumstances. In fact, there are 7 possible configura

tions, but only the code for two is listed for comparison.

The equations which correspond to an autocatalytic network generically

exhibit a unique fixed point. Though we as yet do not have an analytic proof of this

observation, we have proceeded to implement an iterative method which requires

a Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives in the same manner as the equations of

motion. This task is somewhat more involved, as the basic form of the equation

may vary. Consider

(C.2)
c

a+a ?c

[

[

r

[

[

[

[

[

I
I

j ae [b] [a] -= effe * Kr * u[b] * u[e];

j ae [b] [b] -= effe * Kr * u[a] * u [e] ;

j ac [b] [e] += effe "' Kr * u [e] ;

jac[b] [e] -= effe * Kr * u[a] * u[b] ;

j ae [b] [e] += effe * Kr * u [e] ;

(a != b) && (a != e) && (b != e) && (e != e» {

jae[a] [a] -= effe * Kr * u[b] * u[e] ;

jae [a] [b] - = effe * Kr * u[a] * u [e] ;

j ae [a] [e] += effe * Kr * u [e] ;

j ae [a] [e] -= effe * Kr * u[a] * u[b] ;

jae [a] [e] += effe * Kr * u[e] ;

/* a + b <= e => e */

if(

[

I
r

I
[

I
[

[
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j ae [e] [a] += effe * Kr * u[b] * u [e] ;

j ae [e] [b] += effe * Kr * u[a] * u [e] ;

jae [e] [e] -= effe * Kr * u[e];

j ae [e] [e] -= effe * Kr * u[e] ;

j ae [e] [e] += effe * Kr * u[a] * u[b] ;

j ae [e] [e] -= effe * Kr * u [e] ;

}

/* a + a <= e => e */

else if( (a == b) && (e == e)) {

j ae [a] [a] -= 4.0 * effe * Kr * u[a] * u [e] ;

jae [a] [e] -= 2.0 * effe * Kr * u[a] * u[a];

j ae [a] [e] += 4.0 * effe * Kr * u [e] ;

jae [e] [a] -= 2.0 * effe * Kr * u[a] * u [e] ;

jade] [e] += effe * Kr * u[a] * u[a];

j ae [e] [e] -= 2.0 * effe * Kr * u [e] ;

}

For simplicity, terms for the portions of the sum concentration of each

species which is in a bound complex or which are activated by phosphates have

not been included, nor are the terms for the phosphates or the equations for the

background of uncatalyzed interactions shown. However, all these aspects of the

model may be treated in a similar way.

The portions of the code which contain the jacobians are several thou

sand lines long, with a proportion of repetition and variation which encourages a

mistake which would be henceforth very difficult to ferret out and correct. This

difficulty is avoided by using Mathematica [143], a language which has the facility

of symbolic manipulation, to assemble the Jacobian of partial derivatives. Math

ematica will also produce this output formatted in the C programming language,

and which is readily inserted into the program.
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Numerical subroutines which solve this system recall the equations of

motion frequently before the fixed point solution is found, and thus it is compu

tationally expensive to proceed in this manner. An improvement of this method

would be to instruct the program to actually write a subroutine which contains

the above equations, compile it, and proceed with the calculation. Since the net

work is not changing, the equations should only have to be recalled once and thus

reduce the computational burden of this method.

This numerical scheme for modeling a dynamical system of variable di

mension was introduced and first implemented prior to this work [8], and later

described more fully [16].

C.2 Selecting the rule space

Rules may be encoded as functions. These functions may then be listed as elements

of an array, allowing a more facile exploration of the rule space.

Many of the features of the simulation are not encoded in the form of a

simple equation, but instead are encoded as an algorithm or rule of behavior. The

rules for attributing reactions, catalysts, rate constants, and catalytic efficiencies

are examples. The formulation and implementation of such rules are essential to

the model.

Often, the best way of knowing whether a particular rule will lead to

consistent and reasonable behavior is through direct simulation. In addition,

there is rarely a "best" rule, in the sense that it is clearly better (more realistic,

computationally more efficient) in every way. In many cases, such as with the

random and match chemistries, several rules can be implemented which perform

the same task. Some rules are more realistic, but each rule may have some feature

that is worth exploring. One important goal is to compare rules corresponding

to the properties of the environment and the polymers which are more or less

complex, in order to understand how the complexity of the ensuing simulation

depends upon the complexity of the initial conditions.

Rules are encoded as functions or procedures. Here the means of encoding
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two different rules for. attributing a catalyst to a substrate are presented. The

first such function, match-rand, corresponds to the random chemistry, while

the second, match...specific, corresponds to the rule which assigns catalysts as a

function of the specificity of the match between the sequences of the catalyst and

the substrate. As has been described, the specificity rule is more realistic than

a random chemistry in at least one way, as the properties of each polymer is a

direct function of its monomeric sequence.

A structure of type Site is defined which bundles the essential information

for a catalyst, its binding site str and its efficiency effc.

struct Site {

char *str;

REAL effc;

};

1* the catalytic site *1
1* catalytic efficiencies *1

An array of functions (match_Iuncs) is defined which attribute catalysts

to reactions (match_rand, match_specific). These functions return a pointer to a

structure of type Site.

typedef struct Site *PSite;

PSite match_rand(),

match_specific();

PSite (*match_funcs[J)() = { (PSite (*)()) match_rand,

(PSite (*)()) match_specific };

In addition, a variable pLmatch of a type PFPP which has been defined

which the typedel keyword of C and which means: "pointer to a function which

returns a pointer to a variable of type Site" .

typedef PSite (*PFPP)();
[

[

l
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PFPP pt_match;

When a particular function is selected, the variable pi-match is equated

with a particular element of the array mateh_funes designated by the integer

matehflag.

int matchflag:

pt_match = match_funcs[matchflag];

When the rule is actually being used, it appears in the code in the fol

lowing way.

struct Site *site;

site = ( *pt_match )( candidate, polya, polyb );



Appendix D

Graphics

The complex nature of the behavior of the model is difficult to inter

pret. A graphics application has been written in SunView, a windowing system

provided by Sun Microsystems for use on Sun workstations ( Figure D.l ). This

tool generates two dimensional plots which allows an arbitrary number or ways

to describe the state of a particular network, as well as its behavior over time.

Interactive parameter variation and reinitialization has also been encoded. Such a

tool permits the real-time observation of the consequences of varying rules, initial

conditions, or parameters.
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Figure D.l: A picture of the graphics application with several windows opened. The

windows include canvases for graphing the autocatalytic set as shown, as well as other

windows which can show a number of two dimensional plots which characterize the

network and graphical dynamics. There are other windows which allow interactive

parameter variation.



Appendix E

Coupling Between the

Background and th~ Network

In a successful simulation of the interaction between the network and

the background, the products of all possible reactions must be accounted for

accurately. In this appendix, the details of the coupling between the background

and the network are presented. So that explicit examples may be discussed, the

network of Figure 5.1 is considered.

For the reactions within the network, the coupling is immediate. For

example, for the reaction:

ab +aab --> abaab + H (E.l)

reference to Figure 5.1 shows that abaab is not present in the network. Therefore,

it is in the background, and the state variable 35 receives the product of this

reaction.

The products of cleavages can be accounted for in a similar way. The

cleavage reaction:

baab + H --> ba + ab (E.2)

produces ab, which is in the network, and ba which is not. The equations for Xab

and 32 include additive terms from this reaction.

The accounting for a condensation reaction between a species of the net-
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work and a species of the background is more complicated. For the reactions

is added to Xbaab and subtracted from S4.

Reactions among species in the background can also produce contribu

tions to the network. For the condensation reaction

52 is the number of species of length 2 in the background, which in this case is 3.

The number of combinations in this example is then 6. Referring to the network

(Figure 5.1), the number of ways (1) ab can condense to form baab is counted.

(Compare this to abab.) From this number is subtracted the number of times

ab actually participates in a condensation reaction in the network to form baab.

There are no such cases for this example in the network, so it must be occurring

in the interaction with the background. Let the term product refer to the sum of

the products of Eqs. E.3 and E.4. A correction term of

1
"6 * product (E.6)

(E.3)

(E.4)

(E.5)

(E.7)

ab + S2 --+ product

S2 +ab --+ product

S2 + S3 --+ product

52 X 2 . combinations

and

begin by attributing all of the product to S4. However, this is not quite correct.

S2 represents all species of length 2 which are not in the network, which is in this

case 52 = {ba,bb,aa}. Note that a condensation between ba of the background

and ab of the network results in baab, also of the network. The variable Xbaab

should receive some of the product which as been attributed to S4' In general,

condensation reactions between species of the network and those of the background

will often produce species of the network. Such cases are handled by calculating

a corrective contribution to the species of the network. In the case of Xbaab and

the specific condensation reaction considered here, the correction is calculated by

first noting the number of possible interactions or combinations between ab and

the background species of length 2 is:
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again begin by attributing all of the product to S5. Now consider each polymer

of the network individually. For any explicit polymer of length 5 which is in the

network, there will be only one way that it can be made from a 2 - mer on the left

and a 3 - mer on the right. If this reaction has not occurred within the network,

or between a member of the network and the background, then it must occur

between species of the background. The appropriate correction factor is then:

I
S2SS * product (E.8)

Finally, for spontaneous cleavages of species in the background, again

attribute the product of any specific cleavage to the spontaneous population. For

example, for the cleavage reaction:

(E.9)

S2 and Ss accrete mass from the reaction. Now consider the possibility that this

reaction, which represents the cleavage of all things of length 5 in the background,

might produce the polymer ab of the network. If all 25 = 32 possible 5 - mers,

were in the background, then exactly 22~4 = 8 of all possible cleavages among

these 32 5 - mers producing a 2 - mer on the left would be abo Now examine the

network to see if there are any 5 - mers with ab in the first two positions, and

find that there are none; the value of 8 remains unchanged. However, there are 3

5 - mers in the autocatalytic network and thus the correction term must be:

8-0=8
32 - 3 = 29 * product (KID)
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Appendix F

The Shadow

The details for including a source of variability in the model of autocat

alytic networksare presented in this appendix. One way of describing this method

of including polymers and reactions from the shadow into the network is that of

expanding the graph support of an autocatalytic set at its dynamical (equations

of motion) and metadynamical (graphical) fixed point. This graphical approach

will be elaborated with definitions, assumptions, and motivation.

Definition: the background set B of the autocatalytic set A as the

set of all polymers (3i tf- A, i = 1,2, ... , IBI, that can be formed by spontaneous

cleavage and condensation reactions. The set of polymers B is modeled with ag

gregation equations as described in section 2.3.2. The purpose of this portion

of the model is to simulate the competition for resources between the autocat

alytic network and the background, between a few catalyzed processes and many

uncatalyzed processes. A useful approximation is that the concentrations of all

species in the background for any given length are equivalent. However, there are

fluctuations in the distribution of concentrations in the background, and this fact

is a clue in identifying a source of variability.

Under the conditions of the model, only a self-catalyzed reaction or set

of reactions can be added to the network. This is because all possible reactions

between the species of the network and with the species of the network as catalysts

have already been considered under the rules of the artificial chemistry. Such self

catalysis requires that some fluctuation in the concentration of a species in the
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background is positive enough to spark an autocatalytic process. In speaking of

fluctuations, there is a mean level from which the fluctuation is an increase or a

decrease. Is there a subset of species in the background whose mean concentration,

and thus the likelihood of a useful fluctuation, will be higher than elsewhere?

The reactions in the background have the same rate equations sans catal

ysis as those of the network, Also, the rate constants for spontaneous and catalyzed

process must be the same as they must reflect the properties of the species in the

environment. Thus, the species in the highest concentrations will be the strongest

source for reactions producing species in the background. When the autocatalytic

network is dominant over the background, this source of variability is of course

the network itself.

F.1 Enumerating the shadow

Definition: the shadow set S of polymers O"i E S is the set of all

polymers in the background which are formed directly through uncatalyzed con

densation and cleavage of polymers in the autocatalytic set A.

Assumption: Spontaneous reactions between members of the back

ground and members of the network, or between members of the background

are ignored. When the network is dominant, the richest source of fluctuations

leading to self-catalyzed events will be the shadow of first order processes on the

periphery of the network.

There are three crude regimes the network may be in. The network:

1. cannot be distinguished from thebackground

2. is weakly distinguished from the background

3. is strongly dominant over the background

In the first case, the idea of adding a mutation to a network which is essentially

the entire background is meaningless. An "organism" which cannot be identified

cannot mutate. In the second case, the addition of a mutant to a network which

is already having difficulty focusing its resources into a select number of processes
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might be sufficient to kill it, or may provide it with a means of rapid improvement

at a crucial stage. In the third regime, there is dominant organism which is stable

with respect to fluctuations. Conversely, the number of candidates for mutation is

greatly enhanced due to the vigor of the network's processes. The sum mutability

of the network is still sufficient to allow it the possibility of evolving to better

states of behavior.

Definition: the parent(s) of a shadow polymer a are the polymers in

the network which produce descendants a via spontaneous reactions.

Definition: the pop-up probability of a shadow polymer a: let r_u

denote a particular spontaneous reaction among the species of the parent auto

catalytic set that produces a particular polymer a. In many cases, there is more

than one reaction that produces a particular polymer aj let us denote the set of

those reactions as R_u • Define the rate of r _u to be the probability (after suit

able renormalization) by which a is present in S due to the particular channel

r _u' Clearly this is also the probability PT_u or frequency by which the reaction

node r _u occurs in the shadow. In the case of a cleavage reaction, ak -; ai +aj,

PT_u. = PT_u. = kT[aJ and in the case of a condensation reaction, ai +aj -; a,
• J

PT_u = kJ[ai][aj]' where the concentrations [ai] and raj] are from the dynamical

steady state of the network. Then the total probability, or pop-up probability, Pu

of a is

(F.I)

Cleavage processes which produce one species in the shadow and one in the net

work are also considered, i.e. ak -; ai +aj'

Assumption: for each polymer a E S only one reaction node which

produces it is retained. The node retained is the one that contributes the most to

Pu, i.e. for the process r_u: PT_u = maxTE'R_uPT_u' Numerical evidence confirms

that this is typically a very good approximation, as there is usually a single process

which is the leading contributor to a. Remember that all of the contributing

processes if explicitly considered would have different catalysts in most cases. In

this discrete procedure, the best candidates for consideration for catalysis are

being selected.
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A word about graphical representations of reaction networks. In an au

tocatalytic set, multiple reactions can produce a given polymer. Further, since

all reactions are reversible, there is no clearly defined "product" which serves as

a catalyst; the results of condensations and cleavages are products and may serve

as catalysts. Thus, a full graphical description of the network requires that two

types of vertices representing reaction nodes and polymers are included, as well

as two types of edges representing catalytic links and reactive relationships. Since

a unique reaction pathway from the autocatalytic set for every possible species

in the shadow is selected means that a node identifies both the reaction and its

products in the shadow. Since these products are the only legal candidates for

catalyzing other nodes, there is no ambiguity in describing a catalytic relationship

with a directed edge from one node to another. Thus, the graph representation

used to describe the network may be collapsed to that of a simple reduced graph

to describe the shadow without loss of information (Figure 2.2).

Definition: The shadow graph consists of the vertex set S and an edge

set f induced by the chemistry on S. A directed edge e:O"i -+ O"j means that under

the specified chemistry polymer O"i catalyzes the reaction node that produces O"j.

F.2 Evaluating candidates for autocatalytic mutation

To sum up to this point, every network A at a dynamical fixed point

has associated with it a shadow S with a set of catalytic edges f. To simulate

this, all reactions leading to species in the shadow are enumerated, and the rules

of chemistry are applied to these species to ascertain the edges. In a time or

ensemble average the shadow polymers will be present with probabilities PeT.

Let the shadow graph be GS (B, f). The relative average importance or

weight of a particular edge O"i -+ O"j will be

(F.2)

Let G~ (Sm C S, f m C f) be the subgraph of the set of edges f m induced

by our rules of chemistry on the subset of species in the shadow Sm. Then we

define the weight of the subgraph G~, which is some collection of vertices and
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edges in the shadow, as

(F.3)

A subgraph G~ of GS is a valid expansion of the graph support of the network A

iff G~ is autocatalytic, which implies the following graphical requirements:

1. Every vertex of G~ has at least one inward edge (i.e. every reaction must

be catalyzed).

2. G~ must contain at least one cycle.

The numerical procedures for enumerating the valid subgraphs in the

shadow make use of combinatorial algorithms [144] which have been encoded to

identify all pure cycles and trees in the shadow from the adjacency list of all edges.

Pure cycles have a ratio of one edge to one node. To identify most of the subgraphs

which satisfy the definition of validity, it is enough to use each individual pure

cycle as a template and dress it with any other edges in the adjacency list that

exist between the nodes.

However, there are two other kinds of events which may occur in the

shadow. The first is a tree of cycles. Figure F.l shows several valid subgraphs

which are not encompassed by a single pure cycle, but is often composed of several

such cycles. This structure is also a valid subgraph. The numerical procedures

have been extended to account for such autocatalytic supercycles. The search is

constrained to supercycles with a small number of nodes. Also in this grouping

of cycles within an encompassing tree is the extension of a cycle by catalyzing a

node which as yet does not return any catalytic activity.

The second alternative event in the shadow is a seeding event (Figure

F.2), where a valid subgraph is ignited by a fluctuating polymer of the shadow

which is itself not produced by a catalyzed process and which will disappear. Such

an event will clearly enhance the PUi of a vertex, but all vertexes are assumed to

experience a similar enhancement, and such events are not specifically simulated.

The bulk of the value contained in the weight of the nodes of a cycle establishes

the more important likelihood that such an event will be self-sustaining.
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•

/\
o 0

(a)

•
(b)

Figure F.1: Two examples of trees of pure cycles.

•

Figure F .2: An example of a seeding event. The contribution of the node on the left is

not explicitly considered in the evaluation of the shadow.

F.3 Selection criteria for valid subgraphs

Finally, the criteria for installing an autocatalytic mutation into the net

work is discussed.

Definition: The probability of a graph is highly dependent upon the

number of edges it contains (Eq. (F.3)). It is useful to classify valid subgraphs

on n vertices according to their number of edges e = 1,2, ... , n 2 as belonging to

the edge class of a graph.

Definition: The reaction processes underlying a valid subgraph is de

scribed by a set of coupled differential equations. The terms corresponding to the

concentrations of the parents are treated as constants, and the dependent variables

are the concentrations of the shadow polymers. In a sense, the parent autocat

alytic set is acting as a food set for the candidate mutation. These equations are

integrated, and the time needed for all vertex polymers to cross the concentration

threshold for the system is equated with the dynamic viability of the subgraph.

Utilizing these last procedures, the algorithm is summarized in 3 stages.

1. Construct all valid subgraphs containing up to n vertices. Retain
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the I most probable graphs in each edge class as determined by its weight and

call them candidates. Summing over all edge classes, there will be at most In2

candidates. Up until this point, the algorithm has largely been a sorting procedure

for identifying the best candidates for mutation.

2. Calculate the dynamic viability VGS for each G~. This value will be
m

normalized based upon the time required to cross threshold. Compute the kinetic

selection values sG~ = vG~wG~. Choose probabilistically among all candidates

weighted by the SGS distribution. This latter procedure loosens the rigidity of the
m

evaluation, and allows the occasional consideration of more complicated cycles

which are less likely.

3. Expand the autocatalytic network with the chosen G~ and integrate

the updated equations of motion. If any of the steady state concentrations of the

polymers in the installed subgraph is below the concentration threshold of the

system, the mutation is considered unsuccessful and detached from the network

and from the list of candidates. Stages 2 and 3 are repeated until either a successful

mutation has been found or the list of candidates has been exhausted.
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